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PREFACE

In this CATALOG OF COURSES are listed and described the offerings
of the Faculty of Kenyon College for the 1981-82 academic year.
The courses within departments are grouped as year courses, first
semester, and second semester courses. Additional courses may be
listed under such rubrics as "May be Offered," "Offered on Demand,"
etc. Included under these groupings are courses offered alternate
years, or those depending on staff. Questions about probabilities
should be addressed to members of the department in question.
There will be some adjustments in these listing between now and
the beginning of the 1981-82 academic year, therefore a supplement
will be published in August. With the supplement, this catalog
will be used for Fall and Spring registrations. Please bring the
catalog with you when you come to campus in the Fall, as the supp y
is limited.
Your attention is called to the summary of the curricular require
ments and rules governing course registrations on pages 2 and 3.
These regulations are given in more detail in the STUDENT HANDBOOK.

The Time Schedule for courses may be found starting on page 123.
Room schedules will be published in the Fall.
Kenyon College Intends to offer all courses described herein sub
ject to the conditions that may be expressly stated; however, t e
College reserves the right to withdraw or modify the courses of
instruction or to change the instructors as may be necessary.

Office of the Registrar

April 1981
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CURRICULAR REQUIREMENTS
Preamble
No college can provide a liberal education ready made. A ^bera!
education is achieved only in a lifetime of endeavor and re ec
«
the liberal arts college serves to launch and orient that con n
pursuit.
We at Kenyon seek through liberal education to enhance our und®*
standing of humanity, society, art, and nature. We expect to
^^
our awareness of our private capacities and creative talents,
^
we seek to improve our ability to formulate our ideas rigorous^
communicate them effectively to others. And, while we str ve
ther our intellectual independence so as to be free of dogma
.
thinking, we seek to find a basis for moral judgments in a
understanding of both our environment and our cultural her ag
At the heart of an undergraduate program of liberal educati
student's major academic study. This study demands a sigm ^
concentration of the student's energies in a comprehensive an
ciplined investigation, challenging his or her capacities n ^
that limited acquaintance with a broad array of topics canno ^
Nobody can claim command over his or her thoughts or
th0rsoundness of judgment unless he or she understands one
e
oughly. Indeed, without a mastery of one subject the stu en
never perceive the structural integrity of other discipli"e®^ ^
coherence of undergraduate study, then, depends upon the oCU
organization provided by the major.
Complementary to the values achieved through concentration is ^
richness that comes from significant encounters with a var e ^
disciplines. Both early and late in the undergraduate year
student must feel obliged to diversify a course of study.
^ chal"
outset he or she will find opportunity for new enthusiasms a
lenges. Later on he or she will find that the scope, visio ' gp#c.
limitations of major study are best comprehended out of te ^ £^n<j
tives afforded by alternative fields. Equally, he or she v
^^
that his or her powers of synthesis and discrimination are
,^ne8i
tivated through reasoning out the confrontations among
been
Finally, the sense of academic and social comnunity whic
filing"
Kenyon's strength and pride depends in large measure on our
ness to be responsibly engaged with one another's studies.
The requirements for Kenyon's Bachelor of Arts degree speJigjucItion.
we believe essential to every student's pursuit of libera ,tu(jent to
While these requirements provide great freedom for every 8
design a course of study suiting his or her interests an a
b<1.
they provide at the same time a common structure to promo
every
ance and coherence necessary to truly liberal study. ^ ^"that the
student is called upon to organize courses in such a
t'
„"*Lrk in •notMo0
study of one subject illuminates and is illuminated by
Ontribotf
Every student is drawn to consider seriously the specia COg
the
of the work of at least three of the four academic division

1

College. He or she may thus come to know how the image of humanity
proposed by the sciences, say, differs from that celebrated by the
humanities; he or she may come to see that the vision of the social
scientist adds important dimension to the world revealed by the
artist. In fulfilling these requirements, every student will find
a road to the freedom enjoyed by the liberally educated: freedom
from the tyrannies of narrow specialization and of superficial gen
eralization.

CURRICULAR AND PROCEDURAL RULES GOVERNING
COURSE SELECTIONS
Below are some of the Collegiate rules and procedures governing course
selections. These attempt to answer the most frequently asked ques
tions. Although the Faculty and Administrative Officers stand ready
to counsel about curricular requirements, the final responsibility for
compliance with the curriculum rests with each student.
1•

P*Rree Requirements
a.
b.

Four years (eight semesters) of undergraduate work.
Sixteen earned units of credit in which a satisfactory (2.0)
average is achieved.
c. Candidates for the degree must be in residence at Kenyon for
at least two years (four semesters), including the entire
senior year, and must earn no fewer than eight units of credit
(excluding SAT) at Kenyon, achieving at least a 2.0 average.
d. Candidates for the degree must select courses in accordance
with the College Curriculum. (See the STUDENT HANDBOOK; the
major features are abstracted below.)
e. Completion of a major program, including satisfactory comple
tion of the Senior Exercise.

Semester Enrollment Requirements
•• Minimum course load per semester: four courses and two units.
A semester of 1=}; units is permitted so long as it is followed
by a semester of at least 2k. units, or vice versa. Seniors
may enroll for three courses (1^ units) in the second semester
so long as conditions l.b. and I.e. above are met.
b. Maximum course load per semester: five courses (up to 2\ units).
c. Distribution of courses per semester: all students must be
enrolled in at least two departments every semester. One-half
unit year courses and one-quarter unit semester courses do not
suffice for this requirement.
Four-Year Enrollment Restrictions
A maximum of 18 units of credit may be earned without extra
charge.
b. All students must earn at least nine units outside their major
department. A maximum of seven units of the sixteen required
for the degree may be earned in any one department. Units
earned in excess of sixteen may be earned in any department.
c«
Candidates for the degree must earn at least one unit of
credit in at least five departments, which are in at least
three divisions.

2

The divisions and departments are:
Fine Arts - Art, Drama, Music
Humanities - Classics, English, Modern Foreign Languages and
Literatures, Philosophy, Religion
Natural Sciences - Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics,
Psychology
Social Sciences - Anthropology/Sociology, Economics, History,
Political Science
Sat/Unsat and Audit Credit
a. Students may enroll for courses on a Sat/Unsat basis with
the permission of the advisor and the instructor. A maximum
of two units of credit may be earned on this basis. There
is no semester restriction on the number of Sat/Unsat courses
which may be elected. (To receive credit, the work of the
course must be of at least C- quality.) Such courses do not
affect grade averages. Otherwise, they count as courses wit
a grade in the context of numbers 1, 2, and 3 above.
b. Students may enroll for one course per semester on an audit
basis (advance permission of instructor is required). Stu
dents should discuss the requirements of such courses wit
the instructor. Courses taken on an audit basis earn no
credit, and are not counted as "courses" in the context o
numbers 1, 2, and 3 above.
^'

Registration and Changes in Course Selections
Students may enroll for courses only at times designated by the
Registrar. There are four periods for registration each year:
l-all registration (required)
December registration for the second semester
Registration first day of the second semester (require )
April registration for the next academic year
During the first two weeks of each semester, students may make
their selections, including adding and dropping c0"
or changing their enrollment status (grade, S/U, or audit). *
such changes must be made via Course Change forms available a
the Registrar's Office.

c an8es

6-

Right tO PfHUm,
Students have the right to petition on academic matters lnc^*
ing the requirements outlined above. Petitions should be addre
se
*"° *"'ie Chair of the Committee on Academic Advising. 1°
mation about petitioning may be obtained from the Chair or the
ssoc ate Provost. In the petition, students must make c*e8£
they think they are entitled to special consideration. The
mittee also requires a recommendation from the student's advi.
an ,
it pertains to a course(s), a recommendation from tie
instructor(s).
Proposals for early graduation are made to the Chair of the
Academic Affairs Committee. Details of this procedure may be
obtained from the Registrar's Office.
about Acad«nic

1981-82 STUDENT HANDBOOK.

Rules and Procedures, consult th

ANTHROPOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY

The department offers separate majors in anthropology and soci
ology, and a combined major in both disciplines. Minimum require
ments for each of the three departmental majors are listed below. It
should be noted that all departmental courses are one semester in
length (1| unit each) and that all courses numbered 20 or above have
a foundation course or permission of the instructor as prerequisite.
All courses have limited enrollment. Specific questions concerning
either courses or major(s) may be directed to any member of the de
partment.
Anthropology Major (minimum of

units)

1.

Foundation courses. An introductory course in each of the
three anthropological subdisciplines is required: Physical
Anthropology (Anth 10 or Anth 11); Archaeology (Anth 12);
Cultural Anthropology (Anth 13). These courses should be
taken as early in the major as practicable and may be taken
in any sequence desired. All upper-level courses in anthro
pology normally have one of the foundation courses as prereq
uisite.

2.

Core Course. Anth 65 (History of Anthropological Thought)
should be taken midway through the major, normally in the
junior year (this requirement effective with the class of
1983).

3.

Upper-level courses. A minimum of five upper-level courses
(21| units) is required, including courses in at least two of
the anthropological subdisciplines (physical anthropology,
archaeology, and cultural anthropology). With departmental
permission, upper-level courses in sociology may be used to
fulfill up to one unit of this 2% unit requirement. However,
sociology may not be substituted for one of the subdisci
plines of anthropology in fulfilling the above subdisciplinary requirement.

Sociology Major

(minimum of 4% units)

Foundation course. Soc 14 is required. This course is pre
requisite to most other courses in sociology, including the
core courses.
Core courses.
are required.
3.

All three core courses (Soc 51, 52, and 53)
Soc 51 is normally taken prior to Soc 52.

Upper-level courses. A minimum of five upper-level courses
(two and one-half units) in sociology is required, at least
- o n e unit of which must be completed from those numbered 61
through 89. With departmental permission, upper-level cours
es in anthropology may be used to fulfill up to one unit of
this two and one-half unit requirement.
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ANTHROPOLOGY
Anthropology/Sociology Combined Major
1.

Foundation and core courses. A minimum of four courses re
quired (two from each discipline) to be chosen from the
following:
Anthropology
Sociology

2.

(minimum of 4*[ units)

10 or 11, 12, 13
14, 51, 52

Upper-level courses in Anthropology and Sociology. A mini*
mum of five required, to be selected by the student in con
sultation with the major advisor. Each discipline must be
represented by at least two courses. (For the combined
major, Soc 53 and Anth 65 are considered to be upper -level
courses.)

First Semester Courses
Anth 10

HUMAN ORIGINS; THE PERSPECTIVE OF PHYSICAL
ANTHROPOLOGY (Small)

^

An examination of the Order Primates, with particular emphasis on the
origin and evolution of the human species as ascertained from studies
° •
) primate paleontology and human evolution (paleoanthropo ogy
^ comparative primate behavior (primatology); and 3 ) the emergence
in critical cultural essentials. A laboratory is incorpora
h the class and has two principal foci: 1) human osteology; * n
mplf<> C O m ^ a r a t ^ V e
and human anatomy. Both portions of the *
make extensive use of the department's collection of primate and hu
skeletal material and fossil hominid casts.
Anth 11

CONTEMPORARY HUMANS;
ANTHROPOLOGY (Smail)

THE PERSPECTIVE OF PHYSICAL

^

unit

vaHaM i ^ g a t j ° n o f "ongoing human evolution," focussing on human
i v e r s i t y» adaptation and change in the culture
loolr l
an
logical present (bioanthropology). Topics to be considered include.
hered^r^f 1 1 8 ™ 8 o v e r n i n 8 human variability (descriptive human
the range
3}
nd
m
human diversity (racial h e t e r o g r a p j Y •
V C r e s p o n s e s to (and interactions between) a selecte
o f bloln
C U l t U r a l variables; and 4 )
term e v o f h f
the e x p l a n a t i o n o f
a r y c h a n 8 e !n the human species.
labornf- U
Several illustr
o r y exercises are incorporated within the class.
Anth 12

ARCHAELOGY:

THE PAST IN THE PRESENT

(Urban)

^

Utli

and o«*"0^ P a f t ,°^ t * l e c o u r a e considers archaelogy both as a s c ^?j c a l
a n d d e a l s w i t h the history, basic
concent! H
other di* a n m e t h ods of archaeology. The relevance of archae
e< j,
The second
' (hi8t0ry' a r t ' reli*ion> ecolo*y> WlU ^
JLw
site! I T t j 1 c o n a l 8 t » of an overview of world prehistory. HjJ
n
d
N
e
w
W
o
r
l
d
s
the d
1
®
will be discussed and their rol
the development of human history examined.

ANTHROPOLOGY
Anth 13

INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Staff)

unit

An understanding of the anthropological perspective is gained through
a consideration of the concepts, methods, and theories of the dis
cipline. By reading ethnographies, students encounter both the color
ful and the tedious details of life in other cultures. Theories and
cross-cultural generalizations on a variety of topics such as relig
ion, cultural evolution, and preindustrial economics, help students
learn to interpret ethnographic data. Finally, students are led to
reexamine their own culture and its assumptions from a comparative
perspective.
Anth 25

HUMAN OSTEOLOGY, ANTHROPOMETRY AND FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY
(Smail)
h unit

This course focusses on the application of human skeletal and morpho
logical data to various interpretive problems (descriptive, compara
tive, and analytic) in physical anthropology. Topics include: basic
human skeletal and dental anatomy; determination of age, sex, and
stature; developmental and pathological anomalies; anthropometric
methods and technique; various comparative statistical methods; and
problems of excavation, restoration, and preservation. The course
concludes with an examination of representative field studies that
utilize the above data and methods. Enrollment limited. Prerequisite:
Anth 10 or permission of instructor.
Anth 32

HIGH CIVILIZATIONS OF THE AMERICAS
(Schortman)

h

unlt

This course focuses on the development of civilization in Mesoamerica
and in the Andes. Topics include religion, art, and writing, urbani
zation, and political and economic development. Special emphasis is
placed on the Maya, Inca, and Aztec civilizations. Prerequisite:
Anth 12 or permission of instructor.
Anth 41

PEASANT SOCIETIES IN MODERN MEXICO AND GUATEMALA
(Urban)

h unit

The course focuses on a variety of contemporary peasant groups in
Mexico and Guatemala. Topics include colonial history, revolutionary
movements and the problems of modernization as well as an examination
°f the traditional cultures and social institutions of these groups.
Comparative data from other areas of the world will be used to extend
^ e discussion of these topics. Prerequisite: Anth 13 or permission
of instructor.
51

SEX ROLES IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE (Kipp)

% unit

course examines three topics. First, it explores biological and
evolutionary data relating to sex roles, and especially weighs the
rguments that human sex roles are biologically determined. Second,
considers how maleness and femaleness are defined in other sociecs» focussing on the sexual division of labor.
Finally, it examines
Urrent changes in our society's sex roles, tracing these to the socio-
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ANTHROPOLOGY
economic conditions of industrialization as well as the conscious,
organized attempts by groups and persons to effect such changes.
Prerequisite: Anth 10 or 13, or permission of the instructor.
Anth

52

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION (Kipp)

*

01111

We examine anthropological approaches to the study of religion in an
historical perspective. We then apply one of these current approaches,
the symbolic approach, to topics such as myth, ritual, and order. We
briefly consider psychological theories of religion and the role cul
ture plays in defining the religious experiences of individuals.
Finally, we consider religion and change, both at the level of relig
ious movements and at the level of global cultural evolution.
Prerequisite: Anth 13 or permission of instructor.
Anth

93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)

^

unlt

lor students who wish to do advanced work beyond regular courses or
to study topics not included in such course offerings, prerequisite,
permission of the instructor.
Second Semester Courses
Anth

12

ARCHAEOLOGY:

THE PAST IN THE PRESENT

(Staff)

%

unit

(Staff)

^

unit

^

unU

(See first semester description)
Anth

13

INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
(See first semester description)

Anth

37

PROBLEMS IN OHIO VALLEY AND EASTERN UNITED
STATES ARCHAEOLOGY (Schortman)

sider^1?3^!?11 and analYsi8
the prehistory of the Ohio Valley
UnitfH cf" 1 6 broader context of cultural development in the ea
archapnl 3<e8i ThiS course will, where appropriate, discuss loca
concur °8,
problems (central and southern Ohio) and may be 0
36 (Fleld Techniques in Archaeology).
Pre"
reouil i T I
requisite: Anth 12 or permission of the instructor.

e(j

WJth

Anth

38

method AND THEORY IN ARCHAEOLOGY
(Urban)

* ***

concentq1"
the development of archaeological theory, typ®
technology and artifactual analysis, and i"te
pretation ™f a'
Sn*K Variou® approaches to the analysis of archae
logical dat
a c t u a l e «!M
Illustrated with examples of field reports o f
actual excavations. Prerequisite: Anth 12 or permission of instruct
Anth 45

RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS

(Geiger)

*

in8the°i1]°?iC!!1cand anthroPological examination of racial relations
uponn!
^t3te8 8nd °ther ®"ltures. Emphasis will be placed cl
upon sources of prejudice and discrimination, and the social dynamic

ANTHROPOLOGY

of assimilation, segregation, conflict, and pluralism. Comparative
analysis of minority groups in other cultures (e.g., South Africa)
will also be considered. Prerequisite: Soc 14, or Anth 13, or
permission of the instructor.
Anth

62

KINSHIP, DESCENT, AND ALLIANCE

(Kipp)

h unit

We will examine anthropological theories and controversies in the
study of kinship. These theories--evolutionary, structural, semantic
and symbolic--cannot be examined entirely in the abstract, so we will
also cover the substantive essentials of kinship terminologies, types
of descent, and the rules and realities of marriage and residence.
Alternating between ethnography and theory, we will aim to clarify
the relationship between theory, folk ideologies of kinship, and the
ethnographic realities of kinship groups and relationships. Pre
requisite: two courses in cultural anthropology or permission of the
instructor.
Anth

65

HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL THOUGHT (Kipp/Geiger)

unit

Beginning with the Age of Discovery, developing through the periods
of conquest and colonization, and continuing into the present, an
thropology has embodied as well as defined the Western world's ex
perience with "other" peoples and cultures. Within this broad
historical context, this course investigates the emergence and defini
tion of anthropology as a discipline by focussing on: 1) significant
theoretical issues and "schools" of thought (e.g., evolutionism,
factionalism, materialism, structuralism, etc.); 2) biographical
and intellectual portraits of several major figures who were instru
mental in formulating these issues; and 3) continuing controversies
in the elucidation of certain fundamental principles (e.g., "culture,1
"relativism," "the primitive," etc.). Prerequisite: at least three
courses in Anthropology,or permission of instructor.
Anth

94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)

unit

For students who wish to do advanced work beyond regular courses or
to study topics not included in such course offerings. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor.

SOCIOLOGY
First Semester Courses

Soc 14

THE SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE (Staff)

\ U,llt

An introduction to the basic ideas and fundamental Pe"Pe£ , , 4n<jivldployed by sociologists in their study of the forces tha
ual human beings together in groups and institutions,
begins with the study of face-to-face interaction an mo
consider community and societal processes.
Soc 34

COMPARATIVE SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS (Staff)

A multi-societal analysis of selected institutions,
atrucplaced on the meanings, forms, and functions of institu
(e.g-t
tures in various societal contexts. A particular insti. u fln(j
education, religion, family) will be selected in order °tnni99i0ti
concretize the investigation. Prerequisite: Soc 14 or p
of instructor.
lg unit
Soc 36 SOCIAL CHANGE (Geiger)
An overview of various perspectives that serve to a<^v^"ce.?jl emphs®!®
standing of the development of the modern Western worl wi
u^9rizson the processes of loss of community, individualization, ^ 90Cisl
tion, and bureaucratization. The causes and consequences
change will be considered analytically and humanistica y Prerequisite: Soc 14 or permission of instructor.
Soc

38

THE SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE AND SCIENCE (McCarthy)

^

A study of the group basis of knowledge in general and of
<jesocial and historical influences and institutions aff®c"v?e critiq"e
velopment and transmission of knowledge. Beginning with
reiati<**®
of ideology (Marx), the Lukacs-Mannheim debate concerning
.caj
between knowledge and society, the philosophical and soc
^leal
n
foundations of modern natural science, the political an
exand ~"
implications of science's methodology and application, a" ,
stria*
ation of the relations between science and the capital s
gtcsl
system (technological rationality), we will develop a soc
^a99ical
theory of modern science. From Marx, Weber, and Durkheim (
,edge
theory) we will trace the development of the sociology 0
gurtt»
to Lukacs, Mannheim, Scheler, Heidegger, Parsons, Butter
» ^ the
Ellul, Marcuse, Habermas, and Leiss. Of special interest
neUtrsl °r
study of whether science (both natural and social) is va u
rel®~
whether it entails specific social and economic imperative rat^onality,
tions. We will also deal with the questions of scienti 1C ,ety,
social engineering, and social management within a class
Prerequisite: Soc 14 or permission of instructor.

9

SOCIOLOGY
Soc 51

CLASSICAL SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY: MARX, WEBER,
AND DURKHEIM (McCarthy)

h unit

An analysis of the development of German and French social theory out
of 18th and 19th century European philosophy (Descartes, Hume, Kant,
and Hegel). The political philosophies of Hobbes, Locke, Hegel, and
Comte will be analyzed in terms of their importance for an under
standing of the fundamental sociological concepts of alienation and
fetishism of the commodity (Marx), rationalization (Weber), and
anomie and the division of labor (Durkheim), i.e., an analysis of the
process of industrialization and the rise of capitalism. We will
stress both the study of social and political theory and the differ
ent interpretations of classical sociology as science: critical
science (dialectical method), interpretive science (transcendental
method), and explanatory science (positivist method). The develop
ment of sociology in response to the conflicting forces of tradition
alism and modernism and the relevance of social theory to the study
of contemporary social problems are emphasized. Prerequisite: Soc 14
and one other sociology course, or permission of the instructor.
Soc 73

THE POINT OF VIEW OF SOCIAL BEHAVIORISM

(Sacks)

h unit

Social behaviorism (or as it is currently called, symbolic interactionlsm), culminating in the work of George Herbert Mead, is a
uniquely American perspective of growing importance in sociology and
social psychology. In this seminar we will investigate and critically
appraise the origins and varieties of social behaviorism. Specific
topics for possible consideration include (1) the intellectual and
historical roots of social behaviorism, including the works of Charles
Cooley, William James, and John Dewey, (2) the works of George Herbert
Mead, (3) current contemporary variations of social behaviorism (i.e.,
symbolic interactionism), including the work of Irving Goffman and
Herbert Blumer, (4) critical appraisal of the perspective, both theo
retical and methodological, and (5) the relation of social behaviorism
to other theoretical perspectives, including developmental psychology,
phenomenology, conflict theory, and ethnomethodology.
Prerequisite; Junior standing and permission of the instructor.
Soc 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)

^

unit

J"or students who wish to do advanced work beyond regular courses or
to study topics not included in such course offerings. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor.

Second Semester Courses
Soc 14

THE SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

(Staff)

^

unit

(See first semester description)
Soc 22

RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS

(Geiger)

unit

4 sociological and anthropological examination of racial relations in
the United States and other cultures. Emphasis will be placed upon
sources of prejudice and discrimination, and the social dynamics of
•'ssimi1ation, segregation, conflict, and pluralism. Comparative

SOCIOLOGY
analysis of minority groups in other cultures (e.g., South Africa)
will also be considered. Prerequisite: Soc 14, or Anth 13, or
permission of the instructor.
Soc 24

DEVIANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL

(Macionis)

*

mlt

This course offers critical consideration of the nature of social
control and ways of understanding deviant behavior in a socia con
text. Attention will be directed to changing meanings of deviance,
and societal response to deviant behavior. Prerequisite: Soc
permission of the instructor.
Soc 40 MARXISM AND CHRISTIANITY

(McCarthy/Rhodes)

^

01111

Examination of the classical and contemporary texts relating Chris
tianity to Utopian and Marxist socialism, beginning with Kant, Hege ,
and Marx and developing towards the contemporary Theology of Hope
(Moltmann and Metz), Political Theology (Solle and Cox), and Libera
tion Theology (Boff and Gutierrez). The course will explore the
current dialogue between Christianity and Marxism and consider whe
ther a Christian Marxism" is possible from either perspective,
special case study will be made of themes in Latin-American Libera
movements.
Soc 52

CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (McCarthy)

^

unlt

An examination and appraisal of contemporary social theory with con
sideration given to the formulation of these theories and their hi
torical roots. The theoretical positions to be considered include.
(1) structural functionalism (Parsons and Merton), (2) conflict
heory (Dahrendorf and Coser), (3) neo-positivism (Carnap, Ayer,
Hah!^
\ ) critical theory (Horkheimer, Adorno, Marcuse, an olroeUr),
CM ®as)» (5) cultural hermeneutics (Heidegger, Gadamer, an
tio0.
il ^en°men°l°8y (Husserl and Schutz), and (7) symbolic interact ^
sm (Mead and Blumer). This course will emphasize the various poli
the n«h
between the different schools of social theory
i
°!5Ur® of ^ciety and social organizations, science and object
e
relati ns between science and values, and aiso the
nature nf
phllosoPhical traditions in rationalism, empir
sublerM
Intirr^VMandu°bjeCtlve Realism. We will stress the very cloM
1PS between epistemology, social ethics, and socio
lozicat r£
or llr V<°Ty' Prerecluisite: Soc 14 a d one other sociology course,
or permission of instructor.

^y

Soc 53

°

METHODS OF SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

(Sacks)

*

UnU

E m D h a s T s " ^ ^ p r o c e 8 s o f empirical research in sociology,
b\PUced °» ""hod, as a disciplined torn of !»«•'*
wu™
0,1 the iMthematlcal aspects of research.
STin
'
Topic"
2) 'tees ana8 e?.lnclude:
formulation of the research problem,
of daw con? M l<m* ln the
°f social research; (3) method"
<4)
Student, wl 11
and Interpretation of dat«.
e"8age ln a "search project as part of the requirement"
forth!.
soclo^ogj
• frerequlsite: Soc'id and one additional course In
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SOCIOLOGY
Soc 76

THE AUTHORITY SEMINAR

(Macionis)

h unit

The relation between the individual and the forms of social life,
such as family, class, and local community, will be the foundation of
a critical examination of the nature of power and authority in tradi
tional, post-traditional, and revolutionary contexts.
Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
Soc 91

ART AND SOCIETY:
(Sacks)

THE TRADITIONAL ARTS IN AMERICA

^ unit

This seminar investigates the interrelationships between art and
society through the examination of traditional art--particularly
traditional music--within the American milieu. Our consideration of
this genre in particular will foster discussion on a variety of
broader topics, including (1) the nature of the creative process as it
emerges within a community context, (2) art as a reflection of sociohistorical changes and as a source of social change, and (3) the na
ture of artistic presentation and its relation to community life.
Course materials and presenters will be drawn from a variety of rele
vant fields in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor.
Soc 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

% unit

For students who wish to do advanced work beyond regular courses or
to study topics not included in such course offerings. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor.

12

ART
The purpose of the Department of Art is to provide instruction
in the visual arts in the context of the liberal arts. A major in
studio art is intended to make the student particularly qualified to
communicate ideas in visual form. A major in the history of art s
intended to make the student particularly qualified to interpret
ideas presented in visual form by others.
Studio art majors should try to declare a special area of
interest as early as possible; they may pursue a course of stu y
painting, printmaking, sculpture, photography, or drawing. Requ re
ments for a studio major are: Art 1 and 2; three units of inter
mediate work (21,22; 23,24; 25,26; 27,28; or 29,30); one unit ot
Advanced Studio (39,40); and one unit of Art History. ArHs 41-4
is recommended and when possible should be taken by the end o
sophomore year. Students with interests in other allied fie s
art, such as architecture, may arrange a course of study wit
member of the department.
Students who intend to major in Art History must take ArHs
41-42; 51; 52; 53; 54; and 81,82. Also required are one unit o
studio art (Art 1 and 2) and one unit of intermediate study n
foreign language.
Students may be awarded simultaneously the B.A/B.i.A.
when they have satisfactorily completed the 5-year program,
program requires three years in residence in the College, a 0
year at another academic institution of accredited program wi
strong studio emphasis, and a fifth year at Kenyon.
STUDIO ART
Year Courses
Art 21,22

PAINTING

(Slate)

1 unlt

An introduction to painting in acrylic and oil on paper, ^oar^'
canvas, intestigating both pictorial and abstract concepts an
aphor. Prerequisite: Art 1 and 2 (the latter may be taken con
currently). Enrollment limited.

Art 23,24

SCULPTURE

(Garhart)

t_

1

As an introduction to the basic grammar of 3-dimensional form and
HuroH

duced.

tv'* 3 varletY of materials and techiques will be intr
The course will proceed through a series of projects «h

Pr«»r«.^r?Rre8S ^rom basic problems to personal concepts.
Prerequisite: Art 1 or Art 2. Enrollment limited.

Art 25,26

PRINTMAKING (Schupbach)

1

Study of form through media that permit multiple impressions using
linoleum block, wood block, plexiglas, zincplate, and colJ°® . thei
arious techniques of engraving and etching are introduce
effect on quality of line, tone, color and texture explore .
requisite: Art 2. Enrollment limited.
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STUDIO ART

Art 27,28

PHOTOGRAPHY

(Spaid)

I unit

A study of basic and intermediate photographic problems, both tech
nical and aesthestic, with emphasis on using the medium for personal
expression. Students are exposed to a variety of photographic pro
cesses (standard black and white, color, non-silver, etc.) and to
a variety of traditional and contemporary approaches to the medium.
A personal camera is required. Prerequisite: Art 1 or Art 2.
Enrollment limited.
Art 29,30

INTERMEDIATE DRAWING:

THE FIGURE

(Parr)

1 unit

Study of the human figure and its place in composition. Strong em
phasis on the relationship of materials to form. Outside assignments.
Prerequisite: Art 1 and 2 (the former may be taken concurrently).
Enrollment limited.
Art 39,40

ADVANCED STUDIO

(Staff)

1 unit

Individual work in all or any media. Students may continue in draw
ing, painting, photography, printmaking, and sculpture, or any combi
nations of these to develop personal concepts. Portfolios graded by
studio faculty. Prerequisites: Art 1 and Art 2 and two of the fol
lowing: 21,22; 23,24; 25,26; 27,28; or 29,30; or by permission of
°ne of the instructors. Course may be repeated for credit.
Art 93-94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

1 untt

Extension of advanced course work; studio art must be scheduled in
regular class hours. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
Art 95-96

JUNIOR HONORS PROJECT

(Staff)

1 unit

Art 97-98

SENIOR HONORS PROJECT

(Staff)

1 unit

First Semester Courses
Art 1 COLOR/DESIGN

(Parr, Spaid)

*

A basic gramnar of visual language and the study of visual metaphor.
Beginning with black and white and moving through color, students
proceed from problem solving to the invention of designs that incor
porate visual phenomena and/or personal metaphor. Pigmented paper,
adhesives, and cutting tools. Enrollment limited.
Aft

2

DRAWING/DESIGN

(Garhart, Schupbach)

h

unit

Introduction to freehand drawing and two-dimensional design. A
variety of media will be introduced in the exploration of problems
which will be confronted both conceptually and perceptually.

Enrollment limited.
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STUDIO ART
Art 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

*

0016

Extension of advanced course work; studio art must be scheduled in
regular class hours. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
Art 95

JUNIOR HONORS PROJECT

(Staff)

%

unit

Art 97

SENIOR HONORS PROJECT

(Staff)

^

unit

Second Semester Courses
Art 1

COLOR/DESIGN

(Parr, Spaid)

*

(See first semester description)
Art 2

DRAWING/DESIGN

(Schupbach, Garhart)

^

un * C

^

unlt

(See first semester description)
Art 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

Extension of advanced course work; studio art must be scheduled in
regular class hours. Prerequisite: permission of the i n s t r u c t o r .
Art 96

JUNIOR HONORS PROJECT

(Staff)

^

U°lt

Art 98

SENIOR HONORS PROJECT

(Staff)

^

Unit
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ART HISTORY
Year Courses
ArHa 41-42

SURVEY OF WESTERN ART

(Dwyer / Wescoat-Holtzman)

1 unit

A general introduction to the historical development of the Western
tradition in art and architecture from the Old Stone Age to the
Modern period. This is an introductory course designed to acquaint
the student with the principles of stylistic and lconographic analysis
Recommended for those students seeking diversification as well as for
those who intend to take further course work in the history of art.
ArHs 81,82

LITERATURE OF THE HISTORY AND THEORY OF ART
(Dwyer)

1 unit

A survey of literature relating directly to the history, theory and
practice of art. Authors to be read include Albert!, Leonardo,
Vasari, Winckelmann, Reynolds, Delacroix.
This course is intended for advanced students in the History of Art,
to be taken in conjunction with the Senior Exercise, though it is
open to any student who has fulfilled the prerequisites. Prerequisite:
r 8 41-42 and one unit of intermediate level work.
ArHs 93-94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

Extension of advanced course work.

1 unit

Permission required.

ArHs 95-96

JUNIOR HONORS PROJECT (Staff)

1 unit

ArHs 97-98

SENIOR HONORS PROJECT

1 unit

(Staff)

First Semester Courses
ArHs 51

ANCIENT ART

(Wescoat-Holtzman)

unit

t*16 or*8ins of the classical art of Greece and Rome,
andeXfm^nat*°n
n
tie system of values that is given expression through it. Pre
requisite: ArHs 41-42.

ArHs 52

MEDIEVAL ART

(Dwyer)

^ unit

An examination of the origins of Christian art, and the role that art
ArHs^i*42t*16 C*lurc*1 through the end of the Middle Ages. Prerequisite
ArH»

93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

xtenslon of advanced course work.

\ unit
Permission required.

ArHs

95

JUNIOR HONORS PROJECT (Staff)

^ unit

ArH®

97

SENIOR

^ unit

HONORS PROJECT (Staff)
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ART HISTORY
Second Semester Courses
ArHs 53

RENAISSANCE ART (Dwyer)

**

unit

An examination of the rebirth of classical, humanistic art and its
incorporation in and conflict with the values inherited from ear e
periods. Prerequisite: ArHs 41-42.
ArHs 54

MODERN ART

(Wescoat-Holtzman)

**

unit

An examination of the origins of the current historical and
definitions of art and their incorporation in and conflict w t
values inherited from earlier periods. Prerequisite: ArHs
ArHs 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

Extension of advanced course work.

**
Permission required.

ArHs 96

JUNIOR HONORS PROJECT (Staff)

**

ArHs 98

SENIOR HONORS PROJECT (Staff)

^

17

unlt

Unlt

BIOLOGY

Biology as taught at Kenyon is truly in the liberal arts tradi
tion in that students are encouraged to diversify. They should have
an acquaintance with a broad spectrum of subjects and an in-depth
knowledge of several of these. The major in biology is designed to
acquaint students with the principles and methods vital to an under
standing of modern biology. Independent study, either in or out of
the honors program, is encouraged for all students to complement the
strong experimental emphasis of the departmental offerings.
Students who desire only one year of college biology can elect
Biology 9,10; 11,12; or 13,14. Biology 13,14 is designed for stu
dents interested in examining themselves and their world from a
biological perspective, and uses the topic approach. Biology 11,12
is a survey of the principles of modem biology and it or an equiv
alent course is a pre- or co-requisite for all courses numbered
above 14, with the exception of Bio 71 and 72. Biology 9,10 is a
laboratory course and is a pre- or co-requisite for other courses
that include laboratory study numbered above 14.
The major in biology consists of Biology 9,10 and 11,12 (or
their equivalents), six or more advanced courses in the department
(three numbered below 40 and three above), laboratory experience in
at least four courses (two below 40 and two above). Departmental
courses numbered below 40 are primarily intended for sophomores and
juniors; those numbered above 40 are intended for juniors and seniors.
Year Courses
Bio 9,10

INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY
(Tennis and Staff)

1/2 unit

niLs is a laboratory course designed to accompany Biology 11,12.
The student will be involved in an investigative approach to general
biology through experimentation, illustration of some of the prin
ciples covered in Biology 11,12, a study of anatomy and an independ
ent study. Emphasis is placed on writing scientific papers based on
data obtained from the student's experiment. Enrollment limited.
Bio 11,12

INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY

(Yow and Staff)

1 unit

This course presents biology as a series of integrated major areas
°f study, including molecular biology, genetics, evolution, physiol"Ry, embryology, behavior, ecology and plant biology. The subject
s team-taught by a number of department faculty members, each
Lspecially competent in one or more of the areas of study.
Current
research is stressed, including the impact of biological discovery
upon society. A broad overview of biology is given with consider11
e depth in specific areas. A term paper is required.
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BIOLOGY
Bio 13,14

A BIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

(Heithaus)

1 unlt

The purpose of this course is to provide a basic survival kit with
which to evaluate ourselves and our world from a biological per
spective and at the same time to awaken a sense of wonder for our
biological richness. The first semester will focus on ecologies
systems to provide a basis for studying the environmental cris s an
the role of the human population. The second semester will cop as
the functioning of the individual organism in terms of cellular an
molecular biology as a problem in maintaining integrity of se
There are no prerequisites.
Bio 95,96

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE

(Staff)

Seminar and research for junior honors candidates.
required.
Bio 97,98

SENIOR HONORS COURSE

(Staff)

Seminar and research for senior honors candidates.
required.

1 U

Permission

1 Unlt

Permission

First Semester Courses
Bio 21

EMBRYOLOGY

(Yow)

1^2

A study of the development of animals, with particular e i n p h a s i ® 1 pLthe vertebrates. Special attention is paid to fertilization, ci
age, gastrulation, and the formation of the various organ sys
Experimental embryology forms the basis of the principles stu
t e latter part of the course. The chick and pig are analyze
nt
a oratory, and the student may undertake an analysis of e v e
using living embryos. Prerequisites: Bio 9,10 and 11,l 2 ° r p
mission of instructor. Enrollment is limited.
Bio 26

PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTION

(Brokaw/Mallory)

1/2

diir,,^™ 6 ® X p l o r e s t h e synthetic theory of organic evolution
n j?
„1
® origin of life, the paleontological history °
a
1 1 , 3 1 8 a n d the nature of the process of speciat
variof "f
variety of organisms including humans. Prerequisite: Bio 11.1
Bio 35 MICROBIOLOGY

(Filppi)

^

^

1/2

theor^r"? e X p l o r e 8 t h e biology of microbial organisms
i n J " 80(1 l a b o r a t o r y principles. The topics to be consider^
, , . a r ®" t b e c u lture of fungi, eubacteria, and viruse ,
aenetica^ 8 °a m i c ^ o b i a l metabolism, nutrition, physiology, a " t a n C e
\
mechanisms of microbial pathogenicity, host resists
and
±nmme •y S fc« a . Prerequisite: Bio 9,10 and 11.12 or
permission of instructor. Enrollment is limited.
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BIOLOGY
Bio 41

COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY (Taahiro)

1/2 unit

An analysis of biological function, primarily at the level of the
whole animal and functional system. Sensory and nervous physiology
are studied in detail. Other topics include muscle, heart, respira
tion, and temperature regulation. Prerequisite: Bio 11,12.
Bio 42

EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY

(Tashiro)

1/4 unit

Various aspects of nerve, muscle and heart comprise the bulk of the
studies. There is a heavy student involvement with electrophysio
logical equipment - oscilloscopes, stimulators, amplifiers, and
polygraphs. Prerequisite: Bio 9,10. Enrollment is limited.
Bio 45

1/2 unit

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (Edwards)

Plants have evolved a basically different pattern of life than
animals. Most plants are stationary and manufacture their own food,
relying on the resources of their immediate environment. They grow
and develop throughout their lifetimes, abandoning parts while add
ing others, whereas animals are limited to size and must maintain
their original integrity. As a result of their architectural pattern
of growth and nonmobile habit of life, plants have special problems
that have been solved in a variety of unique ways. Therefore plant
physiology is distinct from animal physiology and concerns itself
with the mechanisms and control of such phenomena as photosynthesis,
cell wall elongation, sugar transport, and environmental responses.
A number of theories and research approaches are analyzed. Emphasis
is on flowering plant physiology and the integrating role of plant
hormones. Other discussions include nutritional requirements and
application of physiological principles to world agriculture,
horticulture, and forestry. Prerequisite: Bio 11,12. Given in
alternate years.
Bio 46

EXPERIMENTAL PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

(Edwards)

1/4 unit

A laboratory designed to exemplify current techniques used to inves
tigate the physiological aspects of plant growth, cell differentiation, photosynthesis and photorespiration, transport of solutes and
hormones, environmental responses, and nutritional effects as they
occur in vascular plants. Experience is gained in radioisotopic
methods including autoradiography, sterile cell culture, Warburg
fespirometry, gas-liquid chromatography, and phase-contrast microSc°py» as well as some horticultural techniques.
Prerequisite: Bio
9,10. Enrollment limited. Given in alternate years.
Bio

57

IMMUNOBIOLOGY

(Filppi)

I/2

unit

'rovides an introduction to the immunology of vertebrates. Topics
include the nature of antigens and antibodies, characterization of
immune cells and the application of immunological techniques to
biological studies. Prerequisite: Bio 11,12. Enrollment limited.
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BIOLOGY
Bio 61

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

(Bums)

1/2 unit

The evolution and ontogeny of the behavior of animals i s explored in
detail. The social interactions among animals and the neurophysiological basis for their behavior are discussed. Topics include the
genetics and the physiology of behavior, perceptual systems, inte
gration and storage of information, learning and instincts, the
ecology of reproducing, feeding behavior, the evolution of behavior,
and sociobiology. Some course work in psychology i s desirable.
Prerequisite: Bio 11,12 and junior or senior standing.
Bio 62

EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

(Burns)

!/*

unit

Observations are made on a variety of different animals in order to
better understand basic principles of animal behavior. Independent
investigations are conducted by students. Prerequisite: Bio 9,10.
Enrollment i s limited.
Bio 71 SEMINAR IN BIOLOGY: THE ORIGINS AND CONSEQUENCES
OF BIOLOGICAL DISCOVERY (Yow)

l/2

unit

Many discoveries of biology have had a dramatic and often delayed
n luence on the nature of science and the world. We will explore
some of these discoveries, the particular circumstances which allow
em to occur and the ways in which their influences have been fel •
ar cular attention will be paid to the individuals responsible o
lives C r
bindings, their backgrounds and the effects on t e r
Bio 93

PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY

(Staff)

1/4 or 1/2 unit

s t a f F ^ T } n v e s t Ration of a problem related to a course, to a
May be t-ai,Cr S r e s e a r c b » o r t o a s p e c i a l i n t e r e s t of t h e s t u d e n t ,
relate
M " c ° n c u r r e n t l y with a course to which the problem is
summer nm ^ & t a ^ e n during the academic year or during a speci
gram. Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.

BLo

28

ECOLOGY

(Burns)

1/2 unit

perpetuation^ 5 5 ° f e c o 8 y s t e m s and factors influencing structure and
ined to capture" 8 t U d i e d ' A n u m b e r
mathematical models are exanr
and animal oon 1 S O I ? e ° f t h e essential dynamical features of plant
logical assumnM
Attention i s given to the underlining bio
elude predator-n° n S U P ° n W h i c h ^d* 1 * « e based. Topics will in8 y s t e m s » Plant-herbivore systems, niche theor. .
multi-species
Prerequisite: B * 1 1 * 8 u c c e s s i o n » and host-parasite systems.
>1^ or permission of instructor.
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BIOLOGY

Bio 29

FIELD BIOLOGY

(Heithaus)

1M unit

This course offers direct acquaintance with the environment. Ecolog
ical principles, mineral cycling, energy flow, and community struc
ture are stressed. Several field trips are analyzed, and the identi
fication of the local flora and fauna is taught. Prerequisite:
Bio 11,12 or permission of instructor. Enrollment is limited.
Bio 34

PLANT BIOLOGY

(Brokaw)

I/ 2

unit

A lecture-laboratory course providing an introduction to the anatomy,
physiology, taxonomy and evolution of plants. Emphasis is on the
origin, differentiation, and functional aspects of cells, tissues,
and organs of vascular plants and a survey of the plant kingdom from
a structural, reproductive, and evolutionary perspective. Other
topics include agricultural importance of plants, plant classifica
tion, local spring flora, edible plants, plant ecology, and plant
histology. Prerequisites: Bio 9,10 and 11,12 or permission of
instructor. Enrollment is limited.
Bio 36

SELECTED TOPICS IN INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY (Tashiro)

1/2 unit

Lecture topics are drawn largely from research papers rather than
text books. Readings include papers and paperbacks. Topics include
detailed analysis of metamorphosis and diapause in insects, molting,
effects of hormones on genes, biological methods of insect control,
and communication in honey bees. For laboratory work the student
will have a choice between work based largely on an independent
project, and laboratory where the biology of the major phyla of
invertebrates is studied. Prerequisite: Bio 9,10 and 11,12 or
permission of instructor.
Bio 51

MARINE BIOLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY

(Tashiro)

1/2

unit

An introduction to the study of the subjects that comprise the
general field of marine biology. Topics covered include some
chemical and physical properties of sea water, ocean currents, waves,
tides, animal and plant communities in the oceans and estuaries (e.g.,
coral reefs, sand flats, marshes), animal migrations, importance of
the sea to man, aquiculture (farming the sea), and the problem of
Pollution in the estuaries. Prerequisite: Bio 11,12.
Bio 55

GENETICS

(Edwards)

X/2 u n i t

Jhis course is designed to provide a thorough understanding of the
Basic principles of genetics and their application in understanding
concepts of gene structure and function. The topics to be discussed
in detail are: Mendelian inheritance, the physical basis of heredity,
linkage, mutation, gene structure and expression, and biochemical,
evelopmental, and human genetics. Prerequisite: Bio 11,12.
Bio 56

EXPERIMENTAL GENETICS

(Edwards)

unit

1"he laboratory is designed to provide exposure to classical and
modern genetics experiments using plants, animals and microorganisms.
Prerequisite: Bio 9,10. Enrollment is limited.

BIOLOGY

Bio 66 CELL PHYSIOLOGY

(Yow)

1^2 unit

course concerns itself with the nature of cellular environments,
the physical and chemical organization of cells, the exchange between
cells and their environments, irritability and response, nutrition
and growth, and cell division. Prerequisite: Bio 11,12. Chem
32 is a pre- or co-requisite.

This

Bio 67

EXPERIMENTAL CELL PHYSIOLOGY

(Yow)

unIt

A laboratory approach to problems of cellular dynamics, protein
synthesis, respiration, irritability, growth rates, ion movement,
and metabolic activity. Prerequisite: Bio 9,10. Enrollment s
limited.
Bio 94

PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY

(Staff)

1/A

or

unlt

Independent investigation of a problem related to a course, to a
staff member's research, or to a special interest of the student.
May be taken concurrently with a course to which the problem is
related. May be taken during the academic year or during a spec
summer program. Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.

Will be Offered 1982-83
Bio 63

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

(Edwards)

1/2

This course concerns the governing principles and mechanisms of
action of biological molecules at the cellular and subcellular
Emphasis is on the biochemistry of proteins; the mechanisms of
gration and defense; anabolism and catabolism of the significan
nutritional, functional and structural molecules of the eel , a
^
unctional complex formation. Some topics included are the Pr
governing protein structure, the mechanisms by which enzymes C,
bonds, structure of immunoglobulins and the relation to antibody
ant gen reactions, the molecular basis of glycolysis, elec^.r°nrmone
ansport, and ATP synthesis, and the subcellular level of ho
^
re8ulation of blood glucose.
* A RL V
Prerequisites: Bio
.
and Chem 9 or 11. Given in alternate years.
Bio 64

EXPERIMENTAL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

(Edwards)

1/4^

areCu^eHil(lental methods laboratory which introduces technique^ t
^ined ?
Tf'°US areas of biological research. Experience is
f°r the i8ol*tion, purification and character^
tion of M
J
change SeDh^111*?' ChroMtoWf»phic techniques such as ion ^
exclusion, paper and gel electrophoresc ,
Ras-liauid h
DhLp O J chromat°8"Phy, are presented. Other methods may ind
electron" r8t ^ polarlzed light microscopy, preparations for
Preremii 7 cro®^°Py» radio-immunoassay or immuno-fluorescence.
Prerequisite: Bio 9,10. Enrollment limited. Given in alternate
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CHEMISTRY
Study in the Chemistry Department offers both a scientist's
knowledge of chemistry and an understanding of the significance of
chemistry in the modern world. We stress scientific thought and
the nature of chemistry as one of the liberal arts. The major pro
gram (approved by the American Chemical Society) prepares students
for professional work or advanced study in chemistry, the health
sciences (medicine, dentistry, nursing, etc.), engineering, and the
environmental sciences. The study of chemistry is useful also to
those wishing to go on in business or law.
The requirements for the major in chemistry provide a thor
ough understanding of the theoretical and conceptual foundation of
chemistry and encourage the application of that understanding to
independent projects chosen by the student according to individual
special interest. The Oak Ridge Science Semester is available to
those who want the opportunity to participate in off-campus research
and study.
The minimum requirement for the major in chemistry is four and
one-quarter units of credit, including 9 or 11; 18; 20; 23; 31-32;
33,36 and at least one-half unit from among 51; 52; 53; 56 and 58;
as well as Physics 11, 12 and at least one semester of calculus.
Those students planning to attend graduate school either in chem
istry or in a related area are advised to take Math 12, plus all
courses from Chemistry 51 through 58. For those students who wish
to develop their special interests, individual study is available
and courses may be selected from among Chemistry 93,94; 96; 97-98.
A student wishing to study in the Oak Ridge Science Semester the
first semester of the junior or senior year should begin planning
during the freshman or sophomore year.
Students ordinarily begin their study of Chemistry by enroll
ing in Chemistry 9 or 11. Chemistry 14 and 92 are courses recom
mended for students interested in studying topics of current in
terest and are designed primarily for students not majoring in
chemistry.

Year Courses
Chem 31-32

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

(York)

1

unit

A study of the chemical and physical properties of organic com
pounds. Theoretical principles are developed with particular
emphasis on molecular structure and reaction mechanism. Descrip
tive organic chemistry includes strategies of organic synthesis and
the study of compounds of biochemical interest. Laboratory studies
emphasize synthesis, separation, spectral analysis and identificat on of organic compounds. Prerequisite! Chemistry 18 or place
ment. One laboratory per week.
Chem 35,36

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

(Johnson)

1

unlt

An introduction to the thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, and kinet
cs and
mechanism of chemical systems. Specific topics include
gases, laws of thermodynamics, thermochemistry, properties of
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BIOLOGY
Bio 66 CELL PHYSIOLOGY

(Yow)

1/2 unlt

This course concerns itself with the nature of cellular environments,,
the physical and chemical organization of cells, the exchange etve
cells and their environments, irritability and response, nut^ c
and growth, and cell division. Prerequisite: Bio 11,12. C em
32 is a pre- or co-requisite.
Bio 67

EXPERIMENTAL CELL PHYSIOLOGY

(Yow)

unlt

A laboratory approach to problems of cellular dynamics, protein
synthesis, respiration, irritability, growth rates, ion movemen »
and metabolic activity. Prerequisite: Bio 9,10. Enrollment
limited.
Bio 94 PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY

(Staff)

1

or

UnU

Independent investigation of a problem related to a course,
staff member's research, or to a special interest of the stu e
May be taken concurrently with a course to which the problem a
related. May be taken during the academic year or during a SP
summer program. Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.

^

Will be Offered 1982-83
Bio 63

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

(Edwards)

X'2 ^
'

This course concerns the governing principles and mechanisms o
e^gi
action of biological molecules at the cellular and subcel u a
^
Emphasis is on the biochemistry of proteins; the mechanisms 0
gration and defense; anabolism and catabolism of the sign
c
nutritional, functional and structural molecules of the ce » tnCj,plei
unctional complex formation. Some topics included are the p
governing protein structure, the mechanisms by which enzymes _
bonds, structure of immunoglobulins and the relation to antinoay
antigen reactions, the molecular basis of glycolysis,
lr?"rm0ne
transport, and ATP synthesis, and the subcellular level of hot
action in the regulation of blood glucose. Prerequisites:
an Chem 9 or 11. Given in alternate years.
Bio 64

EXPERIMENTAL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (Edwards)

An experimental methods laboratory which introduces techniques t
in numerous areas of biological research.
ExPerien^
riza, 'edf:l"netJod8 for the isolation, purification and characte ^
chan ° q °"K)*ecules«
Chromatographic techniques such as on
*
* 861 exclusi°n, Paper and gel electrophoreses,
gas-liquid chromatography, are presented. Other methods may inc
V" contrast and polarized light microscopy, preparations fo
electron microscopy, radio-inmunoassay or immuno-fluorescence.
Prerequisite: Bio 9,10. Enrollment limited. Given in alternate
years.
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CHEMISTRY
Study in the Chemistry Department offers both a scientist's
knowledge of chemistry and an understanding of the significance of
chemistry in the modern world. We stress scientific thought and
the nature of chemistry as one of the liberal arts. The major pro
gram (approved by the American Chemical Society) prepares students
for professional work or advanced study in chemistry, the health
sciences (medicine, dentistry, nursing, etc.), engineering, and the
environmental sciences. The study of chemistry is useful also to
those wishing to go on in business or law.
The requirements for the major in chemistry provide a thor
ough understanding of the theoretical and conceptual foundation of
chemistry and encourage the application of that understanding to
independent projects chosen by the student according to individual
special interest. The Oak Ridge Science Semester is available to
those who want the opportunity to participate in off-campus research
and study.
The minimum requirement for the major in chemistry is four and
one-quarter units of credit, including 9 or 11; 18; 20; 23; 31-32;
35,36 and at least one-half unit from among 51; 52; 53; 56 and 58;
as well as Physics 11, 12 and at least one semester of calculus.
Those students planning to attend graduate school either in chem
istry or in a related area are advised to take Math 12, plus all
courses from Chemistry 51 through 58. For those students who wish
to develop their special interests, individual study is available
and courses may be selected from among Chemistry 93,94; 96; 97-98.
A student wishing to study in the Oak Ridge Science Semester the
first semester of the junior or senior year should begin planning
during the freshman or sophomore year.
Students ordinarily begin their study of Chemistry by enroll
ing in Chemistry 9 or 11. Chemistry 14 and 92 are courses recom
mended for students interested in studying topics of current in
terest and are designed primarily for students not majoring in
chemistry.

Year Courses
Chem 31-32

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

(York)

1 unlt

A study of the chemical and physical properties of organic com
pounds. Theoretical principles are developed with particular
emphasis on molecular structure and reaction mechanism. Descrip
tive organic chemistry includes strategies of organic synthesis and
e study of compounds of biochemical interest.
Laboratory studies
emphasize synthesis, separation, spectral analysis and identifica°n of organic compounds. Prerequisite; Chemistry 18 or place—
®ent. 0ne laboratory per week.
Chem 35,36

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

(Johnson)

1 unit

An introduction to the thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, and kinetcs and
mechanism of chemical systems. Specific topics include
Rases, laws of thermodynamics, thermochemistry, properties of
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CHEMISTRY
solutions, equilibria, electrochemical cells, quantum theory, sym
metry, spectroscopy, rates of chemical reactions, and molecular re
action dynamics. The laboratory work demonstrates several importan
principles stressed in the lecture and emphasizes the gather ng an
analysis of experimental data. Prerequisite: Chemistry 18 or Pe^
mission of the instructor, one semester of calculus, and or nar
one semester of physics. One laboratory per week.
Chem 93,94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY—SPECIAL TOPICS OR
LABORATORY PROJECT (Staff)

%"

1

unit

This course is for students who wish to undertake a special
library study or laboratory oriented research project. The pro
may originate with the student or be suggested by the ^acul^'ding<
Prerequisite: permission of the instructor and upperclass s a
Credit to be determined at time of registration.
Chem 97-98 SENIOR HONORS COURSE (Staff)
Prerequisite: permission of the department.
mined at time of registration.

1-1%

unit

Credit to be dete

First Semester Courses
Chem 9

FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMISTRY

(Lutton)

U"'

A thorough introduction to theoretical principles and t*e8C£*Pjgtty
chemistry, providing the foundation for further study ln c ?°gci..
and the basis for understanding the broad impact of chem
ence on the modern world. Students planning to take chem s ^
be given a Chemistry Placement Test; the results of this te8
the extent of high school preparation will determine entry
^
either Chemistry 9 or Chemistry 11. Chemistry 9 (or Chem s
is a prerequisite for all other courses in the department,
class meetings and one laboratory per week.
Chem 11

PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY

(Staff)

1^2

A rigorous treatment of certain fundamental theoretical pri^flSt
and descriptive chemistry designed for those who have had a
,
one year of high school chemistry and have done well in t a
an
The course serves as a foundation for further study in cheml« i
understanding the broad impact of chemical science in the m
ig„
w°r
. Students planning to take chemistry will be given a
try Placement Test; the results of this test, and the ext*|\ , try
high school preparation will determine entry into either Che
9 or 11. Chemistry 11 (or Chemistry 9) is a prerequisite
other courses in the department. One laboratory per week.
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CHEMISTRY
Chem 20

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

(Pappenhagen)

1/4 unit

A continuation of the laboratory program from Chemistry 18; appli
cations of equilibria plus simple instrumental methods of analysis.
Pre- or co-requisite: Chemistry 18. One laboratory per week.
Chem 23

INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS AND SEPARATIONS
(Pappenhagen)

1/2 unit

Advanced principles and techniques for the analysis of both inorgan
ic and organic compounds, including experiments involving multicomponent systems. The course discusses spectrophotometric, electrometric and other instrumental methods. Pre- or co-requisite:
Chemistry 20. Two laboratories per week.
Chem 51

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

(Johnson)

1/2 unit

This course includes a study of selected inorganic compounds emphasizing the correlation of structure and bonding, as well as thermo
dynamic and kinetic considerations with the chemical and physical
properties of inorganic systems. The topics to be studied are
selected on the basis of current scientific interest and include
recent bonding theories, transition metal ions in biological systems,
organometallic compounds, boranes, and carboranes. No laboratory.
Pre- or co-requisite: Chemistry 35,
Chem 53

ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (Lutton)

1/2 unit

Selected topics in organic chemistry. Topics such as modern synthet
ic methods and strategies, polymers and polymerization mechanisms,
molecular orbital descriptions and their applications to analysis
°f structure and reactivity are representative. No laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31-32; Pre- or co-requisite: Chemistry 35.
Chem 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY — SPECIAL TOPICS OR
LABORATORY PROJECT (Staff)

1/4 - 1/2 unit

This course is for students who wish to undertake a special tutorial,
ibrary study or laboratory-oriented research project. The project
may originate with the student or be suggested by the faculty,
rorequisite: permission of the instructor and upperclass standing,
redit to be determined at time of registration.

Second Semester Courses
Chem 14

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY, AND
SOCIETY (Pappenhagen)

1/2 unit

4 course in which scientific principles are applied to the study of
energy sources and the consequences of all of man's technology, with
®®P asis on matters of air and water pollution. Topics to be conertd include: fossil fuel supplies and use, nuclear power, solar
e
metafs' ^j0toc^emical smog, wastewater treatment, pollution by heavy
a
Pe®ticide8, and environmental economics and impact statementg
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CHEMISTRY
Chem 18

PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY - ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
(Staff)

1/2 unit

A continuation of the treatment of theoretical principles and de
scriptive chemistry begun in Chemistry 9 or 11. Emphasis in on t e
chemical and physical properties of solutions plus the study o
principles of analytical chemistry with accompanying laboratory
work. The course includes the application of equilibria in t tr
metric, gravimetric, and simple instrumental methods of ana ys s.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9 or 11 or placement. One laboratory
per week.
Chem 20

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

(Pappenhagen)

1/*

unit

A continuation of the laboratory program from Chemistry 18, aPP^.
cations of equilibria plus simple instrumental methods of an® Ys
Pre- or co-requisite: Chemistry 18. One laboratory per week.
Chem 52

ADVANCED PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

(Staff)

Selected topics in pyysical chemistry.
Chemistry 35,36.
Chem 56

BIOCHEMISTRY

^2

No laboratory.

(Lutton)

Unit

Prerequ

1/2 UnU

A study of structure and function of biologically important coopounds. Topics include proteins, enzymes, intermediary meta 0
and electron transport with emphasis on thermodynamic and
analysis of biochemical systems. Prerequisite: Chemistry
Chem 58

BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY

(Lutton)

1/4

An introduction to the theory and application of modern
techniques. Experiments will emphasize amino acid, carbohydrate
lipid chemistry, protein isolation and characterization, enzyme
kinetics and mechanisms, and membrane biochemistry. Pre " °r
co-requisite: Chemistry 56.
One laboratory per week.
Chem 92 DRUGS AND SOCIETY

(Lutton)

1/2

An introduction to the chemistry and pharmacology of drugs, both
medicinal and nonmedicinal, encountered in modern society. Add
tionally, the course will include discussions of the sociologies
triplications and the ethical issues surrounding the use of thes
drugs. Prerequisite: Chemistry 9 or 11, or Biology 11, °r
permission of instructor.
Chem 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY-SPECIAL TOPICS OR
LABORATORY PROJECT (Staff)

1/*'1/2 ***

This course is for students who wish to undertake a special tutorial
library study or laboratory-oriented research project. The project
may originate with the student or be suggested by the faculty.
requisite: permission of the instructor and upperclass standing.
Credit to be determined at time of registration.

CHEMISTRY

Chem 96

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE

(York)

1/2 unit

Prerequisite: permission of the department.

May be Offered 1981-82
Chem 82

SEMINAR IN CHEMISTRY

(Staff)

1/2 unit

Prerequisite: permission of the department.
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CLASSICS
The study of classics concerns Itself with the one fixed po nt
of reference in the liberal arts: the origins. The very notion o
"liberal arts" is a creation of ancient Greece and Rome. Courses n
classics are Intended to acquaint the student with the languages,
literatures, and civilizations of those cultural well-springs.
Hebrew, Modem Greek, and Sanskrit may also be studied (the latter
two in independent study after Greek 11,12).
Greek and Latin are the fundamental languages of the W®8t'
literatures extending over three millennia. In addition, t ey
valuable for the study of linguistics and of other foreign angu
particularly the Romance Languages, English, and Sanskrit.
courses in classical civilization, their study enhances undera
of such diverse subjects as art history, drama, history, ph o
»
political science, religion, and the modem literatures of Jur°Pand
and America. Indeed, almost any study of the Western lnte ec ^
imagination looks repeatedly toward Greece and Rome and does so
greatest advantage through the lucid windows of the origin®
languages.
The department encourages its students to study abroad,
cially in Greece and Italy, either during the summer or for

e8^

af>

Majors: Because classics comprehends all aspects of the anc^,c^(ji
civilization of the West, it is in fact an interdisciplinary
^
Students majoring in classics may choose either Latin and re
Classical Studies. A senior exercise is required of all ma]°i^0ys:
The further requirements for each form of the major are as
I.

II.

Latin and Greek: 6 units minimum as follows.
A. 5 units of Latin and ancient Greek, with at leas
unit in each
B. 1 unit of ancient history
follotfiaS1
Classical Studies: 5 units minimum in one of t c
A. Greek
1. 3 units of ancient Greek
2. 1 unit of Greek history
.
3. 1 unit of Classical Civilization or approve
substitute
B. Latin
1. 3 units of Latin
2. 1 unit of Roman history
.
3. 1 unit of Classical Civilization or approve
substitute
C. Ancient History
1« 2 units of either Latin or Greek
2. 2 units of ancient history
.
3. 1 unit of Classical Civilization or approve
substitute

c8,r?!!ible f0r 8tudents who have had no previous Greck.
to fulfill the requirements for Classical Studies within thei j
and senior years. A student who is pursuing a double major in
steal Studies (Greek or Latin) and some other discipline may,
the department's permission, be exempted from % unit of require,
number 3.
IC
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CLASSICS
Classical Civilization
Students who Intend to continue the study of classics In grad
uate school are advised to choose the Latin and Greek major, and to
develop a reading ability in both French and German.
Students who study abroad in Greece or Italy receive full
credit for the work completed successfully there, but in advance
each student should ascertain from the department how work done
abroad will be credited to the departmental requirements for the
major.
Non-majors: Freshmen or "diversifying" upperclassmen take Greek,
Latin, or Hebrew at an appropriate level, or any of the classical
civilization courses--particularly Classical Mythology and the Latin
Element in the English Language. TVo solid years of high school
study should qualify the student for an intermediate language course
(if in doubt, consult the instructor). The classical civilization
courses do not require a knowledge of Greek or Latin. Students
particular Interests may lead them to those courses under this head
ing which have to do with ancient history, literature, or religion.

CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION
The following Classical Civilization courses do not require a
knowledge of Greek or Latin.

First Semester Courses
Clas 14

CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY (Bennett)

%

unit

This course acquaints students with the important myths of ancient
Creece and Rome, concerns Itself with the nature and evolution of
the role which these myths played in ancient thought and literature,
and considers the various aspects and interpretations of classical
Myths which have made these stories a foundation for Western thought.
The course is particularly concerned with women's roles in myths.
Texts include Ovid's Metamorphoses. Apollonius' Argonautica, and
Homer*8 Odyssey. The course is particularly recommended for freshMen. Ordinarily offered every fall. Limited enrollment.
cla»

21

THE LATIN ELEMENT IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

(Weber)

unit

This course examines principles of word formation in Latin, and how
Latin words change when they are Anglicized. A secondary aim of the
course la to enlarge significantly the number of English words at a
8tudent's command.
Weekly lectures on topics relating to the study
o£ historical linguistics.
Ordinarily offered every fall.
Claa

31

CLAUDIUS AND HIS EMPIRE

(Bennett)

%

unit

A study of the foundation of the Roman imperial government under
ogustus and his successors, the Julio-Claudians and Flavians. Read'
n8s include Tacitus' Annals, the major ancient source on the reigns
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CLASSICS
Classical Civilization, Greek
of Tiberius, Claudius, and Nero, as well as Suetonius' Lives.
Petronius' Satyricon, and the comic account of the deification o

Claudius.

May not be offered 1982-83.
Second Semester Courses

Clas 12

GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH: DRAMA (McCulloh)

*

un

Exploration of a fundamental stage in Western experience: c*ie,.
tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, and the come
of Aristophanes and Menander, with relevant passages from t e
tories of Herodotus and Thucydides. The aftermath of Greek dram
C
will be considered briefly in some of its forms; e.g.,
dialog (the Symposium). Theocritean mime, Roman drama, and t eo
tragedy (Aristotle's Poetics and Nietzsche's Birth
Trage 1
Will not be offered 1982-83.
Clas 32

THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE

(Bennett) h

0f

unlt

A study of the empire in the second, third, and fourth cen^U^|!!on'i
and the factors leading to its destruction, based on Edwar^
^
classic work and the subsequent scholarship. Prerequisite,
or permission of the instructor. May not be offered 1982-e

status, and either a coursi
V not be offered 1982-83

Grk

11,12

Plato.)
31

ELEMENTARY GREEK (McCulloh)

1^ unit'

CLASSICS
Greek
Grk 71,72

GREEK LITERARY GENRES

(McCulloh)

1 unit

The readings vary each year and are designed to suggest some of the
diversity of style and outlook within Greek literature, e.g., Pindar
and other lyric poets, the Presocratic philosophers, Aeschylus
Agamemnon. Aristophanes, Thucydides, Plato's Symposium, Theocritus,
Daphnis and Chloe. Selections from Byzantine and Modern Greek may
be included. The course may be repeated. Prerequisite: Greek 21,22
or equivalent.
Grk 95,96

JUNIOR HONORS

(Staff)

1 unlt

Independent study in Greek for junior candidates for honors.
Permission required.
Grk 97,98

SENIOR HONORS

(Staff)

1 unlt

Independent study in Greek for senior candidates for honors.
Permission required.
First Semester Courses
Grk 21

INTERMEDIATE GREEK:

PROSE AND DRAMA (McCulloh)

Readings in Plato or Herodotus, and drama.
or permission of the instructor.
Grk 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

Prerequisite:

(Staff)

h unit
Grk 11,12
*

unit

This course may be taken either to supplement the work of another
course in the department or to pursue a special course of reading
not otherwise provided for. Prerequisite: permission of the
instructor.
Second Semester Courses
Gfk

22

INTERMEDIATE GREEK:

A study of Homer.
instructor.
Grk 94

HOMER

Prerequisite:

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

(Bennett)

^

unlt

Greek 21 or permission of the
If unit

may be taken either to supplement the work of another
^
^ePartn»ent or to pursue a special course of reading
otherwise provided for. Prerequisite: permission of the
'true tor.

11118 c°urse

nor186
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CLASSICS
Hebrew, Latin
HEBREW
Year Courses
Heb 11-12

ELEMENTARY HEBREW

(Kullmann)

Heb 21-22

INTERMEDIATE HEBREW

(Kullraann)

I unit
1 unit

Biblical prose and poetry.
LATIN

Year Courses
Lat 11,12

ELEMENTARY LATIN
c.L.nnc.wxnKi

1 unit

(Weber)
(Weber;

The morphology and syntax of Latin. Prose composition is empha
throughout the year. Class meets three times a week.
» . ,,
Lat 71,72

_
ROMAN ELEGY

1 unit

(Weber)

Selected topics for research and discussion explore the imports
of Greek and Roman models in the development of the Latin ov
^
elegy and illumine the style and personality of the major
elegists as revealed by their individual treatment of the co
themes and loci. Prerequisite: Latin 21,22 or equivalent,
not be offered 1982-83.
Lat 95,96

JUNIOR HONORS

(Staff)

1

Independent study in Latin for junior candidates for honors.
Permission required.
Lat 97,98

SENIOR HONORS

£^en?ent Study ln
ermlssion required.

(Staff)

1

senior candidates for honors.

Utln

First Semester Courses
Lat 21

INTERMEDIATE LATIN:

PROSE

(Bennett)

%^

;rtdnf°VtUdent8 Wh° have completed Latin 11,12 or have other
wise learned to read straightforward Latin prose.
Lat 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

*

course°inSt!hma^ bC talten eftLer to supplement the work of an°*jing
not otho < 6 epartment or to pursue a special course of r
f°r*
P""quisite:
instructor
permission of the
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CLASSICS
Second Semester Courses
Lat 22

INTERMEDIATE LATIN:

Prerequisite:
Lat 94

VIRGIL'S AENEID

(Weber)

h unit

Latin 11,12 or permission of the instructor.

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

*

unit

This course may be taken either to supplement the work of another
course in the department or to pursue a special course of reading
not otherwise provided for. Prerequisite: permission of the
instructor.

Will be Offered 1982-83
Clas 13

GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH:

EROS AND THE NOVEL

h unit

May be Offered 1982-83
Clas
Clas
Clas
Clas
Clas

15
17
18
23
24

Lat 73,74
Lat 75,76
Lat 77,78

FIFTH CENTURY ATHENS
ANCIENT GREECE AND THE NEAR EAST
ROME'S RISE TO WORLD POWER
ALEXANDER AND THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD
THE ROMAN REVOLUTION
LATIN PROSE AUTHORS
HORACE AND CATULLUS
VIRGIL AND HIS ANTECEDENTS

^
^
^

unit

*

unlt

unlt
unlt

unit

1 unlt
1 unlt
1 unlt

Will be Offered 1983-84
Clas 11

GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH:
AESCHYLUS

EPIC, LYRIC AND

% unit

May be Offered 1983-84
See list for 1982-83 and the variable offerings for 1981-82.
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DRAMA
The enterprise of theater, encompassing both the arts of the
drama and of the dance, past and present, is the concern of the
Department of Drama; the central objects of our study are the p ay
and the dance and the ways they are brought to life in Per^orman"!st;g
Early in our program students learn—by doing—the jobs of the ar s
who collaborate to make the play and dance live on stage. Courses ^
range from concentrating on the play and dance as they were per orme
in their historical context to exploring in depth the work o t e
artists of the theater; the playwright, choreographer, act°^ .
director and designer. There are also courses in voice and
c
dance technique, and in the history of the film. Almost all cou ®
involve, in conjunction with reading and critical writing, t e P
_
formance of problems and exercises. Students are encourage '°.
sue independent work in either historical/critical research or
creative activity in theater art.
All courses in the Department of Drama are open to ever^.gt"our8e
in the college; certain courses have prerequisites noted in
^
descriptions. The department particularly recommends Drama ,
g
Drama 11-12 to students seeking to fulfill distribution requ
•In
_
in fkn
the 174
Fine Arts.
The major in drama is normally open to students whose P
in Drama 11-12 or Drama 5,6 has been good.
Students majoring in the department may emphasize either
or dance, but in either case must fulfill the minimum requ re
unit®)
the department, distributed as follows: *Emphasls in Theater. fcgw
1 unit—Drama 11-12;
unit—Drama 13; h unit—Drama 15; 1
hrough
from Drama 21 through 28 or 31-32; 1 unit drawn from Drama 5
other
56 or from Drama 91 Special Topics Seminars; 1 unit drawn tr
hasi8
course offerings of the department; % unit—Drama 93 or 9 • _
n Dance: (6*s units) 1^ units—Drama 5,6 (with lab); 1 uni^" . lab);
k unit—Drama 13; \ unit—Drama 15; 1^ units—Drama 27,28 (*l
h 56
s unit—either Drama 24 or 25; h unit drawn from Drama 51 t
Each
or from Drama 91 Special Topics Seminars; h unit—Drama 93 or
'
major completes a senior exercise, including a creative or 9
^ve
synthesis, during the senior year and takes a written compreh
exam nation at its conclusion. A major program can be des &ne
either
tress the performing or critical aspects of the subject and,
ease, to give the study an historical basis.
These requirements are applicable to the class of
successive classes.

82

Year Courses
Dram 5,6

INTRODUCTION TO THE DANCE

(Temple)

1^

formntrT^UCtl°n t0 the theory and the practice of the dance as
^^
COu"e will give special emphasis to the varied a p
fh* rr
"eation of ^e dance. Readings, lectures and discussion*^ fl]
strations, group preparation time outside class hours for exe
tribu
movement studies. Recommended course for Fine Arts Division dis
tion requirement. Limited enrollment.

DRAMA
Dram 11-12

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER

(Staff)

1

unlt

A study of the theory and practice of the theater as an art form.
The course will give special emphasis to direct experience of theater,
some important works In its history, the idea of theater as medium,
and the work of several important theater artists. Lecture and dis
cussion, reading and problems, exercises and demonstrations. Recom
mended course for Fine Arts Division distribution. Limited enroll
ment.
First Semester Courses
Dram 3

VOICE AND DICTION

(Marley)

**

unlt

A study of the voice as an instrument for communication. This course
provides an introduction to the theory of voice control, and practice
with a variety of literary materials. Enrollment limited.
Dram 8

DANCE TECHNIQUE LAB

(Temple)

**

unit.

The laboratory will focus on developing expression in the medium of
dance, both technically and artistically. Writing and reading assign
ments will emphasize the correlation between the work in techinque
and the appropriate course. Required laboratory for Dram 5,6 or to
wards a drama major with a dance emphasis. Credit only when taken
in conjunction with Dram 5,6 except in special circumstances. May be
repeated to a maximum of 1 unit credit. Limited enrollment.
Dram 9

DANCE TECHNIQUE

(Staff)

Audit credit

A focus on developing expression in the medium of dance, both tech
nically and artistically. Problems and exercises. There is no limit
on repeating for audit credit.
Dram 10(1) THE PLAY: PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE (Staff) Audit credit
Dram 10(2) THE DANCE: PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE (Staff)Audit credit
The work of the course involves the realization in the theater of the
work of an important playwright, as expressed in his text for a P a r "
tlcular play. Problems in textual analysis, historical research and
the creation of a production lead, by way of independent and cooper
ative activity involving acting, design and special problems, to pubtic performance before an audience. Analogous problems for the dance.
NOTE: Audit credit is given to those students who, in the judgment
the instructional/directional staff, have made significant creative
c °ntributions to the effectiveness of the production.

of

Dram 14

HISTORY OF THE FILM

(Turgeon)

**

unit

^ historical study of the evolution of the film as a dramatic medium,
^ach step in the growth of the medium will be studied in terms of
m aJor examples, a study of pertinent aesthetic theory, and a survey
0
related film criticism. Lecture, discussion, readings, and
research projects, Prerequisite: sophomore standing.

DRAMA
ELEMENTS OF THEATER AND DANCE ART
These courses provide a close examination of several aspects of
theater and dance art: acting, choreography, directing and design.
Reading, discussion, problems, and laboratory exercises will increase
the student's understanding of the theatrical and dance experience,
and develop his skills in the arts of the theater and dance. Prereq
uisite: Dram 11-12.
Dram 23

THE SCENE DESIGNER

(Parr)

**

unlt

(Turgeon)

**

unU

**

U0*t

Enrollment limited.
Dram 26

CHARACTER ANALYSIS

Enrollment limited. Additional prerequisite:
Admission by audition, spring, 1981.
Dram 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

Drama 22.

Either a project involving creative activity leading to a
^^
of work in one of the aspects of theater or dance art, or rea
scholarly research on a critical, dramaturgical or historica su
0
culminating in a long paper. The course is primarily intende
the student, majoring in drama, who is engaged in the preparation
a thesis as part of the final integrating exercise. Prerequisite.
consent of the department.

J

Second Semester Courses
Dram A

ORAL READING

(Marley)

*^

A study of the principles, vocal and literary, involved in the in
pretation of works of literature. Continuing practice using eel
ns of increasing difficulty. Prerequisite: Drama 3, or con
of the instructor. Enrollment limited.
Dram 8

DANCE TECHNIQUE LAB

(Temple)

*^

dancp a ^K r ^K° r y
focus on developing expression in the "® d * U
s i ^ n J \ f ? C h n l c a l l y ™ d artistically. Writing and reading «
e m Phasize the correlation between the work in
e
que and rh"
o r T r ° > r i a t e C O u r 8 e * Required laboratory for
taken in r \ H ™ 1 m a ^ o r w i t h a dance emphasis. Credit only * g
May be r«n I"!!" 1 0 1 1 w l t h D r a m
except in special circumstances
be
e P e a t e d to a maximum of 1 unit credit.
Enrollment li*i t e < r
Dram 9

DANCE TECHNIQUE

(Staff)

Audit credit

callv^ind^M 1 2 1 ? 1 5 1 " 8 e x p r e 8 8 i °n in the medium of dance, both tethni
on iepe^inv f 8 ' 1 0 3 , 1 1 7 * P r ° b l e m s a n d exercises. There is no li»«
on repeating for audit credit.
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Dram 10(1) THE PLAY: PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE (Staff) Audit credit
Dram 10(2) THE DANCE: PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE (Staff)Audit credit
The work of the course involves the realization in the theater of the
work of an important playwright, as expressed in his text for a par
ticular play. Problems in textual analysis, historical research and
the creation of a production lead, by way of independent and cooperative
activity involving acting, design and special problems, to public per
formance before an audience. Analogous problems for the dance.
NOTE: Audit credit is given those students who, in the judgment of the
instructional/directional staff, have made significant creative contri
butions to the effectiveness of the production.
Dram 15

HISTORY OF DANCE

(Temple)

h

untt

A study of the history of the dance as an art from its origins to the
present. The course will examine the evolution of the conventions and
analyze the various styles and aesthetic applications of the medium,
lecture and discussions, readings and projects. Prerequisite: sopho
more standing.
ELEMENTS OF THEATER AND DANCE ART

(21 and 25)

These courses provide a close examination of several aspects of theater
and dance arts: acting, choreography, directing and design. Reading,
discussion problems, and laboratory exercises will increase the stu
dent s understanding of the theatrical experience and develop his
skills in the arts of the theater and dance. Prerequisite: Dram 11-12.
Dram 21

THE DIRECTOR

(Marley)

^

unit

%

unit

Enrollment limited.
Dram 25

THE LIGHTING DESIGNER

(Parr)

Enrollment limited.
THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS
These courses provide a study, in terms of the theater, of selected
P ays of a period of notable dramatic achievement, or the work of an
mportant playwright. Emphasis is on the theatrical qualities of the
P ays and their staging by means of problems and exercises.
Dram 53:

The 17th and 18th CENTURY THEATER (Turgeon)

h unit

Dram 56:

THE CONTEMPORARY THEATER (S. Dougan)

^

unit

*

unit

Dram 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

Ither a project involving creative activity leading to a major piece
wor'(
°ne of the aspects of theater or dance art, or reading and
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scholarly research on a critical, dramaturgical or historical
culminating in a long paper. The course is primarily intended or
student, majoring in drama, who is engaged in the preparation o a
thesis as part of the final integrating exercise. Prerequisite,
consent of the department.
May be Offered 1981-82
Dram 95,96

JUNIOR HONORS

Prerequisite:

(Staff)

consent of the department.

May be Offered 1982-83
Dram
Dram
Dram
Dram
Dram

13
15
24
27,28
31-32

HISTORY OF THE THEATER
HISTORY OF DANCE
THE COSTUME DESIGNER
THE CHOREOGRAPHER
PLAYWRITING AND DRAMATIC THEORY

ECONOMICS

Personal fulfillment and effective citizenship require some
understanding of the principles of human Interaction in society.
Economics Is the scientific study of those aspects of social be
havior concerned with choosing how best to use technology and limited
resources so as to maximize individual or social welfare. Through
Its analysis of behavior, economics can add much to our understanding
of vital public policy Issues. A grasp of the principles of economic
ife enables the student to analyze public policy problems such as
poverty, inflation, unemployment, economic growth, pollution, monop
oly power, consumer exploitation, race and sex discrimination,
strikes, urban blight, and restrictions on international trade.
Economics can also be defined by its methods of analysis. In
seeking to understand and predict social behavior, economists build,
tost, and revise models. Economics students learn to work with models
the behavior of consumers, producers, factor suppliers, and govern
ment, and they study the market in which these economic agents inter
act. This technique for understanding the experience of men and women
n society differs sharply from the literary and intuitive methods of
the humanities and fine arts.
Economics is a highly integrated discipline in which most econo
mists work simultaneously with theory (analytical models), data, quant tative research methods, and public policy issues. Each economics
course at Kenyon introduces all of these elements, in varying mixes,
e common thread among the courses is reliance on models that predict
urnan behavior. However, each course has its own emphasis.
wjt,

Major Program. Successful completion of Economics 11-12
maior 3 K r a d e ° f a t ^ e a s t C, is a prerequisite for admission to the
partme P r °f r a m ' ^ m inimum of three additional units within the deS r e < ' u * r e t '» including Economics 21 and 23, and a semester
°f semi
four 0 ™ i , r * F ' c o n o n , ics 1 and 2 cannot be included among the minimum
the he] t S r i > q u i r e d f° r the major. Cognate subjects are chosen, with
s t u < * e n t 's advisor, so as to provide an integrated
®ajor° P °
°f cours°^ r f m W * t * 1 a P a r t icular emphasis. For example, combinations
ternatio e S i r ° m v a r *° u s departments can be arranged to emphasize inna problems, political economy, quantitative economics, etc.
°PPorIunit° n < f F S P r ° 8 r a m * T ^ i e Honors Program in economics provides an
is availihl' f*" 1,101:6 ^"dependent research and study than that which
llj to 2 u
° r r e ® u ^ a r courses of study. Students participate in
J u n * o r a °d Senior Honors Seminar where they present
and disc"" t S
Those inter ^ r e 8 u * t s
their research with their fellow students.
t u nitiec 6 y e ! t e d * n t ' i e Honors progam should discuss their opporw t
members of the department.
men

who are 0 " . m 3 y e n r °H * n either Economics 1 and 2 or 11-12. Freshconsiderin e 8 p e c l a l *y well prepared for college and who are seriously
11-12. a ^
P° s 8ible major in economics should consider Economics
P f opriate C h T ^
^ r e 8 Hmen find Economics 1 and 2 the most apuntii their ° C °* ^ o m e students who major in economics prefer to wait
course, Economi* 10 ™ 01 ^ y e a r before enrolling in their first economics
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Year Courses
1 unit

Econ 11-12 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (Staff)

A study of applications of the principles of economic analysis. The
course presents theories of consumer and producer behavior, an s
how these theories can be used to predict the consequences of indi
vldual, business, and government actions. Topics covered inclu e.
unemployment, inflation, and growth; production, hiring,
monopoly power, and government regulation; sexual behavior, ch
production, and sex and race discrimination; and energy problems, ^
resource conservation, poverty, and pollution. Required of stu en
who major in economics.

Econ 95,96

JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR

(Batchelder)

For Juniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics.
junior standing and permission of the instructor.

Econ 97,98

SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR (Batchelder)

1 unit

Prerequ

1

U"U

For seniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics. Prereq
senior standing and permission of the instructor.

First Semester Courses
Econ 1

AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY

(Staff)

**

This course will focus on an analysis of the economic var*able*!hanges
have contributed to the growth of the American economy an to
rop.
in the distribution of income. Issues and institutions sUC
.
erty rights, slavery, populism and the Great Depression vil
ana yzed using tools of simple economic analysis. Limite
freshmen.

Econ 2 POLITICAL ECONOMY (Hall)

**

The general rationale for government economic activity is
t«ng
o economic analysis, as are specific government policies a
-imple
e environment, energy, poverty, and other subjects. Sever.
econom c models are used to identify the causes of particular
Pro ems and the likely consequences of particular governmen
grams. Limited to freshmen.
Econ 21

MICROECONOMIC THEORY (Hall)

^

Thpi"!6"8^6 8tudy of the internal structure of a market
r es of consumer behavior, production, exchange, the to
iCea and waRes» and income distribution are examine
orma
i.,
nce is evaluated with reference to the ef c
11-12•
with which resources are allocated. Prerequisite: Economics
op lomores must obtain permission of the instructor.

ZriT,
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Econ 41 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

(Trethewey)

\ unit

This course begins with the development of classical economic thought
as found in the works of Smith, Mai thus, Ricardo, Say, Marx, and Mill,
t next examines the origin and development of modern economic analys 8 bv Walrus, Marshall, Keynes, et al.
The course considers the
question. Has economics undergone a "scientific revolution" under
n e o c l a ssical thought and the Keynesian theories?
* TCt
Pre
requisite: Econ 11-12.
Econ 43 MONEY AND BANKING

(Brehm)

»3 unit

t h C A m o r i c a n monetary and financial system and its relation
to nrf
cial instl n a t l ° n a l l n c °me, and economic welfare; functions of finanPreron"^ t u t o n s » the Federal Reserve system and monetary management,
s te. Economics 11-12 or permission of the instructor.

Econ 54

INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS

(Hall)

unit

Til i8
°„ t ^ e
Resizes mathematics and economic theory with emphasis
a n a l y s i l m zat*on techniques of microeconomics and on equilibrium
Math 7- S h? " l a c r o e c o n o m * c s • Prerequisite: minimum Econ 11-12 and
»
ghly recommended, Math 11-12 and Econ 21 and 23.
Econ 76

ECONOMICS OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(Batchelder) 4 unit

c * r c u m s t a n c e s surrounding, and the obstacles
to, economic m i n i n ^
countries" 110 ,® rt>wt k» w lth emphasis upon present conditions in poor
P°Pulatio a n * p a r t i c u l a r ly upon the current problems there of overlogical n"' l n a < e ( iuate capital accumulation, and insufficient techno°r pernio c r ? R r t S ^" I ' r e r e quisite: Economics 11-12 or 12 concurrently,
-sion o the instructor. Limited enrollment.

" 8°

™ ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF POLITICS AND THE LAW
(Trethewey)

4 unit

Phenomena"^ !' S e s e c o n o n >ic analysis to explain political and legal
the develo SU ° 1 3 S v o t * n E behavior, special interest-group activities.
Justice a^d^h ° f P r o Perty rights, institutional change, economic
K®ited! " ' G ^ n t e r a c t ions of law and economics. Enrollment
Ec °n

93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

unit

Foj ®tudg ^
t° study sub JW ^° w *®h to do advanced work beyond regular courses or
P er ®i88io n U , e c t s n o t included in course offerings. Prerequisite:
n o t the instructor.

Second Semester Courses
AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY
ave

(Brehm)

H unit

course will fn.

contrib t >
u c

c u s °n an analysis of the economic variables that
to the growth of the American economy and to changes

U7
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in the distribution of income. Issues and institutions
erty rights, slavery, populism and the Great Depre
analyzed using tools of simple economic analvs s .
freshmen.
Econ 2

POLITICAL ECONOMY

(Hall)

w

unit

The general rationale for government economic activity is a ^ c t i n g
to economic analysis, as are specific government po c
the environment, energy, poverty, and other subjects.
particular
simple economic models are used to identify the c a u a e S .
oovernsocial problems and the likely consequences of part cu
ment programs. Limited to freshmen.
Jj unit
Econ 23 MACROECONOMIC THEORY (Trethewey)
An intensive study of the level of national income and e
Theories of inflation and economic growth are exam ne .
and functioning of government stabilization policies a
and evaluated. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 an
.con
permission of the instructor.

21 or

unit
Econ 44

LABOR ECONOMICS

(Hall)

^

A study of labor markets, focusing on the determination^ d £ f l C riiniemployment, the distribution of income, sexual ant rat .
m ^ m imuin
nation, and job satisfaction. The impact of labor un on^, a ^ g 0 be
wage laws, manpower policies, and wage-price cootro s w
studied. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or permiss on
instructor.
^ unit
Econ 46 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION AND PUBLIC POLICY
(Staff)
f American industry
A study of structure, conduct and performance or Amci
^ market
with special emphasis on the determinants and consequenc
.^ c y
p o w e r a s w e l l a s a d e s c r i p t i o n a n d c r i t i q u e of t h e m a j o r ^ p r o b l e O S
instruments that have been developed to cope with tin a °^ a t ^ o n .
created by market power—in particular, anti-trust leg s
Prerequisite: Econ 11-12 or permission of the i n s t r u c t o r
unit
Econ 48 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (Trethewey)
j CXhss di®
A seminar course, with major emphasis on preparation anc l t e r n a t ive
cussion of student research papers. The course examines ^ S o V iet
ways of organizing economic activity. Modern capitalism.
d t0
economy and other socialist systems will be analyzed w t i v e r n ing
their institutional structure as well as the principles R g hip b e ~
resource allocation and income distribution. The r c * a t ° n c x a mined»
tween private and public economic decision making will be
l a n n ing
with emphasis on the techniques and performance of e c o n ^ ^ permi s *"
in the different systems. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12
sion of the instructor.
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Econ 49

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

(Batchelder)

*4 unit

A study of the nature and consequence of international relations.
Specialization and exchange are examined by reference to the theory
of comparative advantage. Government policies such as tariffs,
quotas, and exchange controls are studied with reference to their
effects on incomes and welfare. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or
permission of the instructor.

Econ 75

INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMETRICS

(Hall)

*4 unit

This seminar will study the construction and testing of economic
models. Emphasis will be given to linear regression techniques,
special problems associated with estimating economic relationships,
and Interpretation of the results so obtained. Each student will
undertake and report on a research project. Prerequisite: Math 6
(or Math 31—32) and Economics 11—12, or permission of the instructor.
Econ 91

ENERGY ECONOMICS

(Staff)

**

unit

This seminar examines the dimensions of the energy problem, the
criteria for static and dynamic resource allocation, the role of
OPEC in precipating the world energy crisis, environmental issues
in energy development, national security issues, conservation, price
controls, the optimum structure and regulation of energy industries,
future energy technologies and the role of energy research and
development, and the notion of a comprehensive energy policy. Pre
requisite: Economics 11-12 or permission of the instructor. Enrol
ment limited.
Econ 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

**

unit

Tor students who wish to do advanced work beyond regular courses or to
study subjects not included in course offerings. Prerequisite,
permission of the instructor.

May be Offered 1982-83
E c°n

13

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES AND PUBLIC POLICY

*3

unit

A course for seniors with no previous work in economics. The method°gy and basic concepts of economic analysis will be developed and
a Pplied to current economic problems such as inflation, unemployment,
energy, natural resources and the environment. The works of unortho
dox critics (Galbraith, Hirschman, and Boulding) and Marxist critics
a r rington, Sweezy and Baron) will be considered.
Open only to
seniors.

0

Econ 42

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC HISTORY

**

unit

This course examines the Industrial Revolution as i t is understood
through the alternative paradigms of Marxian economic history and
new economic history. The repercussions of the Industrial Revo u
*°n on the distribution of economic and political power are analyzed,
terequisite: Economics 11-12 or permission of the instructor.
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Econ 47

ECONOMICS OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR

**

A study of the proper role of government in the economy and an analy
sis of the basic principles of government expenditure and taxation.
Current expenditure and tax policies of national, state, and loca
governments are examined and evaluated. Prerequisite: Economics
11-12 or permission of the instructor.
Econ 72

ECONOMICS STABILIZATION AND PLANNING

**

unit

This seminar will consider public policies to achieve low unemploy
ment levels, stable prices, and an adequate rate of growth. F s c *
and monetary policies, wage and price controls, and central p an" _
will be considered. The choice between growth and no-growth p°
will be examined. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or permission
the instructor. Enrollment limited.
Econ 73

THE CITY

**

111111

A seminar course, with major emphasis on preparation and class
cussion of student research papers. The analysis of c o n t e m p o r a r
urban problems (such as blight, sprawl, poverty, racism, civi
disorder, crime, congestion, inadequate government services, an ^
pollution) is based upon careful study of socioeconomic forces
re
affect the rate and pattern of urban growth and development.
quisite: Economics 11-12 or permission of the instructor.
Enrollment limited.
Econ 7A

RICH AND POOR IN A MERITOCRACY

^ "nit

This seminar in distribution theory examines the sources of
and unearned income. A meritocracy divides output among 1" v
^
in proportion to the productive contribution of each. This c o u *
considers the division of American output, asking why some rece
so little while others receive so much. The roles of h e r e d i t y ' l l l s ite:
inheritance, education, and discrimination are studied. P r e l T < Li t c d.
Economics 11-12 or permission of the instructor. Enrollment U
Econ 77

THE CRISIS IN REGULATION

1 UOlt

The seminar will analyze the nature of market failure which the
regu atory commission is designed to remedy, with special re <- xe
o cr tical problems in the energy, communications, and transpo
a on industries. The regulatory policies of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the Federal Power Commission, and the Feder
communications Commission will be analyzed with respect to the!
mpact on behavior in the related regulated industries.
The ro
Ot public ownership w i l l be considered. Prerequisite: Economics
or permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited.

Econ 79

RADICAL CRITICS OF CAPITALISM

*

unlt

The seminar examines Marxist and neo-Marxist critiques of capita 1 1 *®
op (s such as poverty, unemployment, business cycles, inflation
mperialism, and economic development are studied from the perspe
AS
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of the radical critics. Attention is also given to neo-Marxist criti
cisms of modern economic models, especially of their underlying value
assumptions. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or permission of the
instructor. Enrollment limited.
ADVANCED MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMISTS

*5 "nit

An alternative to Economics 54 for students able to proceed more
rapidly and with greater independence. Prerequisite: permission
of the instructor.
THE ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION

**

unit

This special seminar will study the economics of education with
stress on the elementary and secondary levels. Topics will Include
the economic rationale for public education, the efficient use of
educational resources, the roles of various levels of government,
and the special problems of inner city schools. Attention will focus
on efforts to finance public education so as to achieve equity, free
dom of choice, efficiency, and social mobility. Each student will
present a research paper. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or per
mission of the instructor. Enrollment limited.
ECONOMIC THEORIES OF POLITICS (interdisciplinary seminar)

*5 unit

This special topic seminar explores the use of economic theories,
mostly market theory, to teach about various political phenomena.
It will examine the relationship of market theory to the theory of
liberalism which underlies American politics and the practice of
pluralism which explains the essential workings of the political
system today. Economic analysis also teaches about the character
°f party and electoral systems in democracies and about the biases
°f the interest group process. Other political concepts such as
nationalism will also be examined from the perspective of economic
theory. Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or concurrent enrollment
in Economics 11-12. Political Science 11-12 or concurrent enroll
ment is recommended. Enrollment limited.
PORTFOLIO THEORY

'i unit

This course provides an introduction to the study of uncertainty
with special attention to modern portfolio theory. The stock
market and theories of stock prices will be considered. Pre
requisite: Econ 11-12, and either Math 7 or Math 11-12, and
f i 6 or permission of the instructor.
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The Department of English seeks to develop within Kenyon students
the ability to read with active understanding and wide appreciation,
to write with both clarity and grace, and to come to that vivid
understanding of oneself and the world which is the especial gift of
literature.
The department does not believe that these are separate or even
separable ends; nor does it believe that its courses of instruction-the means by which it seeks to accomplish those ends--ought to be
^
separated into "composition" courses on the one hand and "literature
courses on the other. It is distinctly a Department of English
Literature, and this is reflected by the fact that only a few of its
courses (English 6, 7 and 8 only) do not center upon or develop out
of the close study of works of literature.
Likewise, the Department of English does not believe that these
abilities are of importance only to English majors, but believes
rather that they are of the first importance to any liberally e uca
man or woman; hence it does not believe that its courses of instruc
tion ought to be separated into "service courses" for the College
on the one hand, and "major courses" on the other. It does seek to
preserve places for its majors in its advanced seminars--those
numbered 71 or above--but it welcomes students from all other
plines into all of its courses of instruction, and treats both t e
majors and the non-majors in them with equal commitment. It be ev
that the program of an English major ought to be different--insotar
as his or her English courses are concerned--in intensity, but no
in kind, different in variety of experience, but not in essence.
A major must complete at least four courses in the department
numbered 11-12 or higher, chosen with the approval of a departmental
a v sor. in order to insure an appropriate range of experience w
the major, each student must earn credit in at least two units of
course work from each of the following two lists of offerings,
t ough these lists may vary from year to year, the distinction
etween them will remain: the first is a list of courses based
largely upon works published before 1800, the second a list of
courses based largely upon works published after 1800.
List
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

1
11-12*
21
22
13-14
31-32
67
71(1)
71(2)
71(4)
72(1)

English 92(1)

List
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

2
51-52
53-54
61-62
63-64
68
71(3)
72(2)
72(3)
72(4)
91(1)

Engllsh 9i(2)

If taken before academic year 1981-82, English 11-12 counts its
first semester under list 1, and its second semester under list 2.
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English 93, 94 and 98 will be credited according to their subject
matter.
As part of the major, students must complete one-half unit of
seminar or tutorial work: that is, work done in courses limited In
size to 15 students.
In 1981-1982, English courses numbered 71, 72,
91 and 92 are limited to 15.
English 1-2 Is the course designed for students undertaking the
serious study of literature at the college level, and as such Is
especially appropriate for freshmen. Indeed, English 1-2 or Its
equivalent, or junior-year standing, is prerequisite for further
study in English at Kenyon. Freshmen who present "its equivalent"
through Advanced Placement or some other means may select from
courses in the department numbered in the teens--ll-12, 13-14, 15-16-o r if these are not offered In a given year, their parallel highernumbered course; or they may seek special permission to enroll in any
of the department's other offerings.
Students interested in the Exeter Program are especially encour
aged to enroll in English 11-12 in their sophomore year.
As noted above, the Department of English does not design certain
courses of study especially for non-majors. It does seek to reserve
•ufficient space in its seminars--courses numbered 71 and above--in
order to accommodate all senior English majors who are interested,
u t a n y Kenyon student presenting the proper prerequisites is welcome
to enroll in any of the department's course offerings, so long as
space--ln those courses of limited size--remains.
The exceptions are English 96 and English 98, courses in the
onors Program. This is designed for and limited to English majors
P °meet
criteria for admission. The program consists of
h 11-12 followed by English 96, then a seminar or course in the
area of the student's thesis, and finally English 98. Students of

emonstrated ability are encouraged to enter.
Year Courses
Eng 1-2

PI

genr.e

LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE

(Staff)

I

untt

8tudy

of distinguished examples of the major literary kinds, or
^ r e 9 u ent papers, mainly concerned with the literary works
» a r e required and are thoroughly analyzed in class and in
~ w o r k In composition includes training in techniques

dl8cuSse
COn,
0f

Fl,g

U'12

BRITISH LITERATURE (Ward and Mankoff)

1

unlt

fton^ch 0 ^ 1 1 ^*° n t 0 t * l e m a J o r authors and texts of British literature
lcal o h " t0 WordsworthThe texts will be studied in chronolog®ents° r f e r u 8 0 8 8 t 0 e m P h a slze the distinctive styles and accomplishcompar- 0 i C ° m a ^ o r P°®ts to whom more modern poets and novelists are
and to whom they so frequently allude: Chaucer, Spenser,
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Shakespeare, Donne, Milton, Swift, Pope, Johnson, and Wordsworth.
This course is especially recommended for students planning to be
English majors,
Eng 13-14

STUDIES IN SHAKESPEARE

(Turner)

1 unlt

Introduction to the works of Shakespeare, with emphasis on his devel
opment as a dramatist.
Eng 31-32

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

(Edwards)

1 unit

Critical study and close analysis of the leading non-dramatic liter
ature of the century: the poetry of Donne, Jonson, Herbert, Crashav,
Vaughan, Marvell, Rochester, and Dryden, and examples of the major
prose of the century. The literary, political, and scientific revo
lutions from Metaphysical to Augustan ways of thought and e x p r e s s i o n
are explored and defined. Enrollment limited.
Eng 51-52

NINETEENTH CENTURY

(Kovaleski)

1 unit

Intensive critical study of English Romantic and Victorian l i t e r a t u r e .
Though the course focuses on poetry, some attention will be given to
the essay and the novel. Writers include Wordsworth, Coleridge,
Keats, Tennyson, Arnold, Dickens, Mill, and others. Enrollment
limited.
ENG 53-54

MODERN BRITISH LITERATURE

(Church)

1 unlt

Close analyses of representative works of major British writers from
Hopkins, Joyce and Woolf to Auden and Greene. The detailed c o n m e n taries on each work and writer are related to the broader contexts o
modern aesthetics, philosophy, and culture. Hopkins, Yeats, ^haw,
Conrad, Lawrence, Eliot, Thomas and Auden are usually represented
lecture-discussions.
Eng 61-62

AMERICAN LITERATURE

(Lentz)

1

Close critical study of some major writers and traditions in

Amcric

iterature. The first part of the course concentrates on writers "P
to the mid-nineteenth century, the second on writers from Whitman
e early modern period. This course is not available to students
who have taken Eng 15-16.
Eng 63-64

TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN LITERATURE

(Smith)

1 unlt

A survey of the major writers and traditions in twentieth-century
American literature. Close critical study of the major texts and
the cultural and social conditions they reflect. Specific attention
win be paid to the movement from "modernism" to "post-modernism.

ong the authors to be considered are Eliot, Dreiser, Glasgow,
Hemingway, Faulkner, O'Neill, McCullers, Barth, Bellow,
Hath, Lowell, Oates, Gardner, and Kopit. Enrollment limited.

di ?? e r ?
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Eng 67,68

THE ENGLISH NOVEL

(Ward)

1 unit

A survey of the traditions of the English novel from i t s bases in the
eighteenth century to i t s modern forms. Special attention will be
paid to^the varieties of form within the broad generic category of
novel.' in addition, characteristic s t y l i s t i c and formal qualities
° '•"dividual novels will receive careful scrutiny. Among the authors
o e considered will be DeFoe, Richardson, Fielding, Scott, Austen,
ac eray, Emily Bronte, Dickens, Eliot, Trollope, Hardy, Conrad,
Lawrence, Joyce, and Amis.

First Semester Courses
E "g

6

EXPOSITORY WRITING

(Daniel)

h unit

xtensivc practice in writing essays exemplifying techniques of expo° n a n t ^ a r gument, to develop clarity, ease and force in students'
prln ? 8 i A t t e n t i o n i s given to basic grammatical rules as well as to
Publi k
° l r ^ e t o r L c . At least one documented essay is required.
8 e c e s s a y s are studied as models.
Enrollment limited.

W1

Eng 7

INTRODUCTION TO WRITING PROSE FICTION

(Smith)

\ unit

to s e t ^ k ? r a c t * c e *- n Imaginative writing. The student is encouraged
Loth bvTi t i o u s Soals for his or her writing, and work i s appraised
In lndi
\ S ° r ^ C r ^ e ^ o w students in class, and by the instructor
•erlousl U a l c o n f e r e n c e s . Enrollment limited to students who are
y engaged in writing and have permission of the instructor.
0,0

21

MEDIEVAL EPIC AND ROMANCE

(Klein)

k unit

The
C u lture C of* S u kJ e c t Ls the l i f e of the mind in the medieval feudal
j l , r °P e and England as represented in the forms of ariston
r e a t ^"- n 8 8 begin with Beowulf and Icelandic
Eagas
Calory
u<i^ U e trough French and German romances, and conclude with
win not be offered 1982-83.
C r ®tic

E"8 ? 1 ( l )

METAPHOR

(Crump)

\ unit

poetic dovl 3 ^ 0 1 1 * n t o n °tions of metaphor as a particular lingustic,
3 c o n t r ° l l i n g concept as regards creative form,
®° r ges has
ma^
handful of 8 3 '
that universal history i s a history of a
course will attempt to consider the
forms relat S d° ! t * 1 * s r e m a r ^ In relation to a few primary metaphoric
^ " g the w G i, t 0 S U C t l c o n c e P t s as time, space, pattern, knowledge.
t0
8 t u died are Oedipus Tvrannus. The Odyssey, The
Aeneld 1 Th e °p
i2» Jon e rT~" 7 a e r ~ Q u e e n e (Book I ) , Hamlet, Samson Agonlstes, and
l r om~the~i n „i? ^^Ltionj a group of representative lyric poems drawn
w ° r ka are ion?
^ e n a i s 8 a n c e will be read. As a number of the major
an<
C O m pL®x, i t would be advisable for the student
trolled i n
P r lor to the & c o u r s e to have a general acquaintance with these
®f®»ion of t-u c o ° t n e n c e m e ut of the course. Enrollment limited. Pero t the instructor.
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ENGLISH
Eng 71(2)

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN LITERATURE:
(Hans)

1950 TO THE PRESENT
\ unit

We will study some of the best contemporary poetry, short fiction and
novels and will determine in what sense post-World War II literature
can be considered a distinct period. List of authors will include
Ashberry, Ammons, Barth, Bellow, Pynchon, Barthelme. Enrollment
limited. Permission of instructor.
Eng 71(3)

JAMES JOYCE

(Church)

\

Close reading and discussion of Dubliners, A Portrait o£ th£ Artist
£S_ a Young Man, and Ulysses. Discussions range from detailed analy*
ses of style and narrative techniques to characteristic Joycean a t t ^"
tudes and themes. Enrollment limited. Consent of instructor required.
Eng 71(4)

FORMS OF POPULAR NARRATIVE

(Klein)

%

unlt

Widely ranging study of the major forms of short story common to the
English and European folk tradition from the Middle Ages to the early
nineteenth century. In addition to collections of English stories f
rom different periods, selected from Boccacio's Decameron and Crirams
a_r^r Tales_. Special emphasis upon defining the features that disngu s popular narrative from aristocratic traditions, e.g.» w t
an
rony, practical morality, realism,and comedy. Seminar format.
Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited.
Eng 91(1)

STUDIES IN ROMANTICISM

(Daniel)

*

unlt

The course, conducted as a seminar, emphasizes the poetry of B l a k ®'
ordsworth and Keats, along with a few poems by their contemporary
tent ion will also b e given to the critical prose and novels of
period. Enrollment limited. Permission of instructor.
Eng 91(2)
Eng 93

Topic to be announced

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

*

Uflit

*

U°lt

•

Independent programs of reading and writing on topics of student •
own c oice. Limited to senior English majors who are unable o
, e ^ c o s e n subject in a regularly scheduled course. Permiss
e nstructor and chair of the department. Enrollment limite

Second Semester Courses
Eng 6

EXPOSITORY WRITING

(Daniel)

* ^

Extensive practice in writing essays exemplifying techniques of
sit ion and argument, to develop clarity, ease, and force in sc
Wr^t
Attention is given to basic grammatical rules as we
DTK?? P^ e s
rhetoric. At least one documented essay is ^ e< l
Published essays are studied as models. Enrollment limited.
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^

ENGLISH

Eng 8

INTRODUCTION TO WRITING POETRY

(Staff)

^ unit

Tlu course consists of "workshop" discussions of the students' own
po<ms, composed during the semester, plus discussions on the nature
o poetry, the creative process and the interpretation of poems.
ro ment limited to students who are seriously engaged in writing
and have the consent of the instructor.
Eng 22

DANTE AND CHAUCER

(Klein)

* unit

Hie generai subject is the Christian humanism of the High Middle
reatH 8 8 r < |P r p 8 o n t e d
the major works of Dante and Chaucer. The
D * v *- n e Comedy in translation and The Canterbury
T»io«. n k S ,. l n c , a < J e
. Enrollment limited. Will not be offered 1982-83.
En8

72(1)

HENRY FIELDING

(Klein)

% unit

r c P r e s e n t a tive work of this master of the English novel,
the I r f
to his 1)7 P m Phasis on Tom Jones. But consideration will be given
his time °* e s P e c i a U Y his career as a dramatist and a lawyer, and
as well. Enrollment limited. Permission of instructor.
En8

72(2)

"The

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
^ °!

(Smith)

\ unit

t , l e w o r hs

of Hawthorne, including "Young Goodman Brown."
Daughter," The Scarlet Letter. The
Faun. —Am~~
^ a hles. The Bllthedale Romance, and The Marble
female eh ° n ^ t 0 P* c s to be considered are: the centrally ambiguous
Havthorne^ r a C t P r
" r a i r m a lden" and/or the femrne fatale);
•cience and C O n c o P t of - history, the complex relationship between
Enrollment " a t u r e » the relationship of the individual to society.
6 n t l i *>tted.
Permission of instructor.
House of

ng 72(3)

WILLIAM FAULKNER

(Church)

\ unit

A study of tho
i
themes and t
|" a j o r w °rks with special attention to Faulkner's usual
C
1
e
texts to b °
relationship between form and content. Among the
Light i n A y C 0 n s i c l ered will be The Sound and the Fury, As I Lay Dying,
and Co"~Down^r~' - A b s a l o m r Absalom!. The Hamlet, The Town, The Mansion,
i_os£8. Enrollment limited. Consent of instructor.
8 7 2 (4)

THEORY OF CRITICISM

(Hans)

h unit

°f literatur° S ° m o fundamental questions about the nature and study
f°us modes of 'T L ' e f u n c t f° n °f criticism. The course explores vara n alytic
oh C T t i c i s t n ( e -8-» Platonic, Aristotelian, Marxist, psycho* n t erpr e tat c n o r n o n o l o 8f- c a l) with special attention to problems of
* C a l issues (s S h e v a f u a t i °n. Although the emphasis is on theoret0 r how one c RUC ) 1 * S ' 10W ° n e c a n v a H d a te a literary enterpretation,
C r eator, and' 1 ?! C G f i n e t b e relationships among a literary work, its
^cussions
moment in which it was written), the
t e xt8 and writi ' r e c t e < * towards practical criticism of particular
n 88.
Enrollment limited. Permission of instructor.
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ENGLISH
Eng 92(1)

ART AND SCIENCE

(Crump)

\ unit

Study of the intellectual relationships and creative processes at
work in the different disciplines, taking a number of key texts from
a variety of periods, e.g., Hellenic, medieval, renaissance, enlight
enment, romantic and Victorian. Some of the authors who might be
usefully studied in these contexts are: Aristotle, Plato, Aquinas,
Dante, Galileo, Donne, Milton, Hobbes, Swift, Hume, Wordsworth,
Darwin, Tennyson, and a selection of modern primary and secondary
texts by such people as Bronowski, Eiseley, Crick, and Watson.
Enrollment limited. Permission of instructor.
Eng 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

%

Independent programs of reading and writing on topics of the student s
own choice. Limited to senior English majors who are unable to stu y
their chosen subject in a regularly scheduled course. Permission o
the instructor and chair of the department. Enrollment limited.
Eng 96

JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR

(Daniel)

^

unlt

Seminar for junior candidates for honors on special topics in English
and American literature. A course in practical or applied criticism,
the seminar includes study of both classic and more recent critical
essays. Principles of literary criticism are considered in relat on
to specific novels, poems, and plays, as representatives of the ma
terary genres. Normally restricted to junior candidates for on .
ut other advanced students who meet honors standards may be a m
with the permission of the department. Enrollment limited.
Eng 98

SENIOR HONORS

Prerequisite: permission of the department.
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% ^

HISTORY

History is the study of past human activity in all its variety.
A student of history seeks to identify those events and people in the
past that were most important to the past and those that continue to
be important to the present. History offers us the indispensable
perspective of time, enabling us to transcend our own parochial hori
zons. Through investigation, analysis, discussion, and appreciation
of our history we may hope to come to a better understanding of our
selves and the general human condition. Because the study of history
opens up the dimension of the past, i t is an essential element of
critical thought and rational decision-making. The major program
is designed to provide each student with a basic knowledge of the
major historical forces and trends in Western history and a more de
tailed understanding of several epochs, areas, or regions of his or
her own choosing.
To major in history one must receive credit for at least five
units of work in the department. Such work must include History 1112, the two-semester sequence of the history of Europe from the
Medieval period through the seventeenth century (47;48), two semesters
of American history, one semester of work in a pre-modern (pre-1789)
seminar, and one semester of work in an additional seminar from any
period. Honors candidates further enroll in History 95, 96, and
History 97,98.
History 11-12 and History 23-24 are specifically designed to
be Introductory courses, suitable both for those who plan further
w °rk in the field and for those who intend to enroll in but one
history course during their college career. The department there
fore recommends them as appropriate first courses. Nevertheless,
unless otherwise noted, all courses numbered below 70 are open to
any Interested student. Courses numbered above 70 are ordinarily
seminars. Enrollment in them requires permission of the instructor
and» except in very unusual circumstances, freshmen will not be
admitted to them.

Year Courses
H iat

11-12

WESTERN SOCIETY SINCE THE 17TH CENTURY

(Staff)

1 unit

A study primarily of European society, this course is designed to
, e e Pen the student's understanding of the forces which have provlrx^ t * 16 m ° ( * e r n a 8e. The course, alternating a week of lectures
a week of discussions, will consist of fourteen thematic units.
t ^ e m e s t 0 Le dealt with are the Enlightenment, Revolution,
Ind"^
mu jStr*a**8m' Liberalism, Romanticism, Nationalism, Fascism, ComU n 8 , n , Total War, and the modern disenchantment with reason.
Hi8t

2 *-24

AMERICAN HISTORY

(Staff)

1 unit

t * 16 c i , a n 8 e s i ° American society and politics from 1607 to
the^^
present. The course combines lectures and discussions.
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HISTORY
Hist 97,98

SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR

(Staff)

1 unlt

The candidates for honors enrolled in this course will devote their
time to the research and writing of their honors thesis. Permission
required.

First Semester Courses
Hist 26

COMPARATIVE REGIMES

(Baumann)

*

unlt

The course will compare a variety of regimes, including P e r i c l e a n
Athens, the medieval Holy Roman Empire, France of the tmcien jpg—
and Weimar Germany. I t will Inspect and employ some contrast ng ^
comparative methods, including those of Aristotle, Weber and ^ l m 0 " g '
keeping in mind that ways of comparing different political cu
are products of political cultures themselves. The course wt
^
how we can best understand the interaction between imposed c rcu^
stances and human choices that create coherent polities. I c w
h®lllook to the selection of certain fundamental alternatives as t
mark of a regime. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
Hist 36

STUDIES IN RUSSIAN AND SOVIET HISTORY: FROM
EMANCIPATION TO THE PURGES (Schoenhals)

This course will center on a number of key problems the fall o
autocracy, Russian and Soviet industrialization, the role o
intellectual, the nature and inevitability of the revolution, ^
relationship of Bolshevism to Marxism and Stalinism. Lecture
discussion.
Hist 47

FOUNDATIONS OF EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION:
PERIOD (Baker)

MEDIEVAL

A study of the emergence and evolution of European c * v ^*f a t o n the
the fourth to fourteenth century. The emphasis will not ® , a n e n t»l
history of a single nation, but on ideas and institutions *
to the definition of European civilization and its r e l a t on
modern world. Enrollment limited.
U unit
Hist 51 INTRODUCTION TO EAST ASIAN CIVILIZATION I
(Averill)
A course designed to introduce the student to the ^^ s t o r T/-Q0. It
culture of China and Japan from earliest times to about
^
will examine the formation of Chinese and Japanese poljt c . ^
economic, and social institutions, as well as the develop ^
intellectual and religious systems such as "Confucianism
"Buddhism." The course includes both lectures and discus
The reading will concentrate on primary documents w r i t t e " o n
Asians themselves; i t will seek thereby to modify the co
American image of an unchanging and inscrutable Last.
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HISTORY
Hist 55

HISTORY OF THE IDEAS OF FEMALE AND MALE (Cadden)

*5 unit

The goal of the course is to explore the changing concepts of what
men and women are and should be, emphasizing views about the place
of women in nature and society. Historians' views of the actual
roles of women in society will provide a foundation for the exami
nation of readings from biological, political, theological and
philosophical perspectives.
SEMINARS 71 to 91(2)
These seminars are designed primarily as advanced courses for those
majoring in history but are open to anyone of at least sophomore
standing. Enrollment is limited.
Hist 71

EMPIRE AND PAPACY

(Baker)

*5

unlt

The ideological and historical development of the medieval Empire
and Papacy. Primary themes will be the interconnection between the
two institutions and the purposes each strove to fulfill from the
feign of Constantine to the pontificate of Boniface VIII. Pre
requisite: permission of the instructor or the Chair. Enrollment
limited.
Hist 73

AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND HISTORY

(Browning)

unit

Autobiography is a genre of writing that unites in peculiarly complex ways the realms of literature and history.
Through the reading
and discussion of various celebrated and obscure autobiographies, the
seminar will explore such Issues as the relationship of the subjective
to the objective in the writing of history, the structures of freedom
and constraint that are perceived to operate upon the actors in
history, and the role of the past in trying to come to self-knowledge,
ferequisite: permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited.
Hist 79

THE RENAISSANCE OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY

(Cadden)

k unit

^his course will consider selected aspects of twelfth-century thought,
and v!1"8 tde*8 about God. the good life, love, the natural world,
8tate"
ant
Certain themes, such as the renewed interest in
quity, and certain conflicts, such as the tensions between the
and the rational» recur in the treatment of twelfth-century
cuU
lnsti*^' ^bese
be examined in the context of their social and
Enrolingt"l^ 8ett*n8* Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
Hist 81

THE FRONTIER IN AMERICA

(Wortman)

H unit

In Aml^ *nd cr^t^ca^ analysis of the frontier as an historical force
8ocl«iriCan hi8tory- ^he seminar will emphasize ethnic, cultural,
Prere ' and historiographical aspects of the frontier experience.
(Thls^ Site: Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited,
for u.Course replaces History 67. Students who have received credit
67 ™*y not enroll in 81.)
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HISTORY
x
Hist 83 DANTE AND MACHIAVELLI (Evans)

\ unit

Through a careful consideration of the teacj^®vaUwTto modernity
avelli, the shift in European thought from med
ln8tructor.
will be examined. Prerequisite: permission of
Hist 85 THE MIDDLE EAST: MODERNIZATION AND CONFLICT
(Schoenhals)
An interpretive survey of the history of the
Ottoman Empire until the present time. Prerequi.
instructor. Enrollment limited.
Hist 91(1) EUROPE AND THE FIRST WORLD WAR

Ea^

of the

\

% unit

ngent

(Robbins)

An examination of the impact of World War 1 on
ideas, economy, and politics. The seminar w
and the inter-war era in Western Europe and Russia,
permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited.

the war

I| unit
^

Hist 91(2) BEHIND THE HEADLINES IN ASIA (Averill)
A seminar designed to introduce students to the his
some problems which have emerged on the Asian see
divided into a number of units of varying leng ,
with a specific subject. The nature of these un
to year. In 1981, units will examine the backg^OU'
incursion into Afghanistan, the Vietnam-Kampuclea
trade in the "golden triangle," rebellion an
Philippines, and the "Four Modernizations in en
permission of the instructor. Enrollment lim e
Hist 93

course

is
hich
dea
a
w
ear
varie8 from y
soviet
the heroin
^hflnge in the
prerequisite

fe unit

INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)

Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
Hist 95

itself

prerequisite

^

JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR: HISTORICAL THOUGHT (Ev*

institution th»t
An analysis of the growth and change of an idea or^ primary pufP°se
dea °r
seems to be always present in Western so ety".
that i
of the investigation will be to determine w><- ^
changes i°
institution reveals constant characteristics
Myth to Histo
time and place. The topic this year will
^ include:
an*
the Rise of Historical Consciousness. Reading
Herder,
he
Thucydides, St. Augustine, Machiavelli, Bo n,
permission o
Burke. Prerequisite: junior honors candi a e ,
instructor. Enrollment limited.

Second Sem»«"-*r Courses
""""""""^'
Hist 52 INTRODUCTION TO EAST ASIAN CIVILIZATION II(

ill) ^ ^
is org«nlz

Designed as a continuation of History 51, this c
around two themes of broad historical relevanc
57

^

relationshfP

HISTORY
e ween the individual and society, and the impact of "modernization"
< U S n a t * o n s a n d their peoples.
These themes are here devellftnn n 3 n ^ s ^ a n context, as manifested in China and Japan from about
to the present. Taught as a combination of lectures and dis
cuss ons, the course relies heavily upon the reading and discussion
nove s, autobiographies, speeches, and essays.
00

"1st 34

INTRODUCTION TO LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY (Schoenhals) k unit

An examination of the diverse cultural traditions, the period of
wars
and^h' 1 !'° n '
independence, the revolutionary movements,
e nter-American relations of our neighbors to the south.

Hist 3f>

HISTORY OF SCIENCE FROM ANTIQUITY TO MODERN TIMES
(Cadden)

\ unit

has j°" r s o w i ^ treat the changing ways in which the Western world
recurr r ' r <
^ nature, and investigate the changing answers to such
The m u • n 1 1 ^V e ^'^- o n s 3 8 : Is the universe an organism or a machine?
n luence of science and more general historical move•"ents fr>!
i r s tt* 1 nlty. Romanticism, the Industrial Revolution), as
W e jj
sun-cent' ) a r !i* C U * a r d e v e l o P m e nts in specific fields of science (the
u n ^ V e r s e » the system of chemical elements, the theory
of pyn 1
evolution) will be considered.
«i>t 64

HISTORY OF BYZANTIUM

f°undinp\ , C n l '
attention win

soc^a^

European s t i t

H i »t

68

and

tantIne

T
t0

(Baker)

* unit

cultural history of Byzantium from i t s
t0

ltS fl"al

collaPse

in

U53'

sPecial

* t s Influence on the development of eastern

THE HISTORY OF THE SOUTH

c h e r ° l e of
from mil*? 3 * 8 U r v e y
i o n i z a t i o n to the present.

(Scott)

*5 unit

the south in American history,

SEMINARS 74 to 92(3)
•aJoring i n ^ i i r e d e 8 * £ n e d primarily as advanced courses for those
"tandino " J s t o r V but are open to anyone of a t l e a s t sophomore
»•
Enrollment limited.
8t

7*

EVOLUTION AND THE MODERN WORLD

(Cadden)

*5

unit

Ihe course will

r 3 c e the development of evolutionary ideas from
Pre-Darvini,
Irwin's theor^ e o r l " e # through the twentieth-century fusion of
c o n n e c t i o n s 1 o W i t h genetics, emphasizing the early and continuing
a nthropol p °
°*°8y with s o c i a l theory, economics, philosophy,
0 v
the course win" o t ' i e r areas. On the basis of t h i s investigation,
8 U c h as race
c °nclude with the h i s t o r i c a l study of selected issues,
have been -ipnn"^" ' 8 e n c e and sex roles, to which evolutionary ideas
e •
Permission of instructor. Enrollment limited.
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HISTORY
Hist 76

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEON

(Baker)

%

unit

An examination of French society and politics during the tumultuous
years that destroyed Europe's old order and ushered in an age t tat
we recognize as ours. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor
the chair. Enrollment limited.
Hist 80

THE ANCIEN REGIME AND THE ENLIGHTENMENT: STATE, SOCIETY
AND CULTURE IN EARLY MODERN FRANCE (Townsend)

The seminar will consider the character and development of French ^
culture, politics and society under the old regime, the in uence
France on Western Europe and the coming of the French Revolut°n'
Assignments will include reading from Moliere, Montesquieu, an
Philosophes. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor. Enro
ment limited.
Hist 82

AMERICAN LABOR HISTORY

(Wortman)

Concepts of study and research include historical developments,
analysis of differences between trade and revolutionary un on
"autocracy and insurgency" in the twentieth century labor an
social classes. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor,
ment limited.
Hist 84

UTOPIAN THOUGHT (Evans)

k unit

This course will survey the modalities of utopianism from an Ihi^
ical perspective. Beginning with the emergence of utopiani
Renaissance, we will examine the successive tr*ns^ormatl"j? cuS8ed
undergone down to our own time. Among the issues to be
» . n^gm
are the relationships between utopianism and modernity, 11 ° ^ralityi
and progress, utopianism and realism, utopianism and pu 1 ^eading®
utopianism and ideology, and utopianism and historicism. ^ utopi?»
will include Plato's Republic. Bacon's Npw Atlantis, Mo^e
— ig
Swift's Gulliver's Travels. Morris' News from Nowhere, eN
World,
Looking Backward. Wells' A Modern Utopia, Huxley's Brave^
and Skinner's Walden Two. Prerequisite: permission o tie
tor. Enrollment limited.
15 unit
Hist 86 EASTERN EUROPE SINCE 1918 (Schoenhals)
• Multin®ti°na*
The history of the East European successor states to
at£0n by
Empires broken up by the first World War and their su.
0f the
first Fascism and then Communism. Prerequisite: permiss
instructor. Enrollment limited.
Hist 88

TOPICS IN THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
(Jordan)

f American r«v0*
The seminar will study the nature and consequences o
Micani*®
lutionary radicalism in relation to provincialism, r®?".'cal c0ntext
emerging nationalism. Emphasis on the social and P°
*ociety and
for ideology and the transforming power of ideology n arati0n of
politics. Weekly discussion of common readings an Pr® ^ngtructorindividual seminar essays. Prerequisite: permission o
Enrollment limited.

HISTORY
HI«t 92(1)

COLD WAR AMERICA

(Reagan)

h unit

The Seminar will examine American history in the period 1945-present,
emphasizing the ties between domestic and foreign policy. The course
will analyze the roots of the organizational society by considering
social thought, the links between Cold War policy and McCarthyism,
cultural ferment in the 1960s, the impact of the Vietnam war, the
rebirth of feminism, and by discussing works dealing with the current
malaise. Because study of contemporary history can be controversial,
the focus will be on discussion and analysis rather than dogma and
emotion. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Enrollment limited.
Hist 92(2)

THE RISE OF MODERN JAPAN

(Averill)

h unit

A seminar examining the transformation of Japan from i t s position
in 1600 as a traditional state isolated on the fringe of Asian l i f e
into its present situation as one of the world's most powerful and
enterprising nations. The course will concentrate on the economic,
political, and social changes which underlay this transformation,
end upon the problems which i t has posed for the Japanese people.
Prerequisite: permission of the Instructor. Enrollment limited.
Hist 92(3)

WOMEN IN THE MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE
(Robblns)

unit

The social and intellectual history of the roles of women and of
ideas about women from late antiquity through the sixteenth century,
e seminar will also examine the ways in which the social, economic,
" t e Actual, and religious changes in this era affected the status
liait"'^ 0 ' * > r e r e t l u *- s * t e : permission of the instructor. Enrollment

Hist 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

unit

eraission of the instructor.
Hist 96

JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR:
(Evans)

HISTORICAL THOUGHT I I

unit

P a rtic^l°^
^ e v e *°P m e n t
modern Western historical thought with
iifcur U 3 k e m P^ a 8 ^ 8 °n the 19th and 20th centuries. Among those
Hietzs 8 h W ° 9 e bought
be considered will be Hegel, Marx,
Junior^ 6 ' ^ r e u c ' , Croce, Sartre, Camus, and Amis. Perequisite:
Halted ° n ° r s c a n < Hdates or consent of the instructor. Enrollment

May be Offered 1982-83
"«<"» Of Social in
W ar and V A m e r i c a n Thought
Higlish Hist^ e a n ^ O C * e t y : Culture and Cinema
^entletf!^ 6 t h ® R e f o ™ation
-entury European Diplomatic History
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HISTORY
May be Offered 1982-83 (continued)
Foundations of European Civilization: Early Modern Period
Dissent and Faith in Western Europe
European Witchcraft
Topics in American Legal History
The Discovery of the Unconscious: From Blake to Freud
American Puritanism
Culture and Society: The Generation of 1905
Revolution in the Third World
Victorian Culture and Society
History of Weberian Thought: Social Science in the T w e n t i e t h
The American Left
The Scientific Revolution, 1543-1727
History of Medicine
From Feudal to National State
The Two Germanies Since 1945
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r ntury

e

INTEGRATED PROGRAM IN HUMANE STUDIES
This program Is not a department, but an alternative way to
fulfill some of the collegiate requirements of study outside the
major field. Enrollment In IPHS is consistent with the requirements
of virtually any departmental major. A total of six unit9 of credit
may be earned, some of which can count as diversification credits.
The distinctive character of IPHS is that, instead of taking
separate classes taught by different professors, the student works
with a group of faculty from several departments. A few Introduc
tory lectures are given, but the inquiry into "The Human Predicament
is carried on chiefly through seminar discussions and individual
tutorials. Special attention is given to the improvement of liter•ry style and of the capacity to write clearly and critically. A
major concern is to confront the basic issues of human existence
and to encourage the development of coherent values that will be
relevant to any future profession or career.
Enrollment is limited, but a place may be reserved by advance
application. Copies of the full syllabus and an application form
can be obtained from Professor Richard F. Hettlinger, director of
the program. Withdrawal and registration in regular departmental
courses can be made up to the second week of classes in the Fall or
(with appropriate credit) at the end of any semester.

Year Courses
IPHS 1,2)
IPHS 3,4) THE HUMAN PREDICAMENT IN NATURE (Staff)
IPHS 5,6)

3 units

Conrad s Heart of Darkness and Thoreau's Walden introduce a discus
sion of the diverse ways in which 'nature' can. be understood. The
r®Iations between man, nature and the divine in the Epic of Gilgamesh,
p e Old Testament. Oedipus Rex and the Upanishads are then studied.
flto, Aristotle, the Stoics and Aquinas are taken as examples of
attempts to interpret nature rationally. Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
an
Shakespeare's King Lear, by contrast, suggest the limitations of
reason. "Science, Reason and Nature" examines the contributions of
alileo, Descartes, Swift (Gulliver's Travels) and Hume.
The Romantic
•earch for unity through the artistic imagination represented by
or sworth, Coleridge, Keats and Emily Dickinson is compared to
ville s Moby Dick. A section on modern thought includes Darwin s
-~^In_oLSpecies, a study of recombinant DNA, and Sartre's The Flies,
tudents must enroll for all three units. Advance written applica°n or permission from any IPHS faculty member.
IpNS

11,12 THE HUMAN PREDICAMENT IN THE MODERN WORLD (Staff) 1 unit

Seminsr study of a variety of approaches (literary, philosophical,
I
gious, political) to contemporary issues and a major paper deal"8 with a specific ethical problem chosen by the student,
erequisite: IPHS 1,2; 3,4; 5,6; 7,8; 9,10.
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Will be Offered 1982-83
IPHS 7,8 )
IPHS 9,10)

THE HUMAN PREDICAMENT IN HISTORY

(Staff)

2 units

The (.reek understanding of human relationships, justice and virtue is
studied in Homer's Odyssey and Plato's Republic. A section on Society.
Religion and Utopias" explores the Biblical idea of history (contrasted
with the Hindu Bhagavadgita) and its influence on medieval c u l t u r e rep
resented by Augustine's City of God and Dante's Inferno« More's
Utopia and Shakespear's The Tempest reflect the growing Renaissance
confidence in the possibility of a kingdom of human achievement. It
Reason and the Control of History" Machiavelli, Locke and Rousseau
are first studied followed by Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. Th c
Marxist position in The Communist Manifesto is introduced by comparing
Hegel with Nietzche, and criticized through Pasternak's nr. Zhlvago_»
The concluding section considers the role and status of women using
works by Flaubert, Mary Wollstonecraft, Virginia Woolf, Adrienne Rich
and others. Prerequisite: IPHS 1,2; 3,4; 5,6.
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MATHEMATICS

The mathematics curriculum Is planned to achieve several objec
tives: to present mathematics as an art as well as a science, reveal
ing the cultural and aesthetic values of mathematical Ideas and pro
cesses; to enable the student to read concise scientific literature with
understanding; to train the student to express his thoughts In precise
language, both orally and In writing, and to reason with rigor and
economy of thought; to familiarize the student with those mathematical
theories and methods which are fundamental in the study of the natural
and social sciences; and to prepare the student for graduate work In
mathematics and allied fields.
Students who have not studied calculus may elect Mathematics 1;
» 7; or 11 as their first college course. Mathematics 1 Is intended
as preparation for the study of calculus and may not be elected after
Mathematics 7 or 11. Mathematics 7 and 11 are introductory calculus
courses with similar content. Credit is granted for 7 or 11, but not
or both. Mathematics 7 Is Intended for students who need only one
semester of calculus. Mathematics 12 and 21 complete the sequence
egun with Mathematics 11. Well-prepared students will be best
•erved if they elect Mathematics 11 Instead of 7. Four years of cole8e preparatory mathematics should provide a good background for
t ematlcs 11. While Mathematics 12 may be taken after Mathematics
* ®rade of B or better In Mathematics 7 is ordinarily required for
•amission to Mathematics 12.
<^e'>art,nen^ u8es an inventory test given to entering students
to
St jr°V^e ^dividual advice on which mathematics course to choose,
of"
^ interested In mathematics or physics should begin their study
mathematics with Mathematics 11 followed by 12. Those Interested
«ndCMflm>iStr^ 8^0uld begin with Mathematics 7 or 11. Mathematics 6
Pros C ^matic8 7 or H are recommended for students of biology.
12 o^m u* econ°mlC8 majors should elect either Mathematics 11 and
who exn ' emat*"C8 ^ and one of these three:
5; 7; or 11. Students
la the fi' t0 ma-^or 1° psychology are advised to take Mathematics 6
*"8t Semester of the year In which they take Psychology 21,
UsuaU
•nd soci i 80phomore year. Students Interested in political science
find
°®r an<* con8iderlng graduate work In these subjects will
Mathematics 6 valuable.

Hi l2°r21^o' 8
1° mathematics will Include Mathematics 7 or
an<* ^ units selected from courses numbered 18 'd
nornaliv
. a',ove» as approved by the department. An honors major
'5,95; or97 oJnClU<Ie Mathematlca "i 12; 21; 23; 24; 35; 36; 58;
60 -nd «; v '
and at *eaat 1 unit selected from courses numbered
0
•til etud°Vt' 88 approved
the department. The department encouranother dls ? i° ^°^ow a Program of study relating mathematics to
c pllne In which mathematics Is a significant tool.
23; and 64^ 'I)6 ^0mPuter Is Included in Mathematics 11; 12; 16; 18;
at"ematlC8 majors who wish to emphasize computation in
'bslr maw
should Include Mathematics 16; 18; and 64.
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First Semester Courses
Math 1

ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS (Slack)

h unit

This course is primarily designed to prepare students for the study
of calculus. Topic8 include the real numbers and real valued func
tions. In particular, the polynomial, rational, logarithmic, trigo
nometric, and inverse trigonometric functions are studied. Coordinate
geometry and algebra are used extensively. Students with \ unit
credit for calculus may not elect Math 1.
Math 6

ELEMENTS OF STATISTICS (Staff)

%

unlt

A basic course in statistics. The topics to be treated are: the
nature of statistical reasoning, statistical description, probability!
random variables and probability distributions, binomial and normal
distributions, sampling, estimation and tests of population propor
tions, inferences concerning population means and the difference o
two population means. Limited enrollment.
Math 7

ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS

(Nunemacher)

**

mit

An introductory course covering the basic ideas of differential and
integral calculus, the course also includes the calculus of the expo
nential and logarithmic functions, and simple differential equation •
u
Applications to the natural and social sciences will be given.
dents who have a good background in mathematics or intend to study
calculus beyond the introductory level should elect Mathematics
rather than Mathematics 7. Students who have % unit of credit for
calculus may not receive credit for Mathematics 7.
Math 11

CALCULUS A (Staff)

*

u#lt

The first course in a three-semester calculus sequence, this
covers the basic ideas of differential and integral calculus. 1
includes the topics in Math 7, with more emphasis on problems an
applications. Students who have a good background in mathemat c
who intend to study calculus beyond the introductory level s °"
elect Mathematics 11 rather than Mathematics 7. Students who h
"edlt /?r calculus may not receive credit for Mathemat c
Limited enrollment.
Math 12

CAIXIULUS B

(Lindstrom)

^

The second course in a three-semester calculus sequence, this 1
covers the trigonometric functions, techniques of integration,
ical methods, polar coordinates, vectors, partial derivatives,
additional applications. Prerequisite: Math 7 with grade o
better, or Math 11, or permission of the department.
u .L ,/
Math 14

FOUNDATIONS OF CALCULUS (Slack)

An introduction to the language, methods and concepts which
ful for more advanced work in mathematics. Topics include
number system, set theory, and basic concepts of analysis an
ogy. Not open to Juniors or seniors except by permission o
department.

l

r.

h unit

top0l-

MATHEMATICS
Math 16

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTATION

(Fesq, Nunemacher)

h unit

A course In BASIC programming, computation and simple model building,
with applications to the physical, life and social sciences. Topics
will Include algorithms, flow charts, and a general survey of computer
applications and techniques. Students will be required to write sev
eral programs In BASIC and may be required to undertake Individual
computer projects. Prior experience In programming Is not assumed.
Prerequisite: Math 1 or the equivalent background In mathematics.
Math 21 CALCULUS C

(McLeod)

^

unlt

The third course in a three-semester calculus sequence, this course
Includes the topics: sequences and series, multiple Integrals, and
additional applications. Prerequisite: Math 12.
Math 23

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

(Fesq)

^

unlt

Mathematics 23 covers the theory and techniques for solution of ordi
nary differential equations. Both analytic and numerical methods are
considered. Applications will be covered. Prerequisite: Math 21
(may be taken concurrently).
Hath 35

ANALYSIS I

(Slack)

%

unlt

This course provides a rigorous study of the concepts of calculus,
Including the derivative and integral of functions of a single real
variable. The course begins with the study of limits, continuity,
connectedness, compactness, and completeness In the context of the
real line, and later extends this study to other metric spaces.
Prerequisite: Math 21.
Math 36

ELEMENTS OF ABSTRACT ALGEBRA

(Lindstrora)

%

unlt

An Introduction to basic abstract algebraic structures. Topics tnc ude elementary number theory, polynomials, and elementary theory of
groups and rings, including the homomorphlsm theorems for these
'tructures. Emphasis will be placed on concrete examples of algebrac structures and applications to other fields. Prerequisite: Math
• 12; or permission of the department.
Math 58

LINEAR ALGEBRA

(Flnkbelner)

h

unlt

^his course deepens the studies begun in Mathematics 24. Topics in^ U(*e abstract vector spaces, linear mappings, various canonical
orms for matrices, characteristic values and vectors, dlagonalizaj on theorems, Inner product spaces, self-adjoint and normal transormatIons, and topics In multilinear algebra. Prerequisite:
"•tn 24.
Math 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

^

111116

of a topic of special Interest to the student under the dlrecon of a member of the Mathematics Department. Prerequisite: perBl«»lon of the department.
• tudy
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Math 95 JUNIOR HONORS COURSE (Staff)
h unit
A course of variable content adapted to the needs of junior candi
dates for honors In mathematics. Prerequisite: permission of the
department.
Math 97

SENIOR HONORS COURSE

(Staff)

\ unit

A course of variable content adapted to the needs of senior candi
dates for honors in mathematics. Prerequisite: permission of the
department.

Second Semester Courses
Math 6

ELEMENTS OF STATISTICS

(Staff)

^

unlt

A basic course In statistics. The topics to be treated are: the
nature of statistical reasoning, statistical description, probability"
random variables and probability distributions, binomial and norma
distributions, sampling, estimation and tests of population propor
tions, Inferences concerning population means and the differences o
two population means.
Math 7

ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS

(Finkbelner)

*

01,11

An Introductory course covering the basic Ideas of differential
integral calculus, the course also Includes the calculus of the ex
ponential and logarithmic functions, and simple differential e c ' u f l
tions. Applications to the natural and social sciences will be g
Students who have a good background In mathematics or Intend to s
calculus beyond the Introductory level should elect Math 11 rat **
than Math 7. Students who have % unit of credit for calculus may
receive credit for Math 7.
Math 12

CALCULUS B

(Staff)

*

U°lt

The second course in a three-semester calculus sequence, this c 0 U JL r .
covers the trigonometric functions, techniques of Integration, n
ical methods, polar coordinates, vectors, partial derivatives» 8
additional applications. Prerequisite: Math 7 with grade of
better, or Math 11, or permission of the department.
Math 21

CALCULUS C

(Lindstrom)

* ***

The third course in a three-semester calculus sequence, this co
includes the topics: sequences and series, multiple Integra s,
additional applications. Prerequisite: Math 12.
Math 22

VECTOR CAI£ULUS

(Nunemacher)

^

^

This course continues the study of calculus In two and three dime"
sIons begun in Math 21. Topics Include line and surface integ
•
potential functions, classical vector analysis, Fourier ser e
integrals. Applications will be made to problems In dlff e r e n

equation, and physic.
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Prerequlalte:

21.

MATHEMATICS
Math 24

ELEMENTS

OF LINEAR ALGEBRA (Fesq)

h unit

Matrix and vector methods are emphasized In this Introduction to the
algebra and geometry of n-dlmenslonal Euclidean space. Topics In
clude systems of linear equations, linear Independence, bases, linear
mappings, scalar products, vector product, and determinants. Appli
cations are also Included. Prerequisite: Math 12 or permission of
the department.
Math 52

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

(Finkbelner)

h unit

The concept and techniques of mathematical modeling will be Illus
trated through examples selected from the social, physical and life
sciences. Students engage cooperatively and Individually In the
formulation of mathematical models and In learning mathematical
techniques used to Investigate those models. Prerequisite: Math 21,
and either Math 23 or Math 24.
Math 63

ANALYSIS II

(McLeod)

h "nit

An analysis course with variable content depending on the needs and
nterests of the students. Prerequisite: Math 35.
Math 64 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

(Fesq)

h unit

A 8tudy of the major topics of classical numerical analysis. These
^nc u e the solution of non-linear equations, Interpolation and
^Pproxlmatlon, numerical Integration, matrices and systems of linear
^quatlons, and the solution of differential equations. The course
equ re8 extenslve use of the computer.
Prerequisite: Math 21.
h 66

ABSTRACT ALGEBRA

(Llndstrom)

% unit

algebra course with variable content depending on the needs and
erests of the students. Prerequisite: Math 36.
Math 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)

h unit

8 to'>^c
tlon^
special Interest to the student under the dlrecDemH.
®eml,er
the Mathematics Department. Prerequisite:
Permission of the department.

^h 96

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE

(Staff)

\ unit

dates fo °h var*ab*e content adapted to the needs of Junior candl°n°r8 *n raathematics.
Prerequisite: permission of the

department

^98

SENI0R

HONORS COURSE

(Staff)

% unit

dates for°f Virl-able content adapted to the needs of senior candlmatbemat^-ca.
^epartment 10n°ra
Prerequisite: permission of the
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MATHEMATICS
May be Offered 1982-83
Math 8

FURTHER TOPICS IN STATISTICS

\

unlt

A continuation of Mathematics 6. Emphasis is placed on understanding
the appropriate use and the limitations of the statistical methods
introduced. Among the topics included are: correlation and regres
sion, analysis of variance, non-parametric methods, and survey
sampling. Prerequisite: Math 6.
Math 18

COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND PROGRAMMING

^

unlt

course is concerned with the logical organization or modem
digital computers, with the way in which complex operations are con
structed from the most primitive operations the computer p e r f o r m s ,
and the way in which the underlying mathematical structure o f d i f 
ferent data representations affects the efficiency of c o m p u t a t i o n .
Assembler (macro) language programming i s included, p r e r e q u i s i t e .
This

Math 1 6 .

Math 31

PROBABILITY

^

unlt

This course provides an introduction to the mathematical theory of
probability and its use in the study of random phenomena. I n a
ti°n to such basic topics as probability spaces, random v a r i a b l e s ,
and probability distributions, the course includes such topics as
Poisson processes, Markov chains, and selected applications. P*"®
requisite: Math 21.
Math 32

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS

^

unit

Statistical inference is considered from the point of view of the
underlying mathematical theory. A variety of statistical techniq
are considered including multiple regression and the analysi 8 o
variance. Prerequisite: Math 24 and 31 (Math 24 may be taken c
currently).
Math 34

GEOMETRY

^

U°iC

This course is an algebraic study of various geometries based on
^
algebra developed in Math 24. Topics will be chosen from the
^
ing: affine and projective geometry, the geometry of < ' u a c * r a t p f e _
orthogonal and symplectic geometry, and algebraic geometry,
requisite: Math 24.
Math 67

COMPLEX FUNCTIONS

*

An introduction to complex analysis. The principal topics are
numbers and the complex plane, elementary functions, diffe r e n
and the Cauchy-Riemann equations, integration, Cauchy's t ^ e o r a
power, series, residues, and the evaluation of integrals y r e
Prerequisite: Math 21 and 24.
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MATHEMATICS
Math 68

GENERAL TOPOLOGY

H unit

This course begins the study of topological and metric spaces empha
sizing compactness, connectedness, completeness and the separation
properties. Topological sums, products, and quotients of spaces are
considered. Relations between spaces given by continuous maps, isometries and homeomorphisms are studied. Prerequisite: Math 35 (may
be taken concurrently), or permission of the department.
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

The Department of Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures offers
a range of courss in French, German, and Spanish to majors and nonmajors. In addition, a limited number of courses in other languages,
such as Dutch, Italian, or Russian, may be offered. Please note that
the different languages are considered different departments for pur
poses of diversification.
The department offers courses in literature in the original lan
guages, as well as in translation. Courses requiring no knowledge
of foreign languages appear among the following of ferings, and are ^
listed separately under "Foreign Literature in English Translation
on page 82.
All major programs are designed individually by the student in
consultation with a faculty advisor of his or her choosing from the
department. Three types of majors are available to students.
1.

LITERATURE MAJOR

The primary concerns of this major program are the cultivation
of the skills of literary analysis and the enhancement of the ap
preciation of works of literature in their cultural and historical
context.
The department offers three distinct literature majors. F r e n c h
literature, German literature, and Spanish literature. Literature
majors take a minimum of four units of work in literature courses.
In addition, Fren 13,14, Ger 13,14, or Span 13,14 are seriously
recommended.
2.

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES MAJOR

The aim of this major program is to enable students to d e v e l o p
proficiency in the language skills—reading, writing, speaking, a n
listening—of at least two modern foreign languages.
A minimum of 6 units: at least 4 units of language or
courses drawn from 2 major areas of the Department of Modern ° r c ^
Languages and Literatures and at least 2 units in related c o u r s ^ t h e
other departments. A variety of combinations are possible
department: French, German, or Spanish may be elected as the
language in the major program,and French, German, Spanish, o r ^
chosen as the student's second language. Courses at the
t
second levels (beginning and intermediate) in the student s —
language do not count toward the MFL major; courses at those
in the student's second language do count toward the major req
^
ments.. Note again that the different languages are c o n s i d e r e i o ) l t as
ferent departments by the Registrar in regard to d i v e r s i f l c a t n : 0 r
well as in regard to maximum number of units allowable to a m«
within one department.
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The student must complete 2 of the following courses, or their
equivalent: French 13,14, German 13,14, Spanish 13,14, independent
study in third-level Russian. And the student must complete 2 units
numbered above the 13,14 level in his or her f i r s t foreign language.

As part of a coherent program designed by the student and ap
proved by the faculty advisor, at least 2 units must be earned in
areas related to the study of modern foreign languages and cultures.
In the areas of the study of the phenomenon of language, students
®ay elect courses in linguistics and the philosophy of language
offered by the departments of Anthropology/Sociology, Classics,
English, Philosophy, and Psychology. In the area of classical lan
guages students may earn credit toward the MFL major by electing
language courses in ancient Greek or Latin. In the cultural area,
students may choose among appropriate offerings within Fine Arts,
Humanities, and Social Sciences. In order for courses outside the
epartment in the cultural area to qualify for credit toward the
®aJor, the student must give evidence to the faculty advisor that
work has been done which involved reading and research in a foreign
language.
MFLL AREA STUDIES—FRENCH STUDIES MAJOR, GERMAN STUDIES MAJOR,
SPANISH STUDIES MAJOR, OR RUSSIAN STUDIES MAJOR
The aim of this major program i s to enable students to pursue
a roadly-based major by combining the study of foreign language,
Art m®' 3 n d l i t e r a t u r e w l t h such fields as A n t h r o p o l o g y /Sociology,
s t ory, Classical Civilization, Drama, Economics, History, the
I
tegrated Program in Humane Studies, Music, Philosophy, Political
Science, and Religion.
A minimum of 6 units: at least 3 units of foreign language and
Rus8i a t U r e c o u r s e s above the second level of language (in the case of
level^f
^ units of language and literature above the second
the st°H ^ a n f * u a 8 e ) and, as part of a coherent program designed by
u e n t a n ^ approved by the faculty advisor, at least 3 units
0f CQ
lnterdi S e < ° l , t s ^ e the department which provide opportunity for
°f an i 8 C P U n a r y ®tudy of a foreign culture or for study of issues
Parttne " t e r n a t I ° n a I nature.
In order for courses outside the deRive evic/ 0 ^ u a *Hy I ° r credit toward the major, the student must
t 0 t * i e ^ a c u *ty advisor that work has been done which
Involved
reading and research in a foreign language.
tl®e abr ^ C ^ a r t m e n t Is pleased to advise students who wish to spend
dent's ° a * ^lans should be made as early as possible in a stuforeig n C a I e ^ r * Universities in non-English-speaking countries expect
•Ponsored' " P n t S t 0 ^ a 8 S Innguage proficiency t e s t s , and most U.S.study
P r o R r ams abroad stipulate two years of foreign language
leadi P ( * e ' > a r I , n e nt also encourages attendance of summer sessions
n B schools in this country or abroad.
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French
Year Course
MFLL 21,22

THE IMAGE OF WOMAN: EUROPEAN CROSSCURRENTS
(Goodhand and Staff) (in translation)

1

unlt

A year's study of the various images of woman projected in some
the classics of European literature and in the cultural 11 e ° ^
Europe. The course will consider such dimensions of the ema e
the tragic heroine and as the social victim, as the reflect on
nature and of artifice, as an object of worship and of dis a n,
the source of man's dreams and man's fears. Readings wil S^acjoura
major periods of European literature from the time of the pr°"a^.cht
to the contemporary; writers may include Marie de France, e
Cervantes, Racine, Goethe, Austen, Pushkin, Kleist, Buchner,
hal, Turgenev, Tolstoy, Flaubert, Ibsen, Galdos, Lampedusa,
Akhmatova, Brecht, Woolf, and de Beauvoir. Alternation betwee
lectures and small discussion groups.

Second Semester Course
MFLL 31

LINGUISTICS AND LANGUAGE LEARNING

. ..
(Toth)

u unit

An introductory course in linguistics focusing on those aspeCTopjc9
ful for understanding native and foreign language learn
iangua8e'
include: phonology, morphology, syntax, biological ^as^orjes of
comparison between animal systems and human language, tH° ,gjtion,
first language acquisition, theories of second language ac languageS,
linguistic theories behind the methods of teaching 'ore ^xt# lllus*
bilingualism, and language learning in its cultural con ®
trative examples of linguistic phenomena are drawn i
rt,.lted in
but students have the opportunity to apply the concepts tre
the course to theitf knowledge of other languages.
FRENCH
Year Courses
jlj unit®
Fren 11,12

INTENSIVE INTRODUCTORY FRENCH
(Seymour/K. Coby)

^

A year course offering the equivalent of conventional ^c^ompri9es an
intermediate language study. The first semester s wor
york
introduction to French as a spoken and written language^
an
includes practice (in class, in scheduled drill sess on ug^ng the
apprentice teacher, and in the LPR) in understanding
materia^
spoken language. Written exercises and elementary
',on(j semester s
serve for vocabulary building and discussion. The sic
weeks,
work is divided into two segments. During the first s ^
funda
1
the class undertakes a rapid review and continued st"
ciass, dri*
mentals of French. There is more advanced practice^
During
tr
sessions, and the LPR) in the use of the spoken
are in °
second seven-week segment, literary and cultural ma e
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French

duced with a view to developing techniques of reading as well as
mastery of the spoken and written language.
Class meetings range from ten hours per week in the first semester to
sight hours per week in the second, with a LPR session of at least 20
minutes for each day of class. Students will be placed in 11,12 or
in 12 on the basis of their score in a listening and reading test.
3/4 unit of credit is awarded for completion of 12 alone.
Fren 13,14

ORAL AND WRITTEN FRENCH

(Harvey)

1 unit

A middle-level course which follows Fren 11,12 and which is also open
who qualify by virtue of a placement test or by consul
tation with the instructor. Cultural readings will serve as points
0
departure for conversation in French and for compositions. Recom
mended for language majors, if they do not already have an equivalent
knowledge of French.
to Students

Fren 19,20

TEXTES LITTERAIRES POUR L'ETUDE DE LA LANGUE
(Harvey)

1 unit

A riviev of grammar and an introduction to stylistics, a study of the
terary language, practice in using the language of literary discuss on, oral and written.
A middle-level course.
Textbook, Breunig
(to fther8' F0RME ET FOND- Prerequisite: 11,12 or its equivalent
staffe)t*eter™*nec' by placement scores and consultation with the
Fren 97»98

SENIOR HONORS

(Staff)

S to 1 unit

"dependent study for senior candidates for honors under the direcof the honors supervisor.

tl<*

First Semester Courses
Fren

12

INTENSIVE INTRODUCTORY FRENCH

(K. Coby)

\ unit

lntensieV*°W a°d cont^nuln8 study of the fundamentals of French.
in 8chedeiW°r'1 in vocabulary building and regular practice (in class,
bPR)
I" ^r^^l sessions with an apprentice teacher, and in the
8e»este
sP°ken language.
*1 USC
In the second half of the
t° devel' (iterary and cultural materials are introduced with a view
tecbniques of reading as well as mastery of the spoken
and writ°^
EFR 8eg i°n '<ln8ua8e*
Eight hours of class meetings per week, with
s
*re plac d"8
lesst 20 minutes for each day of class. Students
cours« on the basis of their score on a listening
•nd rln
reading test (see Fren 11,12).
33

INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE (Seymour)

^ unit

mlddl®"l«vel course is to teach the student how to
read «
Prlncipie ertry te*t. The semester's work is organized around the
'Ion to thK6nreS ^P°etry» theatre, prose) and includes an introduc*n French \ termln°l°8y and techniques of literary analysis. (Taught
Prerequisite: Fren 12 or equivalent.
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French
Fren 41

MOLIERE

Harvey)

h unit

A critical reading of Le Misanthrope, Le Tartuffe, and other plays
by Moliere. A term paper is assigned on Pom Juan. Prerequisite:
a middle-level course or the equivalent. Other students may qualify
by virtue of a language placement test or by consultation with the
instructor.
Fren 47

GIDE, MALRAUX, CAMUS (Goodhand)
(In translation and in French)

*1

unlt

A close examination of representative fiction by three of the major

figures of the twentieth century. The writers are treated both as
literary craftsmen and as modern interpreters of human condition.
Consideration given to the works of Gide and Malraux as anticipation
of Sartrean existentialism. Course is designed for students capab e
of reading texts in French and, since all texts are available in
adequate translations, designed also for students with little o r no
background in French language and literature; class meetings wil
alternate between lecture and separate discussion groups for those
reading in English and those reading in French. Not open to
freshmen.
Fren 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

**

This course offers an opportunity to read with minimal staff
^
or to work regularly on an individual basis with a faculty m e n , b c ' d
special interest areas, linguistic or literary, that are not cov
in other courses. Offered to candidates for honors and majors.
Under very special circumstances, may be offered to potentia
Staff limitations severely restrict this offering. Prerequis
staff approval.

Second Semester Courses
Fren 33

INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE

(Carcich)

The aim of this middle-level course is to teach the student h ^
read a literary text. The semester's work is organized a r ° u " d u C principle genres (poetry, theatre, prose) and includes an n ,j a u ght
tlon to the terminology and techniques of literary analys s.
in French.) Prerequisite: Fren 12 or equivalent.
Fren 42

CORNEILLE

(Harvey)

A critical reading of major plays, Le Cid, Polyeucte, CinnaLectures are in French. A term paper is assigned on
Prerequisite: A middle-level course or the equivalent.
dents may qualify by virtue of a language placement test o r
sultation with the instructor.
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French
Fren 45

THE HEART AND REASON

(Seymour)

>5

unit

An attempt, through the exploration of 18th century French attitudes
to passion and rationality, to arrive at a view of an essentially
many-sided 18th century culture in which intellectual enquiry and
omotionalism, modernity and tradition, optimism and anguish, mingle
together. Some writers outside the period may be read for compari
son. Basic texts from the writings of Montesquieu, Prevost,
rlvaux, Voltaire, Rousseau, Diderot, other Encyclopedists, Scdaine
and Mme. de Stael. An advanced-level course, taught in French,
rerequisite: a middle-level French course or the equivalent.
Fren 48

EXISTENTIALISM AND CONTEMPORARY ANTI-LITERATURE
(In translation and in French)
(Goodhand)

unit

A close examination of the short stories and theater of Sartre and a
study of the evolution from the existentialist world view to the
P enomenon of "anti-literature" as seen in the fiction of Samuel
c ett and Alain Robbe-Grillet.
Course designed for students capable
reading texts in French and, since all texts are availhble in adeba^ 6 t r a n s * a t * o n s » designed also for students with little or no
ac ground in French language and literature; class meetings will
r d^ n a t e k e ^ w e e n lecture and separate discussion groups for those
a n c * ^ o r those reading in French.
fresh"**
Not open to
Fren 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

*S unit

This course offers an opportunity to read with minimal staff guidance
r e 8 u larly on an individual basis with a faculty member in
apeci
n t e r e s t areas, linguistic or literary, that are not covered
in oth
e r C O u r se8.
Offered to candidates for honors and majors. Under
Ve
S
Staff n C * a * c ^ r c u m s t ances, may be offered to potential majors.
m i rations severely restrict this offering.
sr-.fr
Prerequisite:
ta

if approval.

Will be Offered 1982-83

Fren

li'J?

FREN 28
Fren 31

Fren /•>
FEN

INTENSIVE

INTRODUCTORY FRENCH
FRENCH
ASPECTS OF FRENCH CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE
FNTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE
RACINE

Vi units

0RAL AND WRITT£N

1 unit
*5 unit
*5 unit
unit

May be Offered 1982-83

Fren 19 ja
Fren 48* °
Fren 51 <1

POUR L'ETUDE DE LA LANGUE
EXISTENTIALISM AND CONTEMPORARY ANTI-LITERATURE
THE READING OF FRENCH POETRY
TEXTES

LITTERAIRES

unit
unit
S unit
1 unit
1
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GERMAN
Year Courses
Ger 11,12

INTENSIVE INTRODUCTION GERMAN

(Hecht)

"n 1 ' 8

A year course offering the equivalent of conventional beginning and
intermediate language study. The first semester's work comprises ^
an introduction to German as a spoken and written language.
e w0
includes practice (in class, in scheduled drill sessions with an
apprentice teacher, and in the LPR) in understanding and using
^
spoken language. Written exercises and elementary reading mater
serve for vocabulary building and discussion. The second semes
_
work is divided into two segments: during the first, the c ass u
takes a rapid review and continued study of the fundamcnta s 0
German. There is more advanced practice (in class, drill sess
^
and the LPR) in the use of the spoken language. During the ae
segment, literary and cultural materials are introduced wit
„
to developing techniques of reading as well as mastery o t e
and written language.
Class meetings range from ten hours per week in the f i r s t s ® r a ® ® t 2 0
eight hours per week in the second, with a LPR session o *
^ or
minutes for each day of class. Students will be placed n
^egt>
in 12 on the basis of their score in a listening and rea ng
3/4 unit credit is awarded for completion of 12 alone.
Ger 13,14

GERMAN CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION

.

(Totnj

1 unit

This course is designed to serve the needs of s t u d e n t s who a ^ ^ g n ( j
terested in developing their ability to comprehend spo
Conwant to learn how to express themselves orally and in wr
cte<j
ducted in German. Students enrolled in German 13,14 are e
to practice regularly in the LPR.
Ger 15,16

GERMAN LIFE AND LETTERS

(Hecht)

1 unit

The course begins at the level at which the intensive
u t ilires
course leaves off. It employs a modular grammar rev ew
^
yell
a variety of interesting texts, both fiction and n o n ~ intended, ° n
as a selection of videotaped materials. The course s
r e a ding
the one hand, to help students extend the limits of t e ^ a r n ^ n g
and listening comprehension. On the other hand, act vo
jgvelop
situations will be provided regularly to allow students
primarily
their speaking and writing skills. The course is con u
in German.
1 unit
f f \
Ger 93,94 INDIVIDUAL STUDY PROJECT OR TUTORIAL (Sta
t
This course is intended to allow primarily u££erc_lasj> ^fj^reg u ^ a T ^
opportunity to read with minimal staff guidance or to w ^ n t e r e 9 t
on an individual basis with a faculty member in s p e c a
n
areas, linguistic or literary, that are not covere
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German
courses. Senior pass majors may elect to do research for the senior
thesis as a guided tutorial under this rubric. Prerequisite:
staff approval.
First Semester Courses
C*r 27

ASPECTS OF GERMAN CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE I (Toth)

unit

An overview of German cultural, social, and historical trends from
t e ancient Germanic tribes to the Age of Enlightenment as seen
wri°i R ^ ** t e r a t u r e » architecture, painting, music, and historical
wr t ngs. Course explores the roots of common stereotypes and myths
a out the Germans, and attempts to isolate specific German deviations
rom . a n d contributions to, the development of Western civilization,
tures, discussion, and texts in English. Students with a knowledge
German are encouraged to read sources in the original.
^ 33 DECADENCE AND REBIRTH:
(Hecht)

GERMAN LITERATURE AND FILM

*5 unit

that^J^ t ^ C c o u r s e sketches the political and intellectual climate
teenth*- Ste< *
^ e n t r a * Europe during the last decades of the ninetiona C j" t u r y * Against the backdrop of Imperial Berlin, the revoluby vari
terary works of Gerhart Hauptmann are sampled. Then works
and with^H i n t e l l e c t u a ls» artists, and writers associated with Prague
a p s b u r g Vienna are studied, especially those of Franz Kafka,
Karl Kr
Einallv aUS > ^°^ e r t Musil. Arthur Schnitzler, and Hugo von Hofmannsthal.
artisti' ^ beginnings of one of the richest periods of German
b y readi ^ ^ n t e ^3ectual life, that of Expressionism, are explored
a e l e c t e d works of Georg Kaiser, Rainer Maria Rilke, Georg
Heya
°f film ad a s , c e r ~ S c huler, Georg Takl, and Ernst Toller. A variety
the evoluti P a t a t i ° n S
^^-terary works of the period is used to show
t ^ 1 ^ 8 n e w artistic medium, while some documentary
films ar" 1°"
in Engl^h n t r o d u c e d 3 8 background material. The course is conducted
have a r e d ° e K n < > t r e < l u i r e 3 background in German. Students who
3
texts.
knowledge of German are urged to read the original

Second Semester Courses
ASPECTS OF GERMAN CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE II (Toth) *s unit
A survey of r
the ninetee 'f r m a n cultural, social, and historical developments in
•rchltectur" '
twentieth centuries. Such indices of culture as
'he cinema win U 8 i C * p a i n t i n 8» literature, historical writings, and
romanticisn,
, ^ 8 e * e c t e d to examine periods including classicism,
eras* I
and expressionism; the Bismarck, Weimar, and
and We 8t Genoa i n a l * y current cultural and social trends in East
s tudent8 with
lectures, discussion, and texts in English,
ow*ed£e
the origin^
German are encouraged to read sources
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German, Italian, Russian, Spanish
Ger 34

"WEIMAR CULTURE." GERMAN LITERATURE AND FILM OF
THE TWENTIES AND THIRTIES (Hecht)

unit

Initially the course offers an overview of historical and cultural
d e v e l o p m e n t s d u r i n g t h e p e r i o d b e t w e e n W o r l d W a r I a n d t h e Nationa
S o c i a l i s t a s s u m p t i o n o f p o w e r . T h e n t h e c o u r s e e x a m i n e s a variety
of works, including poems, novels, manifestoes, plays and film
scripts. Among the authors read are Franz Werfel, Alfred
Doblin, Bertolt Brecht, Thomas Mann, Heinrich Mann, Erich Maria
Remarque, Carl Zuckmayer, Franz Kafka, Hermann Hesse, and Robert
Musil. While the course touches on literary expressionism, it u t
mately concerns itself with the artistic and literary achievements
of the so-called "New Sobriety" (Neue Sachlichkeit). A number o
8
film adaptations of literary works of the period are viewed an
cussed. The course is conducted in English and does not require
background in German. Students who have a reading knowledge o
German are urged to read the original texts.

ITALIAN
Second Semester Course
Ital 16

INTRODUCTION TO ITALIAN CULTURE AND LITERATURE
(Carcich)

Introduction to Romanticism, "Verismo," Futurism, Neo"real[8mgrgtJi,
Hermeticism in selected texts of Manzoni, Verga, Campana, ng
Pirandello, Lampedusa, Moravia, Montale, and N. Ginzburg, w
eJ
lels to the other arts, especially opera and film. Prerequ
Italian 6 or 12 or the equivalent.

RUSSIAN
Year Courses
Russ 93,94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

korl "nit

(M. Ward)

Offered primarily to majors and candidates for honors,
reading in Russian. Permission required.

Di.

SPANISH
Span 11,12

INTENSIVE INTRODUCTORY SPANISH

\

1^ unit®

(Metzler;

A year course offering the equivalent of conventional ^e^mprjses an
intermediate language study. The first semester's wor
^
introduction to Spanish as a spoken and written ^an^u3^ns yith an
includes
practice (in class, in scheduled drill sess o
apprentice teacher, and in the LPR) in understanding
matefl®^
spoken language.
Written exercises and elementary reanj gemester s
serve for vocabulary building and discussion. The seC°vcn weeks. the
work is divided into two segments. During the first se
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Spanish
class undertakes a rapid review and continued study of the fundamen
tals of Spanish. There is more advanced practice (in class, drill
sessions and the LPR) in the use of the spoken language. During the
second seven-week segment, literary and cultural materials are intro
duced with a view to developing techniques of reading as well as
mastery of the spoken and written language.
Class meetings range from ten hours per week in the first semester to
•ight hours per week in the second, with a LPR session of at least 20
minutes for each day of class. Students will be placed in 11,12 or
in 12 on the basis of their score in a listening and reading test.
Three-quarters unit credit is awarded for completion of 12 alone.
Span 13,14

CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION

(Metzler)

1 unit

This course is designed for students who are interested in developing
their ability to speak and write Spanish. Grammar is reviewed. The
texts chosen for the course also serve as a general introduction to
Hispanic literature and culture. Recommended for students with three
or aore years of high school Spanishjor two years of college Spanish.
Span 41,42

SPANISH LITERATURE OF THE SIGLO DE 0R0 (Metzler) 1 unit

The course will examine the development of drama, prose, and poetry
uring Spain's Golden Age. Representative works by such authors as
r«y Luis de Leon, San Juan de la Cruz, Cervantes, Tirso de Molina,
Quevedo, Lope de Vega, Gongora, and Calder^n will be read and dis
cussed.
Span 93,94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

1 unit

Offered primarily to candidates for honors and majors, and under very
th[C 3f c^rcums^ancefi 1° potential majors. Staff limitations restrict
8 0 fering to a very few students.
Permission required.
Sp«n 95»96

JUNIOR HONORS

1 unit

8tu<^
6 honors
sP«n

97,98

^or junior candidates for honors under the direction
supervisor.
Permission required.

SENIOR HONORS

1 unit

ofd?r?nt 8tudY for senior candidates for honors under the direction
e
onors supervisor.
Permission required.

First Semester Courses
pan 12

INTENSIVE INTRODUCTORY SPANISH

(Piano)

% unit

*ntensivV*eW 3nd contInuing study of the fundamentals of Spanish.
vocaf>u^ary building and regular practice (in class,
*n ached6!^1^
drHl sessions with an apprentice teacher, and in the
**pH) in
8e®eater
tlne 8P°ken language.
i|U3e
In the second half of the
•
terary and cultural materials are introduced with a view
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Spanish
to developing techniques of reading as well as mastery of the 8p°^®n
and written language. Eight hours of class meetings per wee , *
LPR sessions of at least 20 minutes for each day of class.
u
are placed in this course on the basis of their score on a
s en
and reading test (see Spanish 11,12).
Span 71

BORGES, CORTAZAR AND THE CONTEMPORARY SPANISH
AMERICAN SHORT STORY (Piano)

^

unit

Readings in the contemporary short story, concentrating on
stories of Jorge Luis Borges and Julio Cortazar. *nten8*V%8,.he
of each story and comprehensive overview of the evolution o
Spanish American short story. Prerequisite: Spanish 13, or
years of high school Spanish, or consent of the instructor.
Second Semester Courses
Span 28

.
HISPANIC CIVILIZATION (Piano)

\ unit

An Introduction to the culture of Spain and to the Hispanic cul^
of Latin America. This intermediate-level course is des
follow Spanish 12 and to develop language skills, to Intro u
.ent
culture of Spain and of Spanish America, and to prepare tie ^
for more advanced work in literature. Prerequisite: Span s
't(jr#
three years of high school Spanish, or permission of the ns
\ unit
Span 44 ARGENTINA IN ITS NOVEL (Piano)
A study of the evolution of the major themes in the Ar8en^[^t^on
from the nineteenth century to the present. Particular a
^
will be given to the social, historical, and literary con ®
Spt0.
each text. Prerequisite: Spanish 14, four years of hig s
ish, or consent of the instructor.
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FOREIGN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION

FOREIGN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION
The departments of Classics and Modern Foreign Languages and Liter
atures offer the folloving courses in English translation for the
1981-82 academic year. The classes are conducted in English. The
full descriptions and prerequisites, if any, may be found among
each department's listings in this catalog.

Claa 12

GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH: DRAMA
(McCulloh)

^ unit

Clas 14

CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY

if unit

Fran 47

GIDE, MALRAUX, CAMUS

Fren 48

EXISTENTIALISM AND CONTEMPORARY ANTILITERATURE (Goodhand)

Gar 27

ASPECTS OF GERMAN CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE I
(Toth)

if unit

Gar 28

ASPECTS OF GERMAN CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE II
(Toth)

if unit

Car 33

DECADENCE AND REBIRTH: GERMAN LITERATURE
AND FILM (Hecht)

^ unit

"WEIMAR CULTURE." GERMAN LITERATURE AND
FILM OF THE TWENTIES AND THIRTIES (Hecht)

if unit

Car 34
MFLL 21,22

(Bennett)
(Goodhand)

THE IMAGE OF WOMAN: EUROPEAN CROSSCURRENTS
(Goodhand and Staff)

If unit
^ unit

1 unit
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MUSIC
Anyone seeking an introduction to the discipline should take
either Music 1-2 or Music 3. Music 1-2 is designed to provide the
student with an overview of the discipline and with the skills neces
sary for active listening. Music 3 is recommended for anyone expect
ing to take further work, whether in theory, history, or performance.
Students with prior experience in music may enter more advanced
courses, as advised by the department.
The major in music is normally open to students whose perform
ance in Music 3 is good. The minimum requirement for the major Is
five units in the department distributed as follows: theory (Mus 12,
21, 22, 33) 2 units; history (Mus 13, 14, 15, 16) 2 units; individual
study in performance, 1 unit at intermediate or advanced level. Wit
permission of the department, ^ unit of any of the three categories
may be substituted for any other. Students preparing to attend gra
uate school in music will be expected to earn at least one additions
unit in French, German, or Italian.
Individual instruction in instrumental and vocal performance^
consists in thirteen lessons per semester for which an instructor •
fee will be assessed, and
unit credit may be earned. Students
working at the advanced level (Mus 60, etc.) may, with permission
of the department, receive two lessons per week and earn % unit per
semester.
Year Courses
Mus 1-2

INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC (Andrews)

1 U°lt

Designed for those without formal musical background. An introduc
to the art of active listening, followed by a survey of the major
currents in musical thought around the world. Attendance at con£
with discussion, is a feature of the course. Classroom presents
include lecture-demonstrations, films, and live performances.
Mus 21,22

SECOND-YEAR THEORY

A continuation of Music 12.
Mus 73-74

(Posnak)

Prerequisite:

KENYON COLLEGE CHAMBER SINGERS

1

Mus 12 or permission.
(D. Robinson)

A small choir devoted to the literature for chamber ensemble
a cappella and accompanied. Includes some touring. Meets
per week. Prerequisite: audition. May be repeated.

^

unlt

v

First Semester Courses
Mus 3

BASIC MUSICIANSHIP, I (D. Robinson)

An Intensive course
(scales, intervals,
notation. Emphasis
music-making: sight
No prerequisite.
83

*

in the basic materials of music: pitch el
chords), time elements (meter, rhythm), ^
is on the development of basic technique
singing, ear training, keyboard work.

^

MUSIC
Mus 5

HISTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

(K. Taylor)

% unit

An Introduction to musical perception through tone color. The history
of important Western musical instruments from the Middle Ages to the
present; acoustical differences in the production of sound among the
families of instruments; the varying ideals of instruments and compo
sitional styles will be studied. Source material will include read
ings, the visual arts, recordings, and guest demonstrations by
Instrument makers and collectors. No previous music study will be
expected. Recommended for upperclassmen.
Mus 10

PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE

(Staff)

Audit credit

The work of the course involves the realization in the theater or
concert hall of the work of an important composer as expressed in his
•core. Problems in score analysis, historical research and the cre
ation of a performance lead, by way of independent and cooperative
activity as singers and instrumentalists, to public performance.
Audit credit is given to those students who, in the Judgment of the
faculty, have made significant creative contributions to the effec
tiveness of the performance.
Mua 11

FIRST-YEAR THEORY, I

(Andrews)

%

unlt

A study of 18th and 19th century harmonic and melodic practice. Con
tinuation of the musicianship studies from Mus 4. Prerequisite:
Mus 4 or permission.
Mus 15

MUSIC HISTORY: 19TH CENTURY

(K. Taylor)

^

unit

A survey of Western music from Beethoven to the end of the 19th cen
tury. Prerequisite: Mus 4 or permission.
16

TWENTIETH-CENTURY MUSIC

(Posnak)

^

unit

A study of all major aspects of 20th century music, including popular
limi86^0118 8^^e8, Prerequisite: Mus 4 or permission. Enrollment

N"8 33

form AND ANALYSIS

(K. Taylor)

^

unlt

tech*1^
major forms of Western music and the most common
n ques of analysis. Prerequisite: Mus 22 or permission.
1108

38

OPERA WORKSHOP

(Andrews)

Audit credit

nusi*1^*011 an<* 8tudY
representative scenes from the opera and
tlon
/heat6r rePert°lre. Special attention will be given to diecharacterization.
exist
May lead to a spring production if demand
•• Prerequisite: permission. May be repeated.
^"8 39
hours

VOICE CLASS

(Staff)

k unit

prl"nc*"P*ea of voice production in music.
No fee. Meets two
P®r week. May not be repeated. Enrollment limited.
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MUSIC
Mus 40

BEGINNING ORGAN (L. Brehm)

\ unit

A*1 introduction to the technique and literature of the organ.
ed on sufficient demand. May be repeated. Fee.

Mus 41

BEGINNING PIANO (Staff)

Offer

i unit

Introduction to basic piano technique. How to practice; sightreading; relaxation, memorization. Study of works representative of
the Baroque, Classical, Romantic and Modern periods. Prerequisite:
knowledge of musical notation. May be repeated. Fee. Enrollment
J
limited.
Mus 42 BEGINNING HARPSICHORD (L. Brehm)

*

111111

An introduction to the technique and literature of the harpsichord.
Offered on sufficient demand. May be repeated. Fee.

Mus 43

BEGINNING VOICE

(Staff)

*

unlt

Introduction to vocal performance, including heightened awareness of
the vocal apparatus and the rudiments of stage deportment. Reper
toire includes folk and popular tunes as well as classical select on
May be repeated. Fee. Enrollment limited.
Mus 45

BEGINNING WOODWINDS (Staff)

* U°lt

Study of one of the orchestral woodwinds. Work based on needs of
individual student. Prerequisite: knowledge of musical notation.
Offered on sufficient demand. May be repeated. Fee. Enroll®*0'
limited.
Mus 47 BEGINNING BRASS (Staff)
* 0011
Study of one of the orchestral brass. Work based on needs of 1"^|er.
vidual student. Prerequisite: knowledge of musical notation,
ed on sufficient demand. May be repeated. Fee.
Mus 49

BEGINNING STRINGS (Staff)

*^

Study of one of the orchestral strings. Work based on needs of
individual student. Prerequisite: knowledge of musical notat o
May be repeated. Fee. Enrollment limited.
Mus 50

INTERMEDIATE ORGAN (L. Brehm)

*
on ®

Work based on the needs of the individual student. Appearance
.
scheduled student recital. Offered on sufficient demand. ***
site: Mus 40 or permission. May be repeated. Fee.
V yft 1t
Mus 51 INTERMEDIATE PIANO (Staff)
Representative works from all periods. Practice methods;
of sight-reading and memorization; expression and interprets
Appearance in a scheduled recital required. Prerequisite,
permission. May be repeated. Fee. Enrollment limited-
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^^

MUSIC
Mua 52

(L. Brehm)

INTERMEDIATE HARPSICHORD

unit

Work based on the needs of the individual student. Appearance on a
scheduled student recital. Offered on sufficient demand. Prerequi
site: Mus 42 or permission. May be repeated. Fee.
Mus 53

INTERMEDIATE VOICE

(Staff)

*

unit

Continuation of flexibility and range development, and required
recital appearance. Problems of interpretation are considered.
Prerequisite: Mus 43 or permission. May be repeated. Fee.

Enrollment limited.
Mus 55

INTERMEDIATE WOODWINDS

(Staff)

*

unlt

Work based on needs of individual student. Appearance in a scheduled
recital required. Prerequisite: Mus 45 or permission. May be re
peated. Fee. Offered on sufficient demand.
Enrollment limited.
Mus 57

INTERMEDIATE BRASS

(Staff)

^

unit

Work based on needs of individual student. Appearance in a scheduled
recital required. Prerequisite: Mus 47 or permission. May be re
peated. Fee.
Mus 59

INTERMEDIATE STRINGS

(Staff)

^

unit

Work based on needs of individual student. Appearance in a scheduled
recital required. Prerequisite: Mus 49 or permission. May be re
peated. Fee.
Enrollment limited.
Mus 60

ADVANCED ORGAN

(L. Brehm)

*

or

*

unit

Work based on needs of individual student. Presentation of a recital
representing at least three contrasting compositional styles. Offer
•o on sufficient demand. Prerequisite: Mus 50 or permission. May be
repeated, Fee.
61

ADVANCED PIANO

(Staff) fc

or

%

unit

*J®Jor works of the Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Impressionistic, and
°ntemporary periods. A standard concerto may also be studied. Pre
sentation of a recital representing at least three contrasting com
positional styles. Prerequisite: Mus 51 or permission. May be re
peated. Fee.
Enrollment limited.
Mu®

62

ADVANCED HARPSICHORD

(L. Brehm)

k or \ unit

rk based on needs of individual student. Presentation of a recital
presenting at least three contrasting compositional styles. Offeron sufficient demand. Prerequisite: Mus 52 or permission. May be
rePeated.
Fee.
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MUSIC
Mus 63

ADVANCED VOICE (Staff)

\ or % unit

The year's work leads to a recital featuring representative styles.
Diction, breathing, and interpretation are given special considera
tion. Prerequisite: Mus 53 or permission. May be repeated. Fee.
Enrollment limited.
Mus 65 ADVANCED WOODWINDS (Staff)
\ or h unit
Work based on needs of individual student. Presentation of a recital
representing at least three contrasting compositional styles. Pre
requisite: Mus 55 or permission. May be repeated. Fee. Offered on
sufficient demand.
Enrollment limited.
Mus 67

ADVANCED BRASS (Staff)

\ or h unit

Work based on needs of individual student. Presentation of a recital
representing at least three contrasting compositional styles. Pre"
requisite: Mus 57 or permission. May be repeated. Fee. Offered on
sufficient demand.
Mus 69

ADVANCED STRINGS (Staff)

i or % unit

Work based on needs of individual student. Presentation of a recital
representing at least three contrasting compositional styles. Pre
li^it8^1"61 ^U8
°r Perm*S8*-ony
repeated. Fee.
Enro
Mus 71

KENYON COLLEGE CHOIR (D. Robinson)

Audit credit

A large chorus designed to perform the literature for chorus and
orchestra. Both sacred and secular works from the Baroque to t e
present will be performed. Prerequisite: permission. May be repe
Mus 77

WOODWIND CHAMBER ENSEMBLES (J. Slack/Schmidt)

^

untt

Open to students with sufficient ability to play chamber music for
winds. Prerequisite: permission. May be repeated.
Mus 78 STRING CHAMBER ENSEMBLES (K. Robinson)

*

UOit

Open to students with sufficient ability to play chamber music for
strings. Also open to keyboard players. Prerequisite: permiss
Mus 93 INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)

^

Selected topics in history, theory and composition.
required.

Permission

Second Semester Courses
Mus 4

BASIC MUSICIANSHIP, II (D. Robinson)

A continuation of the work of Mus 3.
slon.
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L unit

Prerequisite: Mus 3 or peroi

MUSIC
Mus 6 J. S. BACH (K. Taylor)

h unit

A study of Bach'a world and the major phases of his creative life.
Emphasis upon listening to works which show the diversity of styles
•nd idioms In Bach's music. No prerequisite.
Mua 10 PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE (Staff)

Audit credit

(See first semester description.)
12 FIRST-YEAR THEORY, II
A continuation of Mus 11.

(Posnak)

^ unit

Prerequisite: Mus 11.

Mus 13 MUSIC HISTORY: MIDDLE AGES AND RENAISSANCE

\ unit

(K. Taylor)
A survey of Western music from the fall of the Roman Empire to the
en
of the 16th century. Prerequisite: Mus 4 or permission.

Mus 14

MUSIC HISTORY: BAROQUE AND CLASSICAL (K. Taylor)

A survey of Western music from Monteverdi to Beethoven.
site: Mus 4 or permission.

38 OPERA WORKSHOP (Andrews)

h unit
Prerequi

Audit credit

musiar?ti0n an<* 8tudy
representative scenes from the opera and
dlcM* theater repertoire. Special attention will be given to
c^arac^er^za^^-on*
dema d**
May lead to a spring production if
n
ex*sts.
Prerequisite: permission. May be repeated.

Mus 39
hours

VOICE CLASS (Staff)

k, unit

voice production in music. No fee. Meets two
per week. May not be repeated. Enrollment limited.

Princlplea of

Ir»t semester descriptions for the following:

JJ"8 JO BEGINNING ORGAN
Mus X BEGINNING PIANO
Mua Al ®EGINNING HARPSICHORD
E BEGINNING VOICE
Mus AT BEGINNING WOODWINDS
Mus ll !EGINNING BRASS
BEGINNING STRINGS

* unit
k, unit
k unit
* unit
k unit
unit
\ unit

Mua V? P^HHEDIATE ORGAN
Mus 55
^TCRMEDIATE
J-c PIANO
52
JI

*
.

Mus
.

Mua
Mua
Mus
Mua

-

INTPDMI?T\TA™.
diate

53 ™RME
55 ?2: DIATE
57 ^^diaTE
59
S^OUTE
INTERMEDIATE

HARPSICHORD
VOICE
WOODWINDS
BRASS
STRINGS

\ unit
\ unit
*
\
k
k
k

unit
unit
unit
unit
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MUSIC
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus

60
61
62
63
65
67
69

Mus 71
Mus 77
Mus 78

ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED
ADVANCED

\
\
\
\
i
k
k,

ORGAN
PIANO
HARPSICHORD
VOICE
WOODWINDS
BRASS
STRINGS

KENYON COLLEGE CHOIR
WOODWIND CHAMBER ENSEMBLES
STRING CHAMBER ENSEMBLES

Mus 92(1)

GERMAN LIEDER

(D. Robinson)

or
or
or
or
or
or
or

\ unit
\ unit
\ unit
unit
^ unit
^ unit
\ unit

Audit credit
unit
unit

*

unlt

A study of the origins and literature of German art song, with spe
cial emphasis on the works of Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, and Wolf.
Prerequisite: Mus 15 and Mus 4.
Mus 92(2)

MUSIC AND SOCIETY

(Andrews)

^

unU

The role of music in society, both historically and in our times, Is
examined. Special attention will be given to totalitarian reg me
and their impact on the musical life of their subjects. The mp°
tance of the listener is also considered. No prerequisite.
Mus 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

Selected topics in history, theory and composition.
required.

^

00

'

Pennia®^00

Will be Offered 1982-83
_
Mus 7

89

THE MUSICAL THEATER

v unit

PHILOSOPHY
The most basic problems human beings confront comprise the sub
ject matter of philosophy: how one ought to live, what is real, the
nature and scope of knowledge, the nature of the self and the indiviu«
s relation to society, the nature of reason, the varieties and
o F human activity, e.g., science, religion, law, the arts.
!f
e
partment of Philosophy tries to teach students to think about
ese matters. No solution is excluded from consideration and none
of *L Ceptecl u n c r itically. (Xir interest does not stop at the history
v at has been thought; we attempt to separate the strong argument
t r u f c k ^ r o r a error.
isTt''l f W 6 a k S n d t 0
How far that is possible
natl 8 6
Philosophical question, and one that is subject to our exami
!!!!' TllC 8tudent
encouraged to engage in critical thought and
^ come to his or her own conclusions.
Dhlln? ri k ina * w o r ^ 8 °* fc he great classical or outstanding contemporary
cour8eB»
to se ° P e f S a r C U 8 e d i n
Texts are analyzed critically
«nd vherh a C t l y ^ a t
heing claimed, just how the claims are supported,
•ion and C r . a n c * t o "h^t extent they are successful. In class discus•dditio r j t e n WOr k* w e proceed to raise further questions, develop
, r e Ren" 3 11 6 3 8 3 n d c o n 8 t r uct new arguments.
Classes in philosophy
that d^? 8 ^ 8 m a il and usually emphasize discussion, since we believe
ogue between student and teacher is the best way to learn.
•cceaaibl 1 ^ 3 ^ ^ c o u r 8 e s a r e designed to be of interest to and
rh° f? t h m a ^ o r 8 a n d non-majors. Philosophy 11-12 is recomcouraea whi h * f 9 t C o u r 8 e * n Philosophy for all students. Other
^8ic (13) C p
taken without prerequisites are Introduction to
F «ainism
* r a c t i c a l I«sues in Ethics (14), Philosophical Issues in
hodern Phil
h i s t °ry Q f An C i e n t philosophy (31) and History of
tion to Eth? 8 ° P 9
Intermediate level courses Include IntroducS y n > kolic Logic (23), Philosophy of the Social
Stlences (25)' p
a n d Social Philosophy (43),
Philosophy of w/i 8 ^ n t i a l i 8 , n
Science (24)
u? (
Philosophy of Art (55) and Philosophy of
•°r* advanced
ttgenstein (35) and Phenomenology (48) are somewhat
luired of ma )" A t ^ lou ®h the following seminars are among those reEthics (71), Theory of Knowledge (72),
8 8 "ell.
h® of interest to other advanced students
•ended as

t" P* U °' 0 Phy consists of four units of work in the
£ t h a »e three- 71 Sr 1 1 !? 8 0 ^, 1 1 " 1 2 5 1 3 or 23; 31 and 32; and two
the advice oftfc j *
^ 3 * Additional courses are selected, with
^*®t'a interna» 6 e p a r t 3 n ®nt, so as to develop and broaden the stu"terest and understanding.

»

the departmn p r o ^ r a m i n philosophy consists of five units of work
72 « 73• .
l n c l u d i n 8 Philosophy 11-12; 23; 31 and 32; two of
nH
» «na
yp a n { j

^ininatlng in^^h l l o n o r s P r °gfam is a series of three related courses
e s « courses ( q#,\ ^ 9 i s a t the end of the senior year.
The first of
P o r a r y methods of
< d e s igned to acquaint the student with contema thesis as v^i
O B o Phlcal scholarship as a preparation for write s * # topic
a 8 to help in finding and developing a suitable
Th G
#
second is either an individual study course (94),
90

PHILOSOPHY
or some regular course either in philosophy or in another discipline
that enables the student to pursue the search for, and development of,
a suitable topic. By the second semester of the senior year the stu
dent should have the background necessary for writing an excellent
thesis in Philosophy 98.

Year Course
Phil 11-12

INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY

(Staff)

1 unil

The primary aim of this course is to acquaint the student with the
spirit, methods, and problems of philosophy. An attempt is made to
show the range of issues in which philosophical inquiry is possible
and to which it is relevant. Major works of important philosophers
both ancient and modern, will be used to introduce topics in meta
physics, theory of knowledge, ethics and other traditional areas o
philosophical concern.

First Semester Courses
Phil 13

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC

(Banning)

*

unlt

An introductory examination of the nature of reasoning. Basic
systems of deductive logic will be developed. The nature of sng ^
inductive arguments, and fallacious reasoning will also be exp ore
Stress will be placed on providing the student with the basic too^ ^
necessary to identify and evaluate both formal and informal piece
reasoning. Enrollment limited.
Phil 14

PRACTICAL ISSUES IN ETHICS

(Kading)

*

An introductory course dealing with practical ethical problems
^
are currently important, e.g., capital punishment, suicide, cen ^
ship, abortion, civil disobedience, racism, the morality o wa
logical and medical research, euthanasia, pacifism, authority, jte,
justice and equality. Recent essays will be read. No prerequ
Phil 23

SYMBOLIC LOGIC

v unit

(Short)

An introduction to modern formal logic. The nature of deduCt^t[ng
soning i s examined through the study of formal systems, r e p r e
the principles of valid argument.
Phil 31

HISTORY OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY

(Short)

k unit

be read and
Selections (in translation) from ancient philosophers wi
,jeVelop"
discussed. The emphasis of the course is on the histor ca
c0ncept''
ment of the most important and enduring philosophical issues,
arguments, and perspectives.
Phil 41

EXISTENTIALISM

(Spear)

k unit

A survey of the development of existentialism from Kierkegaa ^ ^
Nietzsche to Sartre and Merleau-Ponty with particular atten
91

PHILOSOPHY
what the existentialists have to say about the structure of the self,
the nature of value, and the concept of objectivity. Prerequisite:
Phil 11-12 or consent of the Instructor.
Phil 55

PHILOSOPHY OF ART

(Spear)

h unit

The issues discussed fall into four main categories: attempts at the
development of a theory of art, the feasibility of a definition of
•rt, the role of truth in art, especially fiction, and the involve
ment of expression and intention in the work of art. Related topics,
»uch as the possibility of obtaining a justification of the existence
of works of art, censorship of art, and evaluative utterances, are
also considered. Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the in
structor.
PhU 72

SEMINAR IN THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

(Kading)

unit

The content of this course is variable but may cover such topics as
novledge, belief, certainty, truth, and perception. Emphasis is
P seed on the analysis of concepts that are fundamental to the as
sessment of our claims to know. Problems concerning the varieties,
•cope, and limitations of possible knowledge may be discussed. For
e most part, readings will be of the work of contemporary philosP er»Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
Phil 75 WITTGENSTEIN

(McLaren)

unit

ophW^\"^tt^enSte^n ^a8 keen widely influential not Just in philosth yi Ut
^e8tern thought generally. The course will emphasize
will i er WOrk' esPeciallY the Philosophical Investigations. Issues
nc^uc*e the nature of language and the relation of thought and
I
wor^^»
perc111?6 t0
nature of mind (meaning, understanding,
on DS h°?' experience» feeling, emotion) and Wittgenstein's views
yc.° °8y» mathematics, art and philosophical methodology.
pr
1un^qu 8lte: Two semesters (one unit) of philosophy and either
standing or consent of instructor.
91

^TfONALISM & EMPIRICISM

(Banning)

h unit

t*le two formative doctrines in modern philosophy,
•• exeo^'nf*00
p 1 iet* by the work of their primary exponents Descartes and
rerequisite: Phil 11-12 or permission of instructor.
1,111
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INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)
Permission of department

h unit

Second Semester Courses
13

PRODUCTION TO LOGIC

(Kading)

H

unit

•y»tems°^fCj0ry examInation of the nature of reasoning. Basic formal
e<*uctive logic will be developed.
Inductive
The nature of language,
Stre«s wiurhUment8'
^aHacious reasoning will also be explored.
e placed on providing the student with the basic tools
92

PHILOSOPHY
necessary to identify and evaluate both formal and informal pieces
of reasoning. Enrollment limited to 45.
Phil 15

PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES IN FEMINISM

(Banning)

^ unit

The course will consider issues in ethics, metaphysics, and episteool*
°gy 38 they arise in some of the positions held by those concerned
with feminism and sexual equality. It will do this by examining the
philosophical presuppositions and implications of opposing views on
such topics as; equality and equal rights, preferential treatment,
human nature and sex roles, sexual morality, abortion, and rape.
Phil 20

INTRODUCTION TO ETHICS

(McLaren)

*

unit

The topics will include: Nihilism: If God is dead, are all things
possible? is ethics necessarily based on a religion or God? I®
moral knowledge possible? Are all reasons for acting based on self'
interest? Is ethics subjective? Is it relative? Is a moral Judg
ment merely an expression of a personal attitude, or at most an atti
tude acquired from one's society? Are there true and false in ethicWhat is the meaning of "good" and "ought"? Does human existence have
meaning? How, if at all, can one make a decent moral Judgment. Pf
requisite: sophomore standing.
Phil 24

PHILOSOPHY OF NATURAL SCIENCES

(Short)

^

unit

A study of philosophical issues pertaining to the methods and Pu^°
e
of the sciences, particularly physics, chemistry, and biology.
topics usually considered include explanation and prediction, t e
nature of law, the meaning of theoretical terms, the relation o
theory to observation, grounds for the acceptance or rejection o
hypotheses, and the problem of induction. Writings by contempora
philosophers are stressed. No formal background in the natural
sciences is assumed. Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the
instructor.
Phil 25

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (Short)

^

unit

i nC
Our topic is the nature of explanation in the social sciences,
ing history. Contrasting models of explanation will be critics
examined. Among other questions, we will consider these:
nature of explanation differ radically among any of the socia
ces? is explanation in the social sciences radically differen
that in the natural sciences? Are any special problems of o J® ^
raised by methods peculiar to the social sciences? Do
n-12
value play any role in the social sciences? prerequisite:
or consent of instructor.
0

Phil 32

HISTORY OF MODERN PHILOSOPHY

(Spear)

L unit

An examination of major philosophical developments from Descartes
Kant. Selections from the Continental Rationalists (DeBcart^9[eyf
Spinoza, and Lebniz) and the British Empiricists (Locke, Ber * ' 0f
and Hume) are read as is material displaying the Kantian syn
these two philosophical movements. Phil 31 is suggested but n
quired for those enrolling in this course.

PHILOSOPHY
Phil 43 LEGAL AND SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY

(Kadlng)

\ unit

Law creates one of the most pervasive influences on human existence,
aa a source both of societal behavior patterns and of fundamental
moral dilemmas for the individual. This course examines the nature
of lav and legal obligation, concentrating primarily on recent con
tributions. Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
Phil 48

PHENOMENOLOGY

(Spear)

\ unit

Edmund Husserl, the founder of the phenomenological movement, held
that all the traditional problems of philosophy can be solved by means
a careful description of the structure of human experience. The
course will examine the descriptive method he proposed and will in
clude discussion of its philosophical underpinnings, its development
in the work of later phenomenologists (e.g., Heidegger, Sartre, and
Merleau-Ponty), and its application to the study of such topics as
perception, knowledge of other minds, the structure of action, and
the nature of value. Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the
instructor.
Phil 71 CONTEMPORARY ETHICS

(McLaren)

^

unit

An examination of the foundations of our moral knowledge and the
nature of value through analysis of ethical and valuational concepts,
®ucidation of moral reasoning and discussion of moral principles.
ntieth-century writers are emphasized. Prerequisite: Phil 11-12
°r consent of the instructor. (Will not be offered in 1982-83.)
Phil 94
Phil

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

96 JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR:
(Banning)

Permission of department

PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS

h unit

^ unit

c°urse will study one or more major philosophical issues in con• tand^1^ ^otIn*
comprehension of the problem itself and under
8nC*
bill
contemporary techniques of philosophical analysis
e 8tre®aed.
Students will be expected to present reports to the
cour8e
inter"'
intended for junior honors candidates and those
prer^e8'ed ln honors. The topic(s) for this year will be announced.
site: Junior honors candidacy or permission of the instructor.

9®

SENIOR HONORS

(Staff)

Permission of department.

unit

Will be Offered 1982-83
11 73

SEMINAR IN METAPHYSICS

k unit

t^ture"-6!)'
^ia c°urse varies, but includes such topics as the
8*iy» and rh00^6
"nlitYt causality, space, time, existence, neces6 re*at*on
iional to
logic and language to the world. Tradimay be diT CS 8UC^ 88 ^e Problems of substance and of universals
•ources 8pU9sec*> hut much of the reading will be from contemporary
• Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the instructor.

PHILOSOPHY
May be Offered 1982-83
Phil 26

FREE WILL AND DETERMINISM

\ unit

This course attempts to analyze the claims that human beings are ul
timately free or determined, and to examine the import of these claims
for views of morality and human nature. Fatalism and fore-knowledge
are discussed as well as causal determinism. The implications of
contemporary science are considered. The readings are largely from
contemporary sources, although some traditional material is included.
Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or permission of the instructor.
Phil 40

NIETZSCHE'S PHILOSOPHY

*1

1,0 lc

brief examination of some of Nietzsche's intellectual antecedents.
thorough examination of Nietzsche's view on the foundations of ethi
cal systems and their roles, in societies, as well as a variety of
general philosophical problems. Works read are from different periods
in Nietzsche's career from Birth of Tragedy to Beyond Good and Evll>
and Zarathustra to Ecce Homo. Prequisite: Phil 11-12 or permission
of the instructor.
A
A

Phil 44

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

*

unlt

Key Issues concerning the nature of religion will be critically
examined from a philosophical point of view. Proofs for the existence
of God and His nature, the problem of evil, the nature o f r e l i g i o u s
language, prayer, and miracles, are some of the topics that will be
explored. Readings will be taken from both classical and contempora
sources. Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
Phil 47

PHILOSOPHY OF MIND

*

unit

In this course, different theories of the nature of mind will be
examined. There will be a discussion of the relationship between
mind and body, the relationship between thinking and the brain, tn
concept of a person, computers and artificial intelligence, an t
significance of language to these topics. The course will beg in
a brief historical introduction to theories of mind and will co*1 ^
with a presentation and analysis of such contemporary alternat
the theories of Smart, Rorty, Davidson, Dennett, Sartre, and Mer
Ponty. Prerequisite: one course in philosophy or consent o t
instructor.
Phil 74

SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE

^

U°iC

This course consists of a thorough study of the theory of oe*nlnfhJnd
an introduction to the methods of linguistic analysis in philosop
showing the relevance of both to traditional philosophical issue
Prerequisite: Phil 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
The department offers a voluntary instructional physical
education program, intramural athletics, intercollegiate athletics,
and facilities for recreational activities, available when not in
conflict with organized programs.
ELECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The College calendar in the Athletic Department is divided
into four sessions with the following activities offered to all
students.
ARCHERY - Safety rules, care of equipment, target shooting.
BADMINTON - General instruction in rules, etiquette and fundamen
tals of the game. Develop skills for intramural play.

BOWLING - Complete course by ABC instructor. Tournament with
others in the class. Develop skills for intramural
play.

CANOEING - Safety and care of canoe; practice strokes in area
lake and river. Several canoe trips.
for All-Campus Canoe Race.

Preparation

CYCLING - Safety rules and regulations, conditioning, care and
maintenance. Preparation for Gambler Bicycle Race.
EQUESTRIAN PROGRAM - Endorsed by College. Ride at nearby Sugartree Farm; development of skills for those who wish tp
compete, as well as those who wish to be able to ride
safely and comfortably for personal pleasure and in the
enclosed area. Cost of program is paid by student.
ST AID - American Red Cross certificate when course is satis
factorily completed. Safety rules and regulations,
prevention of injuries. CPR certification is offered
periodically throughout the academic year.
p T C11 y it/-«

Equipment, techniques and fundamentals, safety, fly and
bait casting, retrieving.

GOLF

(Beginning (, Intermediate) - Etiquette, short irons, long
irons, putting, woods. Lecture by local golf pro.
TICS - Beginning course in tumbling, uneven bars, balance
beam and trampoline.

nANDBALL -

4

v ginning & Intermediate) - Basic rules and fundamen
tals.

JOGGING

rdiovascular effects, conditioning. Preparation for

Gambler Marathon.
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LIFESAVING & WATER SAFETY
INSTRUCTORS COURSE - Self rescue, elementary forms of rescue,
skills for lifesaving, artifical respiration. Small
craft safety, search and rescue.
PADDLE TENNIS - Basic rules and instruction.
PHYSICAL FITNESS - Basic physiological principles of conditioning.
Individualized instruction. Isometrics and weight
training, endurance, safety and carry-over values.
POWER VOLLEYBALL - Mechanical principles, fundamental techniques,
strategy. Drills and team organization.
RACKETBALL - (Beginning & Intermediate) - General instruction#.
SELF-DEFENSE - This course will cover the basic means of defense
against attack. It will not include any of the martial
arts.
SNOW SKIING - Instruction given at Snow Trails. Cost of the
lessons is paid by students. Transportation is provide
SOCCER - Beginning soccer techniques and tactics.
SQUASH - (Beginning & Intermediate) - Basic rules and

instruction.

SWIMMING - (Beginning) - Muscular efficiency, breath control, b°b
bing, floating, basic strokes. Survival swimming, 83
practices.
(Intermediate) - Improvement in basic swimming styles,
introduction to diving. Endurance swimming and games.
TENNIS

- Beginning and intermediate courses offered.

INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS
To provide the opportunity for participation in sports by
every student, a comprehensive program of intramural sports
sponsored. The present list of sports includes:
For Women - Badminton, volleyball, basketball, swimming,
tennis, golf, bowling.
For Men

97

tab

- Touch football, badminton, volleyball, basketbal
swimming, pool, table tennis, softball, tenn s,
bowling, track and field.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
CO-RECREATIONAL PROGRAM
To provide co-educatlonal recreation activities for students,
faculty and administration:
Badminton
Bowling
Flag Football
Volleyball

Ping Pong
Softball
Tennis

ALL-CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
Canoe Race
English Channel Swim
Gambler Bicycle Rally

Gambler Marathon
Golf Tournament
Tennis Tournament

SPECIAL EVENTS
MARATHON - 5 mile race over College Township countryside.
BICYCLE RACE - 25 mile race over rolling hills of Knox County.
BICYCLE TOUR - Leisurely 25 mile tour with picnic lunch mid-way.
GOLF TOURNAMENT - Open tournament using Callaway System - anyone
can be a winner.
INNER TUBE WATER POLO
SUPER STARS - Kenyon's version of super stars.
with a desire to have fun.

Open to anyone

CANOE RACE - 8 mile race on scenic Kokosing River.
WOMEN'S EXERCISE CLASS - Physical well-being through exercise that
tones and shapes your body.

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
College sponsors varsity teams for men in football, soccer
a cross country in the fall; basketball, indoor track and swimw*nter» an^ baseball, lacrosse, tennis, golf and track
G 8'3r^n£•
vh
Junior varsity teams may be sponsored in sports
er« the number of candidates so warrants.

a

f.

have an opportunity to compete in the following sports:
fall
°ckeY» volleyball and cross country are held during the
the wi" 116 8wimm*n8» indoor track and basketball compete during
Junio nt6r mont^8»
lacrosse, track and tennis in the spring.
r varsity teams are also sponsored in some sports.
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PHYSICS
Physics 7 and 8 are designed primarily for non-science majors,
but are open to all students. Physics 11,12 is the basic introduc
tory course of the department and is a prerequisite for all further
work in physics. It is normally the first course for students plan
ning to major in physics and is a suitable introduction to physics
for science majors and premedical students.
The major program in physics consists of:
(a)

Physics 11,12; 21; 22; 31; 45

(b)

One additional unit selected from physics courses
above 20

(c)
(d)

Mathematics 11; 12; 21; 23
Introductory chemistry through Chemistry 18

numbered

Additional physics courses may be elected; a student preparing
for graduate study in physics should enroll in several advanced
physics courses in addition to the minimum requirements, and may wish
to take further work in mathematics. Honors work in physics involves
directed research on a specific topic in experimental physics, theo
retical physics, or the history of physics, culminating in a written
thesis, an oral presentation to a departmental colloquium, and an
oral examination by an outside specialist. The Senior Exercise con
sists of a paper on the history of physics. Each senior presents a
topic related to his/her exercise at a physics department colloquium
near the end of the first semester. The paper itself is due before
spring vacation.

Note: All courses in physics numbered above 20 have as prereq
uisites Physics 11,12 and Mathematics 11 and 12 unless otherwise
noted. Laboratory work is included in Physics 7; 8; 11,12; 21,
>
Year Courses
Phys 11,12

CLASSICAL AND MODERN PHYSICS (Staff)

1 unit

This course is designed for science majors, and serves as the
introduction to all further work in physics. Theoretical and exp
mental work in mechanics, wave phenomena, thermodynamics, electr
and magnetism, optics, and modern physics.

Phys 97,98

SENIOR HONORS (Staff)

1 UOit

Guided experimental or theoretical research for senior honors maj
Permission required.
First Semester
T*_

a

Phys 7

Courses

ASTRONOMY AND COSMOLOGY (McBride)

}k

unit

The structure and contents of the universe, from the solar 9^®!jter.
the most distant galaxies. Planets, stars, stellar systems, in
stellar matter, normal and explosive galaxies, the universe,
cosmology. Laboratories Include outdoor instruction in star
99
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u»e of telescopes/ as well as Indoor investigation of data and photo
graphs from major observatories.
Phys 21 QUANTUM PHYSICS

(Staff)

%

unlt

An elementary study of relativity; electrons, photons, and their
interaction with matter; optical and x-ray spectra; nucleons and nu
clear energy. Prerequisite: Math 11 (may be taken concurrently).
Phys 32

ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY (McBride)

^

unlt

The classical theory of electric and magnetic fields. Topics include
the calculation of electric and magnetic fields from their sources in
charges and currents, electric and magnetic properties of matter, an
the propagation of electromagnetic radiation. Prerequisite: Physics
22; Math 21 (may be taken concurrently).
Phys 33

THERMODYNAMICS (Greenslade)

*

unit

Classical thermodynamics, kinetic theory, and statistical physics.
Prerequisite: Physics 21, 22; Math 21 (may be taken concurrently).
Phys 45 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS (Collings)

%

unlt

An advanced course in experimental physics including laboratory work,
wethods of data analysis, and topics in computer programming. Pre
requisite; Physics 21; 22.
Phys 83 TOPICS IN ADVANCED PHYSICS (Staff)

% to % unit

Special experimental or theoretical work for students not reading for
honors in physics.

Second Semester Courses
H**8 8

EARTH PHYSICS (Collings)

*

unit

A descriptive survey of the physical principles governing the struc
ture and dynamics of the earth. Topics include radioactivity,
nerala and rocks, surface processes, and the earth's interior.
tri°rat°r^e8 ^nc^-u^e measuring the size and mass of the earth; field
t0 8*Ut^ rocks, sedimentary formations, and glacial evidence,
propagation; and continental drift.
Phys 22

INTERMEDIATE MECHANICS (Collings)

^

unlt

fr *^cu^U9"based study of classical mechanics: coordinate systems,
gravlt °f reference» the description of motion, forces; Newton's laws;
theo at*on an(* central force motion, collisions and conservation
Prer!6™*' °8c*^ating motion, vibrations and waves, rigid body motion.
a*te:
Math 11; 12 (may be taken concurrently).
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Phys 31

ELECTRONICS (Greenslade)

* unit

This course begins with an analysis of direct and alternating current
circuits and proceeds through analog and digital electronics. Em
phasis is placed on solid-state devices such as transistors, operatlonal amplifiers, and integrated circuits. Prerequisite: Math 11;
12 (may be taken concurrently).
Phys 36

OPTICS AND WAVE PHENOMENA (McBride)

%

0,111

Optics with an emphasis on physical optics and the interaction of
electromagnetic waves with lenses, apertures, and simple optical ay*
terns.
Subjects include; a review of electromagnetism, a discus
sion of the properties of waves; reflection; refraction; lenses and
mirrors; optical instruments; polarization; interference; Fraunhof«r
and Fresnel diffraction; an introduction to Fourier optics and co
herence theory. Prerequisite: Physics 32.
Phys 84

TOPICS IN ADVANCED PHYSICS (Staff)

^ to ^ unit

Special experimental or theoretical work for students not reading
for honors in physics.
Phys 92

MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS (Staff)

^

unlt

An advanced course in mathematical physics. Topics include
value problems and mathematical analysis using specialized ^unc^ ,£||
and transforms. Phenomena to be studied will be drawn from tnec a
thermodynamics, electromagnetism, and fluid dynamics. Prerequ a
Physics 21,22; Math 21,23.

Will be Offered 1982-83
Year Courses
Phys 11,12
Phys 41,42
Phys 97,98

CLASSICAL AND MODERN PHYSICS
ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS
SENIOR HONORS
First Semester Courses

Phys 21
Phys 32
Phys 45

QUANTUM PHYSICS
ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS
Second Semester Courses

Phys 22
Phys 31
Phys 35
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INTERMEDIATE MECHANICS
ELECTRONICS
THEORETICAL MECHANICS

POLITICAL SCIENCE
The Political Science Department pursues three basic objectives:
to explore the nature of politics—its purposes, limitations, and
significance in human life; to promote understanding of the various
forms of political regimes and movements; and to develop a c apac ty
for intelligent evaluation of public policies and a sensitive
awareness of opposing points of view in the political conflicts o
our time.
Throughout the program emphasis is placed upon the role of
moral considerations in politics and the fundamental ideas con
cerning the nature of man, justice, and the purposes of governnent. Reflecting the importance of conflicting opinions in poli
tics, course readings present students with sharply differing points
of view. Students are encouraged to participate in discussion and
debate of controversial questions.
Students majoring in political science must complete five units
in the subject, including PSci 33 and 34; 53-54, and one unit of
work in American politics. The American politics unit consists of
PSci 15 and one of the following semester courses: PSci 27, 29,
,
31; 45; or 58. Each major must also take at least one political
science seminar, each of which is limited to 17 enrollments and to
Btudents
Junior or senior standing; the PACC seminar does not
satisfy this requirement. The introductory course in political
science, PSci 1-2 (Politics), is designed for freshmen and is
recommended for all students considering a major in the subject;
"ccasionally an upperclass section of PSci 1-2 is offered.
There are a number of upperclass electives which are open to
students without any prerequisites, but we would encourage students
seeking an exposure to political science to begin with the core
courses of our curriculum: PSci 1-2; 15; 33,34; or 53-54.

Year Courses
PSci 1-2 POLITICS

(Staff)

1 unlt

This course explores the relationships between the individual and
«°<jlety, as exemplified in the writings of political philosophers
poets, statesmen, novelists, and contemporary political
ommentator8> Questions about justice, law, freedom, political
in ^at^on» and revolution are examined and illustrated through
"qu ries into various ancient regimes, modern democracies,
itmunism, fascism, socialism, and capitalism. The course is de:;8ned Primarily for freshmen, but this year there will be an uppercl"« section offered.
PSci 53~54

WORLD POLITICS SINCE 1945: THE MODERN
STATE IN CRISIS (Rubin and Staff)

1 unit

llti C?ur8e
explore the extent to which the traditional poPeculi lndePendence of the modern state has been eroded by forces
®r to the era since 1945, including, for example, the
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challenge of global interdependence and the declining legitimacy of
military force. Using the speeches and memoirs of significant world
leaders, as well as political novels and some secondary materials,
the inquiry will pursue various themes: the rise of supra-national
organizations, the effect of the refinement and expansion of the
democratic idea on statesmanship and political authority, the
rationalization" of global politics and the new nationalism, the
role of terrorism, the importance of ideology, and prospects for the
future. Prerequisite: sophomore standing
PSci 61,62

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

(Clor)

1 "nlt

This course explores basic issues in constitutional law relevant to
the principles and problems of our liberal democracy. We begin with
cases of the Marshall Court which lay the foundations of our con
stitutional order and define the role of the judiciary. But most
of the course is devoted to controversial themes in our twentiethcentury Jurisprudence. In the first semester emphasis will be
placed on recent Supreme Court decisions in the areas of equal pro
tection of the laws, the right to privacy, freedom of speech and
press, and religious freedom. The second semester will concentrate
on the rights of persons accused of crime, the constitutional powers
of the Presidency, particularly in foreign affairs and national
emergencies, and alternative philosophies of the Judicial process.
Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
PSci 97-98

SENIOR HONORS

(Staff)

1 unlt

The honors program in political science is designed to recognize ^
and encourage exceptional scholarship in the discipline and to al °
able students to do more independent work in the subject than ot e
wise permitted. A junior honors candidate enrolls in a politica
science seminar in the junior year, and admission to senior honor
depends in part on his or her performance in the seminar and in an
oral examination conducted later by the faculty. The senior on ^
candidate works with a member of the department to prepare a maj
essay on a topic of his or her choice which is defended before an
outside examiner in May.

First Semester Courses
PSci 15

LIBERAL DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA

(Emmert)

^ °nit

This course explores the guiding principles, major instltuC^pnu^(jefg'
and national politics of the American political order. Tl,e °er0view of liberal democracy and of the three branches of our g°*
ment (presented in the Federalist Papers) will provide the ?a
u_
for consideration of the modern Supreme Court, Presidency,
cracy, Congress and political parties. The course conclu
ffortg
Tocqueville's broad overview of American democracy and its e
wjil
to reconcile liberty and equality. The material in the c,,ur®nts
be exemplified by references to current political issues, eve
and personalities. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
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PSci 26

COMPARATIVE REGIMES

(Baumann)

h unit

The course will compare a variety of regimes, including Periclean
Athens, the medieval Holy Roman Empire, France of the ancien regime
and Weimar Germany. It will inspect and employ some contrasting com
parative methods, Including those of Aristotle, Weber and Almond,
keeping in mind that ways of comparing different political cultures
are products of political cultures themselves. The course will ask
how we can best understand the interaction between imposed circum
stances and human choices that create coherent polities. It will
look to the selection of certain fundamental alternatives as the
hallmark of a regime. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
pSci

32

URBAN POLITICS

(Elliott)

h unit

^ ®tudy of the attempt of American cities to govern themselves in
aidst of the urban crisis. The course examines a number of
•ajor urban problems, concentrating on poverty, and how government
attempts to solve them. Another major forcus is on major political
trends, notably the development of political conflict between blacks
and white ethnics and the decline of political machines. Elitist
®n pluralist models of urban power structures are also analyzed,
rerequisite: sophomore standing. (Will not be offered in 1982-83.)

1 e

PSci

33

HISTORY OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY: THE
CLASSICAL QUEST FOR JUSTICE (Clor)

k unit

This introduces the student to classical political philosophy
and°n^ analY8is of the Platonic dialogues: the Apology, Crito,
^ - ePuhllc, and analysis of Aristotle's Politics and Ethics. Some
ofC Uj?" and dl8Cussion of the political and theological teaching
^J"6. evfll Christian philosophers are included. This course is
03
y followed by PSci 34. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
PScl

35

HISTORY OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY:
IN THE MODERN STATE (P. Jensen)

THE CITIZEN

% unit

Philo«^Uw8e contInue8 the exploration of the themes of political
•Pecifi^ n88 developed in Political Science 33 and 34. It aims
conser Ca< ^ t0 exPT°re the moral and philosophical roots of modern
^'veaent h™ an<* liberalism and the grounds on which these political
®urke t8
* been questioned. Authors to be examined include
•tanding0^116^^6' *T1, Hume, and Marx. Prerequisite: junior
EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE AND MODERNIZATION
(Staff)

\ unit

analvsiR f
6 Pbenomena of revolutionary change and modernizatlon enDh <
to b« coniH lnR event8 within the "Third World."
Among the topics
d w111 be:
the roots and dynamics of revolutionary
change- th
••quences * etbical tensions of revolutionary violence; crises,
conve an<1 0utcon,e8 of Political development; theories of rergence in modernity. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
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PSci 57

AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY (Gregorian)

h unit

This course is devoted to an analysis of the major interpretations
of American foreign policy throughout three major areas. The first
involves the period from Washington's Farewell Address to the
Spanish-American War in order to highlight the roots of American
foreign policy. The second, spanning the years 1898-1945, con
centrates on the forging of formal and informal empire, Woodrow
Wilson, World War I and Versailles, American isolationism in the
interwar years, and U.S. diplomacy during World War II. The third
and most extensive section encompasses the genesis of the Cold War,
the Truman Doctrine, Containment, the Korean War, Massive Retalia
tion, Flexible Response, the Cuban Missile Crisis, Vietnam,
Kissinger and Detente, Carter and Human Rights, Reagan and the 1980s.
Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
PSci 88

ROUSSEAU'S CRITIQUE OF MODERNITY
(P. Jensen)

^

unit

We will examine Rousseau's attack on modern civilization and the
political education that he presents as a corrective to the modern
ills. The reading will be the First and Second Discourses and the
Emile. Prerequisite: junior standing and permission of instructor,
some political philosophy desirable. Enrollment limited.
PSci 91(1)

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OR
COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT (Staff)

* "nit

The precise topic of a seminar in the general area of *nternat*°jjng
relations and/or comparative government has yet to be chosen pen
a staffing decision. Prerequisite: junior standing. Enroll"^11
limited.
PSci 91(2)

THE PERSIAN GULF REGION: ROOTS OF
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS (Gregorian)

^

UOit

Beginning with a detailed analysis of the internal and external
crises involving Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, an t ^
Yemens, this course will trace the roots of the present turmo
the Gulf through a comparative analysis of the society,
'j,eand political culture of the nations in this region (inclu n ^
sides those already mentioned, Kuwait, Oman, and the Unite
' robEmirates). The focus of the course will be on such indigeao
lems as governmental organization, national unity, econom c
^ avelopment, economic stability, social welfare, political Pa*ifflately
n
tion, quality of life, and foreign and security policy.
linked to this will be the impact of such exogenous facto£SIslaI„
„fVen
Western imperialism, superpower rivalry, and the spread o
(this last factor being, of course, only marginally ext?r?aaue of
S
the birthplace of Mohammedanism). Finally, the critica
pr0j,le»»
Gulf oil, which serves as the nexus for many of the pol cy ^ eX„
confronting the governments and peoples of the region, w
amined in depth. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
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PSci 93 INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

*

unit

For students who wish to do advanced work beyond regular courses or
to study subjects not included in course offerings. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor.

Second Semester Courses
PSci 15

LIBERAL DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA (Coby)

^

unit

%

unit

(See first semester course description.)
PSci 25 MODERN AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT

(Emmert)

This course will investigate the development, triumph, and crisis
of American Liberalism by means of a study of 19th century popu
lism, progressivism, and the American democratic welfare state and
its critics. Thinkers, poets and statesmen to be read include M.
Twain, Henry Adams, H. Croly, W. Wilson, J. Dewey, Robert Penn
Warren, F.D.R., and current conservative, radical, and neo-conservative critics of the American welfare state. Prerequisite:
sophomore standing. (Will not be offered in 1982-83.)
PSci 30 THE MASS MEDIA IN AMERICAN POLITICS
(Elliott)

^

unit

A study of the political impact of the mass media on American
^ocracy. The course focuses on television news and major newsPapers, a major theme is the question of how the media defines what
s news. The conflict between the media and the national government
s studied in terms of the constitutional rights of a free press
Political charges of media bias and government manipulation.
ase studies are used: Watergate, Vietnam, and the Middle East.
jor attention is given to the media's impact on how we choose
residents. (This course can be used to complete the requirements
n American politics for political science majors.) Prerequisite:
iQ^°^re 8tanding. Enrollment limited. (Will not be offered in
1^82-83.)
pSci

34

HISTORY OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY:
VERSUS ANCIENTS (Horwitz)

MODERNS

\

unit

exan,^n®8 and evaluates the world revolutionary challenge
as m ulcal and medieval political philosophy posed by such writers
and tk 3ave^* *-n hi® Prince and Discourses, Hobbes in the Leviathan,
Bonk C T°litical writings of Locke and Rousseau. Prerequisite:
sophomore standing.

PSCi 37

POLITICS THROUGH LITERATURE (P. Jensen)

unit

losoDh°UrSe exPlore8 perenially important themes in political phiy as they appear in literary works.
utod?
Past topics have included
an
iterature, political comedy, American political literature,
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and the quarrel between ancients and moderns. The topic for Spring
1982 will be politics and tragedy. We will study plays by Sophocles,
Euripides, and Shakespeare. In addition, we will examine reflections
on the relation between politics and tragedy by a number of authors,
including Plato, Aristotle, Goethe, Lessing, Hegel, and Nietzsche.
Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
PSci 45

PUBLIC POLICY

(Emmert)

h u**1'

This course will investigate how domestic public policy is made in
our national government and consider what our national policy should
be with regard to health policy, the draft, energy and the environ
ment, welfare, and affirmative action. Through deliberate con
sideration of conflicting points of view, students will be en
couraged to develop their own policy recommendations on these issues.
(This course can be used to complete the requirement in American
politics for political science majors.) Prerequisite: sophomore
standing. Enrollment limited.
PSci 52

THE POLITICS AND FOREIGN POLICY OF THE SOVIET
UNION (Staff)

^

unlt

This course will provide a thorough•study of the internal politics
of the Soviet Union, investigating a variety of interpretations o
how the Soviet Union is ruled. The power of the military, the party,
the bureaucracy, heavy industry, etc., will be examined. The his
torical roots of the system will receive some treatment. The futur
of the system will also be looked at, including the succession prob
lems and the continuing efforts to repress dissidents. This ana ys
of internal politics will then lead to an examination of Soviet °
policy in order to confront the question of the relationship betwe
its domestic politics and foreign policy. The role of national in
terest and of ideology in Soviet foreign policy will be studie
Prerequisite: sophomore standing.

PSci 55

THEORY AND PRACTICE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
(Gregorian)

*

u

The purpose of this course is threefold: (1) to examine v*ri°"S(2)
theoretical approaches to the study of international relat on ,
to discuss major Issues and trends in world politics, particu a ^
(although not exclusively), during the 19th and 20th centuries;
(3) analyze current problems in the field. More specifically. w
will attempt to define what international relations is, conce?ana_
trating, among other things, on systemic and sub-systemic exp .
tions, examine realist and Idealist conceptions of state re ®
a(1(j
and look at the concept of the national interest. With the
t>al20th centuries as a backdrop, such topics as the causes of ^r*
ance of power and collective security, nuclear weapons and hi~eT„
polarity, multipolarity and challenges to the state system,
national economic relations (east-west and north-south, i.e,»
tween industrialized and developing nations), will be discuss
Finally, we will explore possible scenarios for the future.
Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
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PScl 58 THE MAKING OP AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
(Gregorian)

h unit

This course will analyze the major public and private American in>t tutions which help shape IJ.S. foreign policy. In seeking to dis
cover the domestic influences on American foreign policy, we shall
eg n by examining the constraints and opportunities provided by
'e Constitution and then examine the role of the Presidency, Congress, the Departments of State and Defense, public opinion, mass
HI' e*ltes» ethnic groups and special interests. Several case
m eSi *nv°lv*n8 the Cuban Missile Crisis, the ABM and other
,.ona security decisions, food policy in the 1970s, and trade
ill Cj| Ur*nf* t*le Nixon and Carter years, will be utilized to
nate tlie relationship between institutions and foreign policy.
OU!88 can
used to complete the requirement in American
PolltY
at- j<CS °r P°Htical science majors.) Prerequisite: sophomore
standing. Enrollment limited.
PSci 72

CRIMINAL LAW:
ISSUES (Clor)

THE

PURPOSES, LIMITS, CONTEMPORARY

h unit

and Du"^081
explore alternative theories concerning the nature
cr^m^na^ ^aw anc* Its role in a liberal society.
We vili^a^6
punishme^8" exp*ore contemporary controversies about crime,
3n<* resPonsIhility, the rights of persons accused
°I crime"
standinn
^ relat^on °f law to morality. Prerequisite: junior
an
permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited.
76

(Staff)^

Thig
or deveToom1

DEVEL0PMENT IN THE

THIRD WORLD

h unit

BtU(ty

diverse efforts at political modernization
Africa, and Asia. It will examine
topics will"! ^^ures and a variety of paths to development. Major
Ideology
,inC.ih® nature of revolution, the role of terror and
opment» ant* the importance of such institutions as
the military'
Politics of
|Rlon,t|P°IItical parties, and the bureaucracy in the
opinE" states.
Pet»ls8ion of
Prerequisite: junior standing and
the instructor. Enrollment limited.
P(Baunrn^l)NAR:

DEM0CRATIC

CAPITALISM

h unit

dluonaIlytthItthf

P!!CC 8erainar to be held in Spring 1982 is tra•|ear Is planned t a 16 upcomIn8 PACC conference. The subject this
taught with th° P01 with democratic capitalism. The course will
Caching classe ° *nstruct°r acting as a kind of coordinator,
**Ve Papers at tl °n Wee'cs where distinguished visitors (who will also
r'a88 over to M 16 C"nlerence) are not present, and turning the
pr°vlde
m ^ en they visit.
The distinguished visitors will
a variet
acltground and O^M
persPectives on the topic both in regard to
"rther refinement °F ' Eea<Hn88 will depend in large part upon
° t^e conference topic and the identity of the
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distinguished visitors who will help to teach it. Likely emphasis
will be on the ethical status of capitalist societies and the rela
tionship between capitalism and democracy. Prerequisite: sophomore
standing and permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited.
PSci 92 WOMEN'S LIBERATION: IDEAS, ISSUES, POLITICAL
CONTROVERSIES (Clor and Elliott)

% unit

The first part of the course will stress basic ideas and arguments
representing diverse points of view, including the writings of fem
inists such as Simone de Beauvoir, Kate Millet and Betty Friedan,
and such critics of "women's liberation" as Midge Decter and Michael
Levin. The second part will stress legal and public policy issues,
such as affirmative action, the ERA and abortion, and the politics
surrounding them. Some attention will be devoted to the growing
participation of women in American political life, but the underly
ing themes will concern the alms of the women's movement and their
relation to the principles and problems of the American community.
Other members of the Political Science Department will join in
teaching some sessions of the course. Prerequisite: sophomore
standing.
PSci 94 INDIVIDUAL STUDY (Staff)

*

unlt

For students who wish to do advanced work beyond regular coursc^',te.
or to study subjects not Included in course offerings. Prerequ 9
permission of the instructor.

Will be Offered 1982-83
PSci 24

AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT: THE FOUNDING TO THE CIVIL WAR

PSci 27

THE CONGRESS

PSci 29

THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY

PSci 36

HISTORICISM: ITS POLITICAL AND MORAL EFFECTS

PSci 38

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THEORY

PSci 48

MARXISM
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At Kenyon, psychology is taught as the scientific study of the
processes governing human and infrahuman behavior, and it is there
fore classified as a natural science. The psychology curriculum
provides an opportunity for majors and nonmajors to examine diverse
theoretical views and findings in such areas as physiological
psychology, cognition, human development, perception, personality,
social behavior, and abnormal psychology. At all levels of study,
the department enables students to have access to the most recent
laboratory equipment and to become involved in the work of local
educational and mental health agencies which are affiliated with
the Off-Campus Activities in Psychology Program (OAPP).
Majors are encouraged to take a wide variety of advanced
courses. Students majoring in psychology must earn at least four
units of credit in the Psychology Department. Psychology 11 an
snd Psychology 21 are required of majors. Mathematics 6 (Elements
of Statistics) is a prerequisite to Psychology 21, but this half
unit does not count toward the major. It is advisable for pro
spective majors to take Mathematics 6 and Psychology 21 in either
their sophomore or junior year. Majors are also expected to take
• variety of intermediate level courses, with at least one unit o
credit in biological science courses (having Psychology a.1 as t e
22lZ. prerequisite, e.g., Perception, Learning and Motivation) and
°ne unit in social science courses (having Psychology 12 as a pre
requisite, e.g.. Abnormal, Social). Junior and senior majors,
who have had several intermediate courses, are encouraged to take
special topic seminars and Individual Study (93 or 94). Students
who do excellent work in seminars and individual studies are en
couraged to apply to the Chair in their junior year if they are
nterested in being considered as potential candidates for honors.
°nors students complete a large-scale research project or litera
ture review on an approved topic of their choice in their senior
year. Each project is supervised by a single faculty member, but
t is also reviewed periodically by all of the members of the
apartment prior to an oral examination in the spring with an outside examiner.
Psychology 11 u a prerequisite for Psychology 12, and many
courses in the department require both of these introductory

C o u -cd

Year Course
'•ye 97-98

SENIOR HONORS

(Staff)

1 unit

8 e n ^ o r candidates for honors in psychology culminatiniTi^ 8 0
an ° S 3 e n ^ o r honors thesis. The course will consist either of
•rea X ' 3 f r ^ m e n t a ^ r e s e a r c h investigation or independent study in an
P s y c hology of particular relevance to the post-collegiate
pro{ °
the c r ° M l p l a n s o f t h e student. Prerequisite: permission of
a r m a n of the department by the end of the Junior year.
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First Semester Courses
Psyc

11

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AS A BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE (Staff)

1/2 unit

Emphasis is on the human and infrahuman research which supports the
view that humans are biological organisms whose behaviors can best
be understood as an interaction between environment and physiologi
cal heritage.
Psyc

12

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AS A SOCIAL SCIENCE
(Fenigstein)

1/2 unit

Emphasis in on understanding human behavior in contemporary times.
Personality, social behavior, intelligence, and behavior pathology
and treatment are among the topics considered. Recent research
evidence concerning each of these areas is presented and discussed.
Prerequisite: Psyc 11.
Psyc 25

HISTORY AND SYSTEMS (Rice)

I/2

unlt

The development of Western psychology will be followed from ancient
Greece to the 20th century. A major goal will be to identify the
fundamental questions about humans that link psychology's past and
present. Prerequisite: Psyc 11 and 12, or permission of the
instructor.
Psyc 35

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

(Smolak)

!/2

unlt

This course concerns human development from conception through ado
lescence, including emerging trust and independence, intuition,
language acquisition, the family context, play, peer relations,
moral development, competence, self-reflection, self-expression,
and the assumption of complexity and consequence. Theoretical vit"s
emphasized are cognitive-developmental, behavioral, and dynamic.
Prerequisite: Psych 11 and 12.
Psyc

37

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY (Levine)

unlt

The etiology, dynamics, social significance and theoretical impli
cations of deviant behavior will be discussed, with emphasis on
neurotic behavior, psychotic behavior, and social deviations,
eral major controversies in the field of mental health and illness
will be evaluated, along with the current approaches to a89ef?"^"t:
and treatment. Prerequisite: Psyc 11 and 12. Limited enrollnen
Psyc 41

PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING AND MOTIVATION

(Williams) l/2

unlt

This course is concerned with the basic theories and principles ^
underlying the concepts of learning and motivation as they app Y
animal and human behavior. A thorough review will be made o
theoretical issues, experimental methods and findings relevant. ^ ^
the processes of learning and motivation. Finally, a major
the course will be concerned with how the fields of learning an
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motivation have been applied to societal problems, e.g., special
education, drug addiction, behavioral therapy, biofeedback, and
self-control. Prerequisite: Psyc 11.
Psyc 43 PERCEPTION

(Rice)

X/2 unit

From the fundamental ability to orient properly to our environment
to the appreciation of Bach or Rock, we are dependent on our sen
sory systems. This course encourages the appreciation and under
standing of the ways in which the vestibular, somassthetic, audi
tory and visual systems contribute to our abilities and enjoyments
as humans. Special emphasis is placed on audition and vision.
Prerequisite: Psyc 11 or permission of the instructor.
Psyc 46 COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (Hoppe)

1/2 unit

Exploration of major theoretical accounts of human cognition,
learning and memory. Experimental work relevant to the theoretical
accounts is presented. Principal approaches studied are association
theory, information-processing theories, and recent "encoding/
processing" approaches. Prerequisite: Psyc 11.
psyc

47 INDUSTRIAL/ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

(Hoppe)

1/2 unit

Survey of the uses of psychological theory and research in Indus
trial and other organizational settings. Emphasis on the inter
actions among the various areas of psychology that are necessary
to the explanation and prediction of behavior in complex real
world contexts. Prerequisite: senior standing; one year of
Psycnology or sociology or economics.
PsYc

50 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

(Fenigstein)

1/2 unit

Topics to be considered both theoretically and empirically include.
11) the comparative baseline of animal social behavior, (2) human
Illation and aggression, (3) conformity, (4) attitudes and
tude change—including prejudice, and (5) social deviance.
PP ication of social psychological theory and techniques are enouraged through participation in small-scale laboratory or field®nro\1^4ntna^ 8tudles. Prerequisite: Psyc 11 and 12. Limited
Psyc 67

PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

(King)

*/2

unit

TLi

S ^ourse focuses on the roles of the nervous and endocrine sysi ^ n
control of behavior. Major topics to be covered
emoM 6 neur°Phy8l°logy, sensory-motor physiology, motivational and
and °na^ mechanisms, and the physiological correlates of learning
PsvpK6001^" Additional areas of study include psychopharmacology,
Stud 10sur8erY» and electrical stimulation and recording of the bra n.
nts who Plan to go on to Psyc 68 will be offered the opportUnJ
Preroy 5° particiPate in a number of laboratory exercises,
sites: Psyc 11-12 or permission of instructor.
tejn
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Psyc 91(1) PSYCHOBIOLOGY OF ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR
(Levine/King)

1/2 unit

This seminar will consider the Interaction of psychological and
biological factors in the causation, assessment, and remediation
of abnormal behavior. The lectures, discussion and primary re
source material will focus on philosophical and methodological
issues, psychosomatic medicine, clinical neuropsychology (e.g.,
schizophrenia and mental retardation), psychopharmacology,
behavior genetics, neurobiology (e.g., aging and the brain), and
biological approaches to personality. Enrollment limited.
Prerequisites: Psyc 11, 12, and permission of the instructors.
Psyc 91(2)

SOCIAL POLICY AND PSYCHOLOGY

(Smolak)

1/2 "nlt

The bilateral interplay of psychological research and theory, with
social policy decisions (particularly concerning funding and
statutes), will be examined. Enrollment limited.
Prerequisites: Psyc 11 and 12 and permission of the instructor.
Psyc 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

unit

Student does independent research under the supervision of a member
of the department. Restricted to juniors and seniors.
Prerequisite: permission of the chair, and the instructor, and
demonstrated special interest.

Second Semester Courses
Psyc 11

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AS A BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE (Williams)

unlt

(See first semester course description)
Psyc 12

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AS A SOCIAL
SCIENCE (Staff)
(See first semester course description)

Psyc 21

RESEARCH METHODS IN PSYCHOLOGY

(Williams/King)

un

Using a variety of formats ranging from lectures to c*as5?h^°gign
the course will examine the interrelated roles of researc
and quantitative analysis in psychology. In addition, stu . e
will be familiarized with the use of psychology journals,
hniqUe$.
evaluation of journal articles, and journal-style
m
Selected psychological topics will be singled out for
laboratory and field research to be conducted by students.
Prerequisite: Psyc 11, 12 and Math 6.
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P»yc 28

HUMAN SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

(Fenigstein)

1/2 unit

An examination of the biological, psychological and social bases of
luman sexuality. Topics include the physiology of sex functions,
variations of sexual behavior, nature and treatment of sexual malunctions, sexual identity and attitudes, sex differences in social
e avior, and the social dynamics of sexual interaction.
Prerequisite: Psych 11 and 12.
Enrollment limited.
Psyc 36

ADULT DEVELOPMENT

(Smolak)

1/2 unit

Adults produce, reproduce, and reach the apex of their abilities,
the^
they fail, and they grow old. This course concerns
th° 1 *"ee~acore years from late adolescence and young adulthood
^roug old age and death. Biographical data from literature,
®a, case studies, and interviews and conversations afford data
foru*3!!*00
cycle and the processes that move it
ar •
Prerequisite: Psyc 35 or instructor's permission.
psyc

38

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

(Shepard)

1/2 unit

two n)C<<UrSe
focus on assessment and counseling, which are the
3n^ menta3 health professional.
includes^001106™8
The former
aRno8tic interviewing, intelligence testing, objective
oeasur
latter^in Personality and especially projective techniques. The
Psychoa* l cncomPa8s a broad survey of methods ranging from
hehavio"3 hS*S
*tS <'er*va'*ve8 to the differing modalities of
spproach 1Lra^ 3n<* cu-fmfnating in the wide spectrum of humanistic
centered*58'.Vary*nR from body-oriented techniques to clientPrereaiH? oxistential models of personality change,
ti . Psyc li an(j 12. Enrollment limited.
DEPRESSION: CONCEPTS, CAUSES, AND TREATMENT
(Levine)

yc

1/2 unit

Thfc ]
rcadings, and papers will focus on the following
topics
1 stuc3y °f Psychological depression: history and de•Option
the vulnerabnS3ment an(* c3assffication, theories of depression,
therapy,
ty-etreas model of depression, biological approaches,
^•ited.' p C e' an<* dePre88l°n in college students. Enrollment
rerequisites: Psyc 11, 12, and 37, or permission.
^

VISUAL

PERCEPTION

(Rice)

1/2 unit

^he ®ethods nh
enomena. and differing explanations of visual perception will be
human perconM°nSldere<*' A "^Jor concern will be to explain how
on is organized. Prerequisite: Psyc 11.
Pgyc /c
^
E PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE (Hoppe)
1/2 unit
°®''
Includ -t'U ma^or theoretical accounts of language in psychol
^•luate the L>8 9u^*c*ent linguistic theory to understand and
ssumptions and presuppositions about the nature of
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language made by psychologists. Primary emphasis on mediational
theories of language behavior, Skinnerian account of verbal
behavior, and modern psycholinguistics derived from the linguistic
theories of Noam Chomsky. Prerequisite: Psych 11.
Psyc 48

THEORIES OF PERSONALITY

(Levine)

1/2 unit

Psychologists consider personality (its development, determinants,
description and dynamics) from a large number of perspectives.
This course will consider in some detail the psychodynamic (Freud
and the neo-Freudians), the fulfillment (Allport and Rogers) and
the learning theory (S-R, Skinner) viewpoints. Emphasis will be
placed on the utility of these theoretical positions in exploring
and gaining insight into life history material. Prerequisite:
Psyc 11 and 12. Limited enrollment.
Psyc 49

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION AND EVALUATION
(Williams)

l/2

unlt

The major objectives of this tutorial course are for students
(a) to become knowledgeable about the diversity of behavior
therapy methods, (b) to learn how the degree of effectiveness of
a therapy or program can be evaluated, and (c) to apply this knowl
edge to real world" situations. A major component of this course
is for the student to conduct a supervised behavior modification
project at one of the OAPP agencies. Prerequisite: Psyc 12, two
Limited^enrollment
Psyc 62

courses» anc*

COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY

permission of the instructor.
(Rice)

1/2 unlt

As research has accumulated, it has become increasingly evident th
much can be learned about human behavior from the study of all an
mal behavior. The course will encourage the students to integrate
data from many species in the search for lawful commonalities
ful in the development of broadly applicable principles of behav
Prerequisite: Psyc 11.
Psyc 68

RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

(King)

unU

Research into the physiological bases of behavior has been groW
at a tremendous rate, especially with the past decade. This cou ^
surveys research in a number of key areas that are currently un. ,e
nC j ig
going this burst of interest. Areas certain to be stresse
r a
psychopharmacology, neurobiology, and neuroendocrinology* Mate
will consist of short (specialized) texts and original journa
literature. Laboratory work, both structured and independent»
0|j.
mentniimited3nt Part

this course.

Prerequisite: Psyc 6 .

Psyc 92(1) READINGS IN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND
DEVELOPMENT (Hoppe)

1(/2 UnU

in which
Readings and discussion of organization theory, in the ways
ng
organizations change and can be changed, and in the interac
of organizations and the individuals who are members of th£"*an<i
Emphasis on industrial organizations. Prerequisite: Psyc
permission of instructor.
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Psyc 92(2) AGGRESSION AND ALTRUISM

(Fenigstein)

1/2 unit

An examination and critical evaluation of the theoretical and empir
ical literature on anti-social (aggressive) and pro-social (altruis
tic) behavior. A variety of perspectives (including ethological,
aociobiological, and developmental) will be offered, but primary
emphasis will be on current social psychological research.
Prerequisite: Psyc 50.
Psyc 94 INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

!/2

unit

Student does independent research under the supervision of a member
of the department. Restricted to Juniors and seniors. Prerequisite,
permission of the chair, the instructor and demonstrated special
interest.

Will be Offered 1982-83
Psyc 22

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESEARCH IN PSYCHOLOGY

1/2 unit

Treats the design, analysis, and interpretation of experiments in
areas of psychology such as learning, motivation, perception, and
cognitive. Students will design and perform experiments in these
areas, and will apply knowledge of statistics in analyzing and
interpreting the results. Prerequisite: Psyc 21 and permission
of the instructor.
p«yc

31

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

!/2

unit

This course surveys the technological advances derived from general
Psychology that have been applied to the teacher-learner process.
* ected topics include behavior modification approaches, token
classrooms, programmed instruction, individualized mastery ap
proaches, Piagetian views, Bruner and Ausubel's cognitivism, open
assrooms, and other current topics. Students are expected to
con uct a project approved by the instructor. Prerequisite:
8yc
5 or instructor's permission.
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The Department of Religion attempts to study religion as a world
wide phenomenon. Our goals Include exploring the wide variety of re
ligious thought, past and present, developing techniques of objective
study of particular religions, and contributing to the ongoing dis
cussion on the nature of religion. Our faculty insures the repre
sentation of many viewpoints.
Emphasis is placed on work with primary sources, and students are
encouraged to study languages useful in this work, but all courses
Investigate the place of religion in its culture in light of social,
political, philosophical and psychological questions. Students of
any background can benefit from the unavoidable personal questions
of meaning and purpose that arise in every area of the subject.
Students majoring in religion are required to take the followinga unit of work in the Biblical courses; Religion 71 - Senior Seminar;
and three and a half other units, which must include work done In i , t
least three major religious traditions. Biblical work should, if
possible, be taken early. Special arrangements may be made for
students taking an appropriate language as part of their major, t
in off-campus study, or double majors.
The Senior Exercise in religion consists of the Senior Seminar,
a senior paper written under the tutorial direction of a member o
the faculty and discussion of the paper with faculty and students
concluding "symposia."
Honors candidates take up to seven units of work in the depa ^
ment. Each selects a field of concentration entailing a unit an
half of advanced honors under the supervision of a faculty " i e m e r
For freshman, i t is recommended that the first course in r e
ligion be 11,12. Certain other courses are also open to fres o e
with previous academic background in religion.
Courses numbered 21 or above may be taken by upperclassmen
with no previous background in religion unless otherwise descr
below; i t should be understood that each of them assumes some
understanding of the general character of religion.

_

Year Courses
Rel 11,12

EXPERIENCE AND EXPRESSION OF RELIGION

(Staff)

1 un

A study of religious phenomena as expressed in both c * a s S * C a j n i n g
contemporary religious texts from the major traditions, exam
the basic religious concepts of myth, ritual, sacredness,
^ o n al
magic, salvation, mysticism and the modern response to tra
religion.
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Rel 13,14

GOD AND MAN IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

(Baly)

1 unit

A study of all the major books of Tanak, or the "Old Testament,'
with a view to understanding their basic purpose and teaching in
terms of both historical context and modern relevance. Topics to
be discussed will include the nature and activity of "God,' the
human predicament, the meaning of history, social and political
^
forces, personal obligation and response, and the problem of science
and "the Bible."
Rel 25,26

JEWISH LIFE AND THOUGHT

(Kullmann)

1 unlt

The Biblical foundation. Hellenistic and Talmudical periods.
Philosophy, poetry, Biblical exegesis and scientific pursuits in
the Middle Ages. The Kabala. The Law Codes. The Enlightenment.
The liberal, orthodox, conservative, reconstructionist ideologies.
Hibbat Zion ("Love of Zion"). "After Auschwitz." The brutal facts
of Jewish history.
Rel 29,30

RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS OF THE EAST

(Obenchain)

1 unit

A historical and comparative examination of religion in India,
China, Japan, and Tibet by study of primary texts and their popular
uses, including their characteristic artistic expressions. Con
sideration of the impact of modernity on these cultures will be
included.
^1 97,98

SENIOR HONORS

(Staff)

Permission required.

1 unit

First Semester Courses
Rel 21

JESUS AND THE GOSPELS

(Rogan)

**

unit

A study of the career and impact of Jesus in early Christianity as
interpreted in the four gospels of the New Testament with careful
attention to the historical background of Judaism and the Hellenistic
Re, and with some consideration of various Christian interpretations
0
Jesus. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
R®1 23

CHRISTIAN LIFE AND THOUGHT: AUGUSTINE TO LUTHER
(Rhodes)

S unit

This course will examine continuities and discontinuities in the ^
®e ieval religious synthesis from Augustine to Luther. Augustine s
^"Ings blend Biblical religion, classical humanism, and personal
potion. The focus will be on how this model influenced subsequent
e ate concerning:
theories of salvation and true knowlege, the
* at Ion of nature and grace, the interpretation of the Bible, and
varieties of spiritual experience.
Rel 33
J

THE WAY OF THE MYSTICS

(Kullmann)

^

unit

9Judy of
8h

the mystical in Greek, Hindu and Buddhist, Taoist, Muslim,
and Christian traditions: Alienation and Union. Meditation
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and Ekstasls. Centripetal, Centrifugal, Identity
Progress: the Mystical steps. Coincidence of opposites. Dialect
of Life and Death; the All and the Nought. Askesis and Enjoyment.
The Mystical Landscape: Symbol, Metaphor, Similitude, Allegory,
Phantasmagory, Mythos. Cosmical Piety as the Reverence o
Prerequisite: either Rel 11,12 or permission of the instructor.
Rel 71

SENIOR SEMINAR IN RELIGION

(Rogan)

**

unit

An attempt to discover, by study and discussion, what constitutes
subject and discipline of "religion." The subjects for discuss
will be related very closely to those prescribed for the sen or
papers, and will include such topics as: monotheism and p° y
time and eternity, revelation and reason, good and evil, re g
and society. Required of majors; open to others with 2 un ts
religion.
Rel 72

THE WORLD AND JESUS: SYMBOLISM IN THE FOURTH
GOSPEL (Baly)

A study of the New Testament Gospel according to John,
symbolic forms, the use of such symbols as light, darkness,
^
son, water, spirit; the problem of man's imprisonment wit n ^
bolic structure; the relation of past, present, future,
u ^ 13,14
shock," transcendence and immanence. Prerequisite: e t e
or Rel 21, or Rel 23. Limited.
unit
Rel 73 AGNOSTICISM AND UNBELIEF (Rogan)
This seminar will examine selected readings, both c^ass*C^pre reasontemporary, which attack religious belief and argue or a
a^t0gether,
able, useful or ethical world-view, or against w°r 1 tl_v tW^on. Among
raising the question of the meaning and function " |"e 8 jung,
authors studied are Thomas Paine, Bertrand Russell,
'
jpjjS,
Nietzsche. Prerequisite: either Rel 11,12 or Phil
»
or permission; limited enrollment.
.
unit
Rel 75 RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES: EAST AND WEST (Rhodes)
Examination of the historic theories and forms of
monastic
groups and their adaptation to the modern world.
ar inCju<jing:
traditions and spiritual disciplines will be compare ,
guddhi«t»
r can
Western asceticism, Sufi contemplative instruction,
fary Ame *
and Zen monastlcism, the Shaker experience, and con e ,natructor.
groups. Prerequisite: Rel 11,12 or permission o t e
Enrollment limited.
^ unit
Rel 77 CONFUCIUS AND CHUANG-TZU (Obenchain)
Readings from the Confucian Analects and the rao
~~""^d^red
examining the Confucian insight into the humanity o
,nsight int0
society and the Taoist perception of transcendence
^ ^
the nature of things. Prerequisite: Rel
5—
Hist 51.
Enrollment limited.
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Rel 79 THE HEBREW PROPHETS

(Kullmann)

*5 unit

The Hebrew Prophets in the cultural context of the ancient Near East.
The unchanging principles of prophetic religion in regard to God,
world and society. Prerequisite: previous Biblical courses or
permission of instructor.
"el 91 RELIGIOUS THOUGHT OF THE MODERN WEST (Irish)

*5 unit

An exploration of major Issues in religious thought since the Enlight
••nment thtough the writings of representative figures such as Hume,

Kent, Schleiermacher, James, Kierkegaard, Tillich, and the Niebuhrs.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Rel 93

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

*3 unit

The topic, which may not duplicate any course being taught in the
same year, is proposed by the student in consultation with a faculty
nember of his or her choice, and must be approved by the department.
e Rular supervision and written work are required.
Ordinarily open
°nly to religion majors and synoptic majors. Permission required.

Second Semester Courses
Rel

16

THE WORSHIP OF ANCIENT ISRAEL

(Kullmann)

*5 unit

peri^* 3 3 S m a n ^^ e s t a t l- o n
individual and collective religious exence in: (a) space: sacred places in Desert and Canaan; sacred
anrf n ^ 8 ' t r e e 8 > a n £ l wells. The Tabernacle, the High Places, Temple
ynagogues; (b) time: Sabbath, New Moon, Festivals, Fast Days,
pr ests as administrators of sacrifices and oracles. Ritual
8 'crifice8 and forms of oracles.

l i0 Uh t * i e Worship of Canaan.
Cult f V

Rejection of the sacrificial
•nd th* « 6 p r e " e x i H-c literary prophets. Prayer of the collective
e
dividual, with special consideration of the Psalms.

R<1

32

THE FAITH OF CHRISTIANS

(Baly/Rhodes)

unit

^7 Chri^^ * n t o t * i e "^In principles of the beliefs held in common
3 n 8 ' a n d a n examination of whether, and in what sense,
they
, c * « n t i f j j 6 r e 8 a r < 3ed as valid in a modern technological and
35

®®* IC I0H IN AMERICA

t r «dition a t l ° n

In

°f

the

(Rogan)

H unit

Americanization of the three major religious
a n ti-establishment religious movements

American 3 !*! f r ° ^ e

CHRISTIANITY AND MARXISM
R x a *inatlon

ttlalty t 0

(McCarthy/Rhodes)

4 unit

f
° t ^ l e c 3- a ssical and contemporary texts relating Chrisutopian and Marxist socialism, beginning with Kant, Hegel,
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and Marx and developing toward the contemporary Theology of Hope
'toltmann and Metz), Political Theology (Solle and Cox), and Liber
ation Theology (Boff and Gutierrez). The course will explore the
current dialogue between Christianity and Marxism and consider whether
a "Christian Marxism" is possible from either perspective. A special
case study will be made of themes in Latin-American liberation move
ments. (Also offered as Sociology 40)
Rel 74

EXISTENTIAL RELIGION

(Rogan)

"nlt

An examination of the reaction to existentialist thought in 20th
century religious writers, with special emphasis on Marcel, Tillich,
-uber, Bonhoeffer, and Bultmann. Recommended to follow Rel 73.
Prerequisite: either Rel 11,12, or Phil 41, or IPHS, or permission
t'f the instructor. Limited enrollment.
Rel 78

BUDDHIST TEXTS

(Obenchain)

**

unlt

study of representative texts from India, China, and Japan showing
ue evolution of Buddhism with regard to the means and end of enightenment: devotion, meditation, scholasticism, monasticism,
ilcism, politics, ethics, aesthetics, and work. The relevance o
Buddhist praxis today will be considered. Prerequisite: Rel Ut1'
29, or permission.
Enrollment limited.
Rel 80

THE HOLOCAUST (Kullmann)

**

unlt

ue following issues will be studied: How was it possible for a
modern state to carry out the systematic murder of a people for "°fll
n
iher reason than that they were Jews? How and where was the
solution of the Jewish question" carried out? How was it poss
for the whole Western world to stand by without halting the deB~
ruction? Based mainly on original documents. Permission o t
instructor.
Rel 82

GREEK AND ROMAN RELIGION

(Bennett/Rogan)

**

utllt

I n this joint seminar taught by members of the Classics and ReliR
- partments, Greek and Roman religion is considered by *tu(^
ligious themes and ideas in the works of ancient authors.
include Plato, Lucretius, Paul, Philo, Apuleius, Seneca, LuC*®"tU9l
Gnostics, Plotinus, and Augustine. Prerequisite: sophomore
ind either a course in Classics or Religion 11,12 or 13,
is the same course as Classics 877)
2 1 92

CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS ISSUES

(Irish)

L unit

A consideration of major problems confronting religious
our own time through writings representative of significant
munts and methods such as feminism, political liberation .n*te;
thftOlO&V. orocess
Anrl social
anrlfll DflVCholoSY
®
theology,
process fKnnoh*thought, and
psychology •
junior standing.
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Rel 94

INDIVIDUAL STUDY

(Staff)

^ unit

The topic, which may not duplicate any course being taught in the
same year, is proposed by the student in consultation with a facui'

member of his or her choice, and must be approved by the department.
Regular supervision and written work are required. Ordinarily open
only to religion majors and synoptic majors. Permission required.
R«1 96

JUNIOR HONORS

(Staff)

^

unlt

Advanced study under the direction of a member of the faculty in a
selected field of concentration. Permission required.

May be Offered 1982-83
EXISTENTIAL RELIGION
JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN APOCALYPSES
PAUL AND EARLY CHRISTIANITY
MUHAMMAD: MESSENGER OF GOD
MODERN CATHOLICISM

\
If
If
If
If

unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
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TIME PERIODS

T I M E

P E R I O D S

Monday-Wednesday-Friday
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8:10
9:10
10:10
11:10
12:10
1:10
2:10
3:10

-

9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00

Tuesday-Thursday
Period A
Period B
Period C

8:10 - 9:30
9:40 - 11:00
11:10 - 12:30

Period D
Period E

1:10 - 2:30
2:40 - 4:00

KEY to the following pages:
Lim - Enrollment limited. Students selecting such a course
should list one or two alternates in case the limit has
been reached by the time their selections are processe
Perm - Permission required. Students must secure a written
note from the instructor, or the instructor's initials
on the Selection of Courses form or the Course (.han^t
form.
TBA - Meeting time to be arranged.
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ANTHROPOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY
First Semester Courses
Anth 10
Human Origins
Anth 11
Contemporary Humans
Anth 12
Arch: Past in Present
Anth 13(1)
Intro Cult Anthro
Anth 13(2)
Intro Cult Anthro
Anth 13(3)
Intro Cult Anthro
Anth 25
Human Osteology
Anth 32
High Civilization Amer
Anth 41
Peasant Societies
Anth 51
Sex Roles
Anth 52
Anthro of Religion
Anth 93
Individual Study
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc

14(1)
14(2)
14(3)
34
36
38
51
73
93

Sociological Perspective
Sociological Perspective
Sociological Perspective
Comparative Social Inst
Social Change
Soc of Knowledge 6 Sci
Classical Soc Theory
Social Behaviorism
Perm &
Individual Study
Perm &

Second Semester Courses
Anth 12(1)
Arch: Past in Present
Anth 12(2)
Arch: Past in Present
Anth 13(1)
Intro Cult Anthro
Anth 13(2)
Intro Cult Anthro
Anth 37
Ohio Valley & East U.S.
Anth 38
Method & Theory
Anth 45
Race and Ethnic Relat'ns
Anth 62
Kinship,Descent.Alliance
Anth 65

Hist Anthro Thought

Anth 94
Soc I4(i)
Soc 14(2)
Soc

U(3)

Soc 22
Soc 24
Soc 40
Soc
Soc
s»c
Soc
Soc

52
53
76
91
94

Individual Study
Sociological Perspective
Sociological Perspective
Sociological Perspective
Race & Ethnic Relations
Deviance & Soc Control
Christianity & Marxism
Conterap Soc Theory
Meth of Soc Research
Authority Seminar
Arts and Society
Individual Study

2
4
7
3
6
D
E
B
3
7
C
TBA

Small
Small
Urban
Kipp
Geiger
Schortman
Small
Schortman
Urban
Kipp
Kipp
Staff

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

4
B
C
TBA
E
3
6
Tu eve
TBA

Sacks
Geiger
McCarthy
Staff
Geiger
McCarthy
McCarthy
Sacks
Staff

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

2
C
B
'3
8
E
7
W eve
D

Schortman
Urban
Kipp
Geiger
Schortman
Urban
Geiger
Kipp
Kipp &
Geiger
Staff

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm (* Lim

Perm & Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm 6t Lim
Perm & Lim

TBA

Sacks
Macionis
McCarthy
Geiger
Macionis
McCarthy &
Rhodes
McCarthy
3
Sacks
W eve
Tu eve Macionis
Sacks
D
Staff
TBA

3
4
C
7
6
7
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Year Courses
Art 21,22
Art 23,24
Art 25,26
Art 27,28
Art 29,30
Art 39,40
Art 93-94
Art 95-96
Art 97-98

Theory & Practice Painting
Sculpture
PrIntmaklng
Photography
Interra Drawing: Figure
Advanced Studio
Individual Study
Junior Honors Project
Senior Honors Project

ArHs 41-42(1)
ArHs 41-42(2)
ArHs
ArHs
ArHs
ArHs

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

3-4
D-E

1-2
D-E
D-E

Perm
Perm
Perm

6-7
TBA
TBA
TBA

Survey of Western Art
Survey of Western Art

Lim

2
B

Lit of Hist & Theory
Individual Study
Junior Honors Project
Senior Honors Project

Perm
Perm
Perm

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

First Semester
Art 1(1)
Art 1(2)
Art 2(1)
Art 2(2)
Art 93
Art 95
Art 97

Course
Color/Design
Color/Design
Drawing/Design
Drawing/Design
Individual Study
Junior Honors Project
Senior Honors Project

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm
Perm
Perm

1-2
B-C
3-4
B-C
TBA
TBA
TBA

ArHs 51

Ancient Art

ArHs
ArHs
ArHs
ArHs

Medieval Art
Individual Study
Junior Honors Project
Senior Honors Project

Perm
Perm
Perm

4
TBA
TBA
TBA

Second Semester Courses
Art 1(1)
Color/Design
Art 1(2)
Color/Design
Art 2(1)
Drawing/Design
Art 2(2)
Drawing/Des ign
Art 94
Individual Study
Art 96
Junior Honors Project
Art 98
Senior Honors Project

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm
Perm
Perm

1-2
B-C
3-4
B-C
TBA
TBA
TBA

81,82
93-94
95-96
97-98

52
93
95
97

D

ArHs 53
ArHs 54

Renaissance Art
Modern Art

Lim

4
W Ev

ArHs 94
ArHs 96
ArHs 98

Individual Study
Junior Honors Project
Senior Honors Project

Perm
Perm
Perm

TBA
TBA
TBA
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Slate
Garhart
Schupbach
Spa Id
J. Parr
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Dwyer
WescoatHoltanan
Dwyer
Staff
Staff
Staff
J. P«rr
Spa Id
Schupbach
Garhart

Staff
Staff
Staff
Weacoat"
Holtm" 1
Dwyer
Staff
Staff
Staff
J. P«r r
Spa id

Schupbac"
Garhart

Staff
Staff
Staff
Dwyer
Wescoat-

Holtz fll,n
Staff
Staff
Staff

BIOLOGY

Year Courses
Bio 9-10(1) Intro to Exper Bio
Bio 9-10(2) Intro to Exper Bio
Bio 9-10(3) Intro to Exper Bio

Lim
Lim
Lim

Bio 9-10(4)
Bio 9-10(5)

Intro to Exper Bio
Intro to Exper Bio

Lim
Lim

Bio 9-10(6)

Intro to Exper Bio

Lim

Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio

Intro to Biology
A Biological Perspective
Junior Honors
Senior Honors

Perm
Perm

11,12
13,14
95,96
97,98 '

Flrat Semester Courses
Bio 21
Embryology
Ub 1
Lab 2
Bio 26
Prln of Evolution
Bio 35
Bio 41
Bio 42(1)
Bio 42(2)
Bio 45
Bio 46
Bio 57
Bio 61
Bio 62
Bio 71
Bio 93

Microbiology
Lab
Comp Animal Physiology
Exper Animal Physiology
Exper Animal Physiology
Plant Physiology
Exper Plant Physiology
Iranun ob io1o gy
Animal Behavior
Exper Animal Behavior
Sem: Origins & Conseq
Problems in Biology

^cond Setter Courses
Bio 28
Ecology
Bio 29(1)
Field Biology
Bio 29(2)
Field Biology
Bio 34
Plant Biology
Bio 36
Bio
Bl0
Bio
Bio
Bio
Bio

51
55
56
66
67
94

Ub
Topic8 in Invert Bio
Ub
Marine Biology & Oceanog
Genetics
Exper Genetics
Cell Physiology
Exper Cell Physiology
Problems in Biology

Lim

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

Lim
Lim
Perm

Tennis
Tennis
Heithaus
& Mallory
D-E,Th Tennis
D-E,Th Heithaus
& Edwards
Brokaw
6-8, F
& Mallory
Yow
4
Heithaus
2
Bums
TBA
Burns
TBA

D-E,T
6-8,W
6-8,W

C
6-8 ,W
D-E,Th
C

Yow
Brokaw
& Mallory
Filppi

D
"E.T&Th
Tashiro
B
Tashiro
6-8,W
D-E,Th Tashiro
Edwards
2
Edwards
6-8,T
Filppi
B
Burn 8
C
Burns
6-8 ,M
Yow
TBA
Staff
TBA

C
6-8,M
D-E,T
2
6-8 ,W
B
D-E,T
3
1
D-E.T
A
D-E,Th
TBA

Burns
Heithaus
Heithaus
Brokaw
Tashiro
Tashiro
Edwards
Edwards
Yow
Yow
Staff
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CHEMISTRY
Year Courses
Chera 31-32

Chem 35,36

Chem 93,94
Chem 97-98

Organic Chemistry
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Physical Chemistry
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Individual Study
Senior Honors

First Semester Courses
Chem 9
Fundamentals of Chemistry
Lab
Chem 11(1)
Prin of Chemistry
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Chem 11(2)
Prin of Chemistry
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Chem 20
Analytical Chemistry Lab
Lab
Chem 23
Instrum Analysis & Separ
Lab 1
Lab 2
Chem 51
Inorganic Chemistry
Chem 53
Advanced Organic Chemistry
Chem 93
Individual Study

3
D-E,T
6-8,W

D-E,Th
B

Johnson

6-8, W

D-E, Th
6-8,F

TBA
TBA

Perm
Perm

Staff
Staff

2 & TBA Lutton
6-8,M
2

Pappenhagen

D-E.T
6-8,W

D-E,Th
B
D-E.T

York

6-8,W

D-E,Th
D-E,Th
A

pappenhagen
pappenhagen

6-8,W

6-8,F
2

Perm

Second Semester Courses
Chem 14
Energy, Environmental Chem
Chem 18(1)
Prin of Chem-Analytical Chem
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Chem 18(2)
Prin of Chem-Analytical Chem
,Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Chem 20
Analytical Chemistry Lab
Lab 1
Lab 2
Chem 52
Adv Physical Chemistry
Chem 56
Biochemistry
Chem 58
Biochemistry Lab
Lab 1
Lab 2
Chem 92
Drugs & Society
Chera 94
Individual Study
Perm
Chem 96
Junior Honors
Perm
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York

Johnson
Lutton

B
TBA

Staff

2
2

Pappenhagen
Johnson

6-8,M

D-E,T
6-8,W

B

pappenhagen

6-8,M

D-E,T
6-8,W

pappenhagen

D-E,Th
6-8,F

TBA
2

Staff
Lutton
Lutton

6-8,M

D-E,T
B
TBA
TBA

Lutton
Staff
York

CLASSICS
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION
First Semester Courses

Clas 14
CI®8 ^1
Clas 31

Classical Mythology
Lat Elem in Eng Language
Claudius & his Empire

Lim

Bennett
Weber
Bennett

Second Semester Courses
Clas 12
Gfeek Lit in Eng: Drama
Decline & Fall of Roman Empire
Lias 82
Greek & Roman Religion

McCulloh
Bennett
Bennett
& Rogan

GREEK
Xtar Coumoa
11,12
Grk 71,72
Crk 95,96
Crk 97,98

Elementary Greek
Greek Literary Genres
Junior Honors
Senior Honors

4 & C

Perm
Perm

6
TBA
TBA

McCulloh
McCulloh
Staff
Staff

^XiLjemester Cn„r».
Interm Grk: Prose & Drama
Individual Study

Perm

2
TBA

McCulloh
Staff

Semester
0-k

Interm Grk: Homer
Individual Study

0/

Perm

2
TBA

Bennett
Staff

HEBREW
Heb U-12
Heb 21-22

Elementary Hebrew
Intermediate Hebrew

TBA

Kullmann
Kullmann

4
B
TBA
TBA

Weber
Weber
Staff
Staff

2

TBA

Bennett
Staff

2
TBA

Weber
Staff

2

LATIN
j^LCourses
^HlTT2~~
Elementary Latin
,Ut 71,72
Roman Elegy
95,96
Junior Honors
Ut 97,98
Senior Honors

Perm
Perm

U^fj^aSitSJLCourses
Lat 93
Interm Latin: Prose
Individual Study

Perm

SenM»nt-rr c0ur8t>s
Ut 94

Interm Lat: Virgil's Aeneid
Individual Study

Perm
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DRAMA
Year
Dram
Dram
Dram

Courses
5,6
11-12(1)
11-12(2)

First Semester
Dram 3
Dram 8
Dram 9
Dram 10(1)
Dram 10(2)
Dram 14
Dram 23
Dram 26
Dram 93

Intro to Dance
Intro to Theater
Intro to Theater
Courses
Voice & Diction
Dance Technique Lab
Dance Technique
The Play: Prod 6. Perform
The Dance: Prod & Perform
Film History
Elem of Theater & Dance:
The Scene Designer
Elem of Theater & Dance:
Character Analysis
Individual Study

Second Semester Courses
Dram 4
Oral Reading
Dram 8
Dance Technique Lab
Dram 9
Dance Technique
Dram 10(1)
The Play: Prod & Perform
Dram 10(2)
The Dance: Prod & Perform
Dram 15
Dance History
Dram 21
Elem Theater and Dance:
The Director
Dram 25
Elem of Theater and
Dance Art: The Lighting
Designer
Dram 53
The Stage 6< Plays; 17th
& 18th Century Theater
Dram 56
The Stage & Plays;
Contemporary Theater
Dram 94
Individual Study
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Lim
Lim
Lim

4
B
D

Temple

Lim
Lim

Marley
Temple

Lim

2
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
E
3

Lim

8

Turgeon

Perm

TBA

Staff

Lim
Lim

2

Marley

TBA
TBA

Staff
Staff

Staff
Staff
Staff
Turgeon
Parr

Temple

Staff
Staff
Staff
Temple
Marley

Lim

Parr

Lim

Turgeon

Perm

3
TBA

ECONOMICS
Year
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ

Courses
11-12(1)
11-12(2)
11-12(3)
11-12(4)
11-12(5)
95,96
97,98

Principles of
Principles of
Principles of
Principles of
Principles of
Junior Honors
Senior Honors

Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Seminar
Seminar

Eirat Semester Course
1
American Economic Hist
2
Political Economy
21
Microeconomic Theory
41
History of Econ Analysis
43
Money and Banking
54
Intro to Math Econ
76
Econ of Less Dev Countries
80
Econ Anal of Pol and Law
93
Individual Study

Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ

Igcond Semester Couraea
Econ 1
-—
American Economic Hist
Econ 2
Political Economy
Econ 23
Macroeconomic Theory
Econ 44
Labor Economics
Econ 46
Ind Organz'n & Pub Pol
Econ 48
Comp Econ Systems
Econ 49
International Econ
Econ 75
Intro to Econometrics
Econ 91
Econ 94

Energy Econ
Individual Study

Perm
Perm
Lim
Llm

Lim
Lim
Perm
Lim
Lim

Llm
Lim
Perm

2
3
4
7
D
W eve
W eve

Brehm
Staff
Trethewey
Brehm
Batchelder
Batchelder
Batchelder

C
D
3
7
D
5
Th eve
Tu eve
TBA

Staff
Hall
Hall
Trethewey
Brehm
Hall
Batchelder
Trethewey
Staff

D
C
3
2
B
7
C
5
E
TBA

Brehm
Hall
Trethewey
Hall
Staff
Trethewey
Batchelder
Hall
Staff
Staff

ENGLISH
Year Courses
Eng 1-2(1)
Eng 1-2(2)
Eng 1-2(3)
Eng 1-2(4)
Eng 1-2(5)
Eng 1-2(6)
Eng 1-2(7)
Eng 1-2(8)
Eng 1-2(9)
Eng 1-2(10)
Eng 1-2(11)
Eng 1-2(12)
Eng 1-2(13)
Eng 1-2(14)
Eng 1-2(15)
Eng 11-12

Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature 6* Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
Literature & Language
British Literature

Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng

Shakespearean Drama
Seventeenth Century
Nineteenth Century
Modern British Lit
American Literature
20th Cent American Lit
English Novel

13-14
31-32
51-52
53-54
61-62
63-64
67,68

First Semester Courses
Eng
Expository Writing
Eng
Creative Writing: Prose
Eng 21
Medieval Epic & Romance
Eng 71(1)
Metaphor
Eng 71(2)
Contemp American Lit
Eng 71(3)
James Joyce
Eng 71(4)
Forms Popular Narrative
Eng 91(1)
Studies In Romanticism
Eng 91(2)
Topic to be announced
Eng 93
Individual Study
Second Semester Courses
Eng 6
Expository Writing
Eng 8
Creative Writing: Poetry
Eng 22
Dante and Chaucer
Eng 72(1)
Henry Fielding
Eng 72(2)
Nathaniel Hawthorne
Eng 72(3)
William Faulkner
Eng 72(4)
Theory of Criticism
Eng 92(1)
Art and Science
Eng 94
Individual Study
Eng 96
Junior Honors
Eng 98
Senior Honors

FRENCH
GERMAN
GREEK
HEBREW
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See
See
See
See

1
2
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
A
B
C
D
E
4
C
B
5
5
1
3
7

Lim
Lim
Lim

Lim
Perm & Lim

4
E

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm & Lim

B

Perm
Perm
Perm
Perm
Perm

&
&
&
&
&

2

Staff
Ward
Edwards
Church
Edwards
Lenta
Hans
Smith
Klein
Kowaleski
Mankoff
Hans
Mankoff
Staff
Kowaleski
Ward &
Mankoff
Turner
Edwards

Kowaleski
Church
Lenta
Smith
Ward
Daniel
Smith
Klein
Crump
Hans
Church

Klein
Daniel
TBA
TBA

Lim
Perm & Lim
Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm & Lim
Perm

Modern Foreign Languages
Modern Foreign Languages
Classics
Classics

Staff
Staff
Daniel
Staff
Klein
Klein
Smith
Church

C
TRA

Hans
Crump
Staff
Danl* 1
Staff

HISTORY. IPHS
HISTORY

Year
Hiat
Hist
Hiat

Courses

11-12
23-24
97,98

West Soc Sin 17th Cent
American History
Senior Honors

Perm

Flrat Semester Courses
Hiat 26
Comp Regimes Hist Persp
Hist 36
Russian & Soviet History
Lim
Hiat 47
Found of European Civ
Hiat 51
Intro to E.Asian Civ I
Hiat 55
Hist Ideas of Fem & Male
Lim
Hiat 71
Empire & Papacy
Hiat 73
Perm & Lim
Autobiography & Hist
Hiat 79
Perm & Lim
The Ren of 12th Cent
Perm 6i Lim
Hist 81
Frontier in America
Hiat 83
Perm
Dante & Machlavelli
Hiat 85
Perm & Lim
The Mid East: Modern
Hist 91(1)
Perm & Lim
Eur & First World War
Hiat 91(2)
Perm 6i Lim
Behind Headlines- Asia
Hiat 93
Perm
Individual Study
Hiat 95
Perm & Lim
Junior Honors
Second Semester Courses
Hiat 52
Intro to E.Asian Civ II
Hiat 54
Latin American History
Hiat 56
History of Science
Hist 64
History of Byzantium
Hiat 68
History of the South
Hiat 74
Evol & the Mod World
Hiat 76
The Fren Rev & Napoleon
Hiat 80
Ancien Regime 6t Enlight
Hiat 82
American Labor History
Hiat 84
Utopian Thought
Hist 86
East Europe since 1918
Hist 88
Hist of American Rev
Hiat 92(1)
Cold War America
Hiat 92(2)
Rise of Modern Japan
Hiat 92(3)
Women in Middle Ages
Hiat 94
Individual Study
Hiat 96
Junior Honors

3
5
TBA

Staff
Staff
Staff

C
B
2
4
4
D-E, T
6-8, M
6-8, W
D-E, Th
D-E, Th
Tu eve
D-E, T
6-8, W
TBA
6-8, M

Baumann
Schoenhals
Baker
Averill
Cadden
Baker
Browning
Cadden
Wortman
Evans
Schoenhals
Robbins
Averill
Staff
Evans

4
B
2
2
1

Perm & Lim
Perm & Lim
Lim
Perm
Lim
Perm
Lim
Perm
Lim
Perm
Lim
Perm
Perm Lim
Lim
Perm
Lim
Perm
Perm
Perm & Lim

D-E, T
D-E, TD-E, Th
D-E, Th
6-8, W
Tu eve
TBA
D-E, T

INTEGRATED PROGRAM IN HUMANE STUDIES
^EELCourses
TpUn • _
<
IPHS i'a
Human Predic in Nature
Perm & Lim
3
IPHS S a
Hn®«n Predic in Nature
Perm & Lim
3
Human Predic in Nature
Perm & Lim
3
IPHS

11,12

Human Predic in Modern World
LATIN -- See Classics

Tu eve

Averill
Schoenhals
Cadden
Baker
Scott
Cadden
Baker
Townsend
Wortman
Evans
Schoenhals
Jordan
Reagan
Averill
Robbins
Staff
Staff

Staff
Staff
Staff
Hettlingei
& Batt
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MATHEMATICS
First Semester Courses
Math 1
Elementary Functions
Math 6(1)
Elem of Statistics
Math 6(2)
Elem of Statistics
Math 7
Elem of Calculus
Math 11(1)
Calculus A
Math 11(2)
Calculus A
Math 11(3)
Calculus A
Math 11(4)
Calculus A
Math U(5)
Calculus A
Math 12
Calculus B
Math 14
Foundations of Calculus
Math 16(1)
Intro to Computation
Math 16(2)
Intro to Computation
Math 21
Calculus C
Math 23
Differential Equations
Math 35
Analysis I
Math 36
Elem of Abstract Algebra
Math 58
Linear Algebra
Math 93
Individual Study
Math 95
Junior Honors
Math 97
Senior Honors
Second Semester Courses
Math 6(1)
Elem of Statistics
Math 6(2)
Elem of Statistics
Math 6(3)
Elem of Statistics
Math 7
Elem of Calculus
Math 12(1)
Calculus B
Math 12(2)
Calculus B
Math 12(3)
Calculus B
Math 12(4)
Calculus B
Math 21
Calculus C
Math 22
Vector Calculus
Math 24
Elem of Lin Algebra
Math 52
Mathematical Models
Math 63
Analysis II
Math 64
Numerical Analysis
Math 66
Abstract Algebra
Math 94
Individual Study
Math 96
Junior Honors
Math 98
Senior Honors

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

Perm
Perm
Perm

7
7
B
3
1
2
3
5
B
6
B
C
C
2
4
2
D
6
TBA
TBA
TBA

Slack
McLeod
Finkbeiner
Nunemacher
Fesq
Lindstrom
Finkbeiner
Nunemacher
McLeod
Lindstrom
Slack
Fesq
Nunemacher
McLeod
Fesq
Slack
Lindstrom
Finkbeiner
Staff
Staff
Staff

7
B
C
7
1
3
5
B
6

Nunemacher

2

Perm
Perm
Perm

4
D
3
7
C
TBA
TBA
TBA

McLeod
Fesq

Finkbeiner
Lindstrom
Finkbeiner

McLeod
Nunemacher

Lindstrom
Nunemacher

Fesq
Finkbeiner
McLeod
Fesq
Lindstrom
Staff
Staff
Staff

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Year Course

MFLL 21,22

W Eve

Image of Woman:
Eur Crosscurrents

Second Semester Courre
Linguistics
MFLL 31

Goodhand
& Staff
Toth

FRENCH

Year
Fren
Fren
Fren
Fren
Fren

Courses
ll,12(l)Intensive Intro Fren
ll,12(2)Intensive Intro Fren
13,14
Oral & Written Fren
19,20
Textes Litteraires
97,98
Senior Honors

First Semester Courses
Fren 12
Intensive Intro Fren
Fren 33
Intro to French Lit
Fren 41
Moli&re
Fren 47
Glde, Malraux, Camus
Fren 93
Individual Study
Second Semester Courses
Fren 33
Intro to French Lit
Fren 42
Cornel lie
Fren 45
Heart 6> Reason
Fren 48
Existentialism
Fren 94
Individual Study

Perm

2 & A
6 & D
5
7
TBA

K. Coby
Seymour
Harvey
Harvey
Staff

Perm

5+C.T
7
E
4
TBA

K. Coby
Seymour
Harvey
Goodhand
Staff

Perm

6
E
7
4
TBA

Carcich
Harvey
Seymour
Goodhand
Staff

GERMAN
Vear Courspg
Ger 11,12
Ger 13,14
G«r 15,16
Ger 93,94

2 & A
6
4
TBA

Hecht
Toth
Hecht
Staff

First Semester Courses
Ger Civil & Culture I
G#r 33
Lit 6, Film: Turn Cent-WWI

TBA
8

Toth
Hecht

Second Semester Courses
Ger 28
Ger civil & Culture II
er 34
Weimar Culture: Lit & Film

TBA
8

Toth
Hecht

Intensive Intro German
Ger Convers & Comp
Ger Life & Letters
Individual Study

Perm

ITALIAN
igcond Sempgt-Pf

Intro to Ital Culture & Lit

Carcich
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
RUSSIAN
Year Course
Russ 93,94

Individual Study

Perm

TBA

M. Ward

Metzler
Metzler
Metzler

Perm
Perm
Perm

2 & A
5
D
TBA
TBA
TBA

Staff
Staff
Staff

2
7

Piano
Piano

SPANISH
Year
Span
Span
Span
Span
Span
Span

Courses
11,12
13,14
41,42
93,94
95,96
97,98

Span 12
Span 71

Intensive Intro Spanish
Conversation & Composition
Span Lit of Siglo dc Oro
Individual Study
Junior Honors
Senior Honors

• Courses
Intensive Intro Spanish
Borges, Cortazar, Sp Am Sh St

Second Semester Courses
Span 28
Span Civilization
Span 44
Argentina in its Novel
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Piano
Piano

MUSIC
Year Courses

"U8
Mus 21,22
Mus 73-74

Intro to Music
Second-Year Theory
College Chamb Sing

- -r81 Semester Courses
Basic Musicianship I
Hist of Mus Instrum
10
Prod and Perform
11
First-Year Theory I
15
19th Cent Music
16
20th Cent Music
33
Form & Analysis
38
Opera Workshop
39(1)
Voice Class
39(2)
Voice Class
40
*1(1)
41(2)
*1(3)
*1(4)
*1(5)
42
*3(1)
*3(2)
*3(3)
*5(1)
*5(2)
*5(3)
47
*9(1)
*9(2)
*9(3)
*9(4)
50
51(1)
51(2)
51(3)
51(4)
51(5)
52
53(1)
53(2)
53(3)
55(1)
55(2)
55(3)
57
59(1)
59(2)
59(3)
59(4)

Beginning Organ
Beginning Piano
Beginning Piano
Beginning Piano
Beginning Piano
Beginning Piano
Beginning Harpsichord
Beginning Voice
Beginning Voice
Beginning Voice
Beginning Woodwinds
Beginning Woodwinds
Beginning Woodwinds
Beginning Brass
Beginning Strings
Beginning Strings
Beginning Strings
Beginning Strings
Intermed Organ
Intermed Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Harpsichord
Intermed Voice
Intermed Voice
Intermed Voice
Intermed Woodwinds
Intermed Woodwinds
Intermed Woodwinds
Intermed Brass
Intermed Strings
Intermed Strings
Intermed Strings
Intermed Strings

6
Perm

7

5&
M eve
3
2

TBA
4

Lim
Perm
Lim
Llm
Lim
Lim
Llm
Llm
Llm
Lim
Llm
Lim
Lim
Llm
Lim
Llm
Llm
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

C
B
TBA
TBA
C

Andrews
Posnak
D.Robinson

D.Robinson
K.Taylor
Staff
Andrews
K.Taylor
Posnak
K.Taylor
Andrews
Ragle

1:30-3:00

M&F
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Engelhart
L.Brehm
L.Brehm
J.Small
Posnak
C.Taylor
Thurston
L.Brehm
Andrews
Engelhart
Ragle
Edwards
Schmidt
J.Slack
Staff
K.Robinson
Rossman
Swatsler
Shull
L.Brehm
L.Brehm
J.Smail
Posnak
C.Taylor
Thurston
L.Brehm
Andrews
Engelhart
Ragle
Edwards
Schmidt
J.Slack
Staff
K.Robinson
Rossman
Swatsler
Sh.il 1
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MUSIC
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus

60
61(1)
61(2)
61(3)
61(4)
61(5)
62
63(1)
63(2)
63(3)
65(1)
65(2)
65(3)
67
69(1)
69(2)
69(3)
69(4)
71
77(1)
77(2)
78
93

Advanced Organ
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Harpsichord
Advanced Voice
Advanced Voice
Advanced Voice
Advanced Woodwinds
Advanced Woodwinds
Advanced Woodwinds
Advanced Brass
Advanced Strings
Advanced Strings
Advanced Strings
Advanced Strings
Kenyon College Choir
Woodwind Chamb Ensem
Woodwind Chamb Ensem
String Chamber Ensem
Individual Study

Second Semester Courses
Mus 4
Basic Musicianship II
Mus 6
J.S. Bach
Mus 10
Prod and Perform
Mus 12
First-Year Theory II
Mus 13
Mus Hist: Middle Ages
Mus 14
Baroque & Classical
Mus 38
Opera Workshop
Mus 39(1)
Voice Class
Mus 39(2)
Voice Class
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus
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40
41(1)
41(2)
41(3)
41(4)
41(5)
42
43(1)
43(2)
43(3)
45(1)
45(2)
45(3)
47
49(1)
49(2)
49(3)
49(4)

Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning

Organ
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Harpsichord
Voice
Voice
Voice
Woodwinds
Woodwinds
Woodwinds
Brass
Strings
Strings
Strings
Strings

Lim
Lira
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm
Perm
Perm & Lim
Perm
Perm

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
W eve
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
3
2

TBA
4

8

Perm
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

D
TBA
C
:30-3:00
M&F
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

L.Brehm
L.Brehm
J.Small
Posnak
C.Taylor
Thurston
L.Brehm
Andrews
Engelhart
Ragle
Edwards
Schmidt
J.Slack
Staff
K.Robinson
RoBsman
Swatsler
Shull

D.Robinson
J.Slack
Schmidt
K.Robinson

Staff

.Robinson

D

K.Taylor
Staff
Posnak
K.Taylor
K.Taylor
Andrews

Ragl«
Engelhart

L.Brehm
L.Brehm
J.Small

Posnak
Tayl°r

c

Thurston

L.Brehm

Ragle

Edwards

Schmidt
J.Sleek
Staff
K.Robin»°

Rossman
Swatsler
Chilli

MUSIC
LIS
LIS
LIS
LIS

lis
us
is
LIS

50
51(1)
51(2)
51(3)
51(4)
51(5)
52
53(1)
53(2)
53(3)
55(1)
55(2)
55(3)
57
59(1)
59(2)
59(3)
59(4)
60
61(1)

us
«
us
us
u«
us
J"
us
us
us
us
us
us 61(2)
u« 61(3)
us 61(4)
u» 61(5)
us 62
u« 63(1)
us 63(2)
us 63(3)
u« 65(1)
us 65(2)
u« 65(3)
us 67
us 69(1)
us 69(2)
us 69(3)
us 69(4)
nus 71
77(1)
Jil 77(2)
*1S 78
*»• 92(1)
fti, 92(2)
Hus 94

Intermed Organ
Interned Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Piano
Intermed Harpsichord
Intermed Voice
Intermed Voice
Intermed Voice
Intermed Woodwinds
Intermed Woodwinds
Intermed Woodwinds
Intermed Brass
Intermed Strings
Intermed Strings
Intermed Strings
Intermed Strings
Advanced Organ
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Piano
Advanced Harpsichord
Advanced Voice
Advanced Voice
Advanced Voice
Advanced Woodwinds
Advanced Woodwinds
Advanced Woodwinds
Advanced Brass
Advanced Strings
Advanced Strings
Advanced Strings
Advanced Strings
Kenyon College Choir
Woodwind Chamb Ensem
Woodwind Chamb Ensem
String Chamber Ensem
German Lieder
Music & Society
Individual Study

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm
Perm
Perm & Lim
Perm
Perm

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
W eve
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
B
TBA

L.Brehm
L.Brehm
J.Smail
Posnak
C.Taylor
Thurston
L.Brehm
Andrews
Engelhart
Ragle
Edwards
Schmidt
J.Slack
Staff
K.Robinson
Rossman
Swatsler
Shull
L.Brehm
L.Brehm
J.Smail
Posnak
C.Taylor
Thurston
L.Brehm
Andrews
Engelhart
Ragle
Edwards
Schmidt
J.Slack
Staff
K.Robinson
Rossman
Swatsler
Shull
D.Robinson
J.Slack
Schmidt
K.Robinson
D.Robinson
Andrews
Staff

PHILOSOPHY
Year
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil

Courses
11-12(1)
11-12(2)
11-12(3)
11-12(4)
11-12(5)

Intro
Intro
Intro
Intro
Intro

to
to
to
to
to

Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy

First: Semester Courses
Introduction to Logic
Phil 13
Pract'l Issues Ethics
Phil 14
Symbolic Logic
Phil 23
Hist Ancient Philosophy
Phil 31
Existentialism
Phil 41
Philosophy of Art
Phil 55
Theory of Knowledge
Phil 72
Wittgenstein
Phil 75
Rationalism & Empiricism
Phil 91
Individual Study
Phil 93
Second Semester Courses
Introduction to Logic
Phil 13
Phil 15
Phil Issues in Feminism
Phil 20
Introduction to Ethics
Phil 24
Phil of Natural Sciences
Phil 25
Phil of Social Sciences
Phil 32
History of Modern Phil
Phil 43
Legal and Social Phil
Phil 48
Phenomenology
Phil 71
Contemporary Ethics
Phil 94
Individual Study
Phil 96
Junior Honors
Phil 98
Senior Honors
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Lim

Perm
Lim

Perm
Perm
Perm

D
4
6
B
3

Banning
McLaren
Short
Kading
Spear

6
4
8
E
7
B
W eve
M 6-8
TBA
TBA

Banning
Kading
Short
Short
Spear
Spear
Kading
McLaren
Banning
Staff

2

Kadlng

6
D
8
C
E
4
7
W eve
TBA
TBA
TBA

Banning
McLaren

Short
Short
Spear
Kading
Spear
McLaren

Staff
Banning
Staff

PHYSICS
Year Courses
Phy« 11,12(1) Classical & Modern Phys

3

Greenslade
& Staff

6-8,M

Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Lab 4
Lab 5
Phys 11,12(2) Classical & Modern Phys

D-E.T
6-8,W
D-E,Th

6-8,F

4

Colllngs
& McBrlde

TBA

Staff

B
TBA
3

McBrlde

Labs same as above
Phys 97,98

Senior Honors

LUst Semester Courses
Phy» 7
Astronomy & Cosmology
Lab
Phys 21
Quantum Physics
Lab 1
Lab 2
Phys 32
Electromagnetic Theory
Phys 33
Thermodynamics
Phys 45
Experimental Physics
Phys 83
Topics in Adv Physics
iscond Semester Courses
mys o
Earth Physics
Ub
Phys 22
Intermediate Mechanics
Phys 31
Electronics
Ub 1
Ub 2
Phys 36
Optics & Wave Phenomena
Phys 84
Topics in Adv Physics
Phys 92
Math Methods In Theor Phys

Perm

Staff

6-8,M
D-E,T

3
B

McBrlde
Greenslade

D-E
TBA

Colllngs
Staff

B

Colllngs

3^
C

Colllngs
Greens lade

6-8,W
D-E,Th
B
TBA
D

McBrlde
Staff
Staff
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

Year
PSci
PSci
PSci
PSci

Courses
l-2(l)
1-2(2)
1-2(3)
1-2(4)

PSci
PSci
PSci
PSci

1-2(5)
1-2(6)
1-2(7)
53-54

PSci 61,62
PSci 97-98

3
7
C

Enmert
Baumann

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

1
2
8
A

Politics
Politics
Politics
World Politics Since 1945:
Modem State in Crisis
Amer Constitutional Law
Senior Honors

Lim
Lim
Lim

C
D
E

First Semester Courses
Liberal Democracy Amer
PSci 15(1)
Liberal Democracy Amer
PSci 15(2)
Compar Regim Hist Persp
PSci 26
Urban Politics
PSci 32
Classical Quest Justice
PSci 33(1)
Classical Quest Justice
PSci 33(2)
Man & Citzn In Mod State
PSci 35
Revol Change & Modernz'n
PSci 44
American Foreign Policy
PSci 57
PSci 88
Pol Phil of Rousseau
To be announced
PSci 91(1)
PSci 91(2)
Persian Gulf Region
PSci 93
Individual Study
Second Semester Courses
PSci 15
Liberal Democracy Amer
Amer Political Thought
PSci 25
PSci 30
Mass Media Amer Politics
Modems vs Ancients
PSci 34(1)
Modems vs Ancients
PSci 34(2)
PSci 37
Pol Through Literature
PSci 45
Policy Issues in Amer
Pol & For'n Pol in USSR
PSci 52
International Relations
PSci 55
PSci 58
Making of For'n Pol
PSci 72
Criminal Law
Develop in Third World
PSci 76
Democratic Capitalism
PSci 78
Women's Liberation:
PSci 92
Ideas, Issues, etc.
Individual Study
PSci 94
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5
8
TBA

Rubin
P. Jensen
Rubin
Coby &
Baumann
Horvitz
Gregorian
Enmert
Rubin 6
Staff
Clor
Staff

Politics
Politics (upperclassmen only)
Politics
Politics

Perm

2

4
6
4
7
6
Lim
Lim
Perm

D-E,TU

Th eve
B
TBA

Lim

B
6
3
4
6
4

Lim

2

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Perm

7
B
3
W eve
Th eve
Tu eve
C
TBA

Emmett
Elliott
Clor
Clor

p. Jensen

Staff
Gregorian
p. Jensen
Staff
Gregorian
Staff

Coby
Enmert

Elliott
Horvit*
Horvitr
p. Jensen
Enmert
Staff
Gregorian
Gregorian
Clor
Staff
Baumann

Clor &

Elliott
Staff

PSYCHOLOGY
Year Courses
Payc 97-98

CD
v:
o

Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc
Payc

11(1)
U(2)
11(3)
11(A)
11(5)
11(6)
11(7)
12
25
35
37
41
43
46
47
50
67
91(1)

Payc 91(2)
Payc 93

Senior Honors
: Courses
Intro to Psyc - Bio Scl
Intro to Psyc - Bio Sci
Intro to Psyc - Bio Sci
Intro to Psyc - Bio Sci
Intro to Psyc - Bio Sci
Intro to Psyc - Bio Sci
Intro to Psyc - Bio Sci
Intro to Psyc - Soc Sci
History & Systems
Develop Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
Learning & Motivation
Perception
Cognitive Psychology
Industrial/Organiz'1 Psy
Social Psychology
Physiological Psych
Psychobio of Abnormal
Behavior
Social Policy & Psych
Individual Study

^££oocL Semester Cm.r«00
p»yc 11
Intro to Psyc
p«yc

p«yc

12(1)
12(2)
12(3)
12(4)
12(5)
12(6)
12(7)
21

p«yc

28

p«yc

36
38
39
44
45
48
49

p»yc
p»yc
p«yc
p>yc
p«yc
p>yc

p«yc
p>yc

P»jrc
p,yc
p»yc

Payc
p»yc
p«yc

62
68

P«yc 92(1)
p,yc 92(2)
*yc 94

Intro
Intro
Intro
Intro
Intro
Intro

to
to
to
to
to
to

Psyc
Psyc
Payc
Psyc
Psyc
Psyc

-

Bio
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc

Sci
Sci
Sci
Sci
Scl
Sci
Scl
Scl

Perm

TBA

Staff

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

Lim

1
2
3
4
5
A
C
6
2
6
5
4
B
A
E
C
D
7

Lim
Perm

TBA
TBA

Hoppe
King
Levine
Fenigstein
Smolak
Rice
Williams
Fenigstein
Rice
Smolak
Levine
Williams
Rice
Hoppe
Hoppe
Fenigstein
King
Levine &
King
Smolak
Staff

Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim
Lim

C
1
2
3
4
5
A
C

Lim

Lim

Human Sexuality
Lim
Adult Development
Clinical Psychology
Lim
Depression
Lim
Visual Perception
p8ych of Language
Theories of Personality
Lim
Behavior Mod & Eval
Perm & Lim
Comparative Psychology
Research in Physio Psyc
Lim
Organ'I Behavior & Devel
Perm
Aggression and Altruism
Individual Study
Perm

7

6
D
8
B
A
5
TBA
2

D
E
TBA
TBA

Williams
Hoppe
King
Levine
Fenigstein
Smolak
Rice
Smolak
Williams &
King
Fenigstein
Smolak
Shepard
Levine
Rice
Hoppe
Levine
Williams
Rice
King
Hoppe
Fenigstein
Staff
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RELIGION
Year Courses
Rel i i , 12(1)
Rel
Rel
Rel
Rel
Rel
Rel

11. 12(2)
u , 12(3)
13, 14
25, 26
29, 30
97, 98

Baly &

Exper & Expres of Rel
Exper & Expres of Rel
Exper & Expres of Rel
God & Man in Old Test
Jewish Life & Thought
Rel Traditions of East
Senior Honors

First Semester Courses
Rel 21
Jesus & the Gospels
Rel 23
Christian Life & Tho't
Rel 33
Way of the Mystics
Rel 71
Senior Seminar
Rel 72
The World and Jesus
Rel 73
Agnosticism & Unbelief
Rel 75
Religious Conxnunltles
Rel 77
Confucius and Chuang-Tzu
Rel 79
The Hebrew Prophets
Rel 91
Rel Tho't of Modern West
Rel 93
Individual Study

8

Perm

6

Llm
Llm
Lim
Lim
Perm

Second Semester Courses
Rel 16
Worship of Ancient Israel
Rel 32
The Faith of Christians
Rel 35
Rel 40

Religion in America
Christianity & Marxism

Rel
Rel
Rel
Rel

Existential Religion
Buddhist Texts
The Holocaust
Greek & Roman Religion

74
78
80
82

Rel 92
Rel 94
Rel 96

Contemporary Relig Issues
Individual Study
Junior Honors

B
4
3
7
TBA

D
D
TBA
Th eve
E
Th eve
W eve
Tu eve
Th eve
TBA
D
5
6

7
Lim
Llm
Perm

Perm
Perm

Tu eve
W eve
Tu eve
D
Th eve
TBA
TBA

SOCIOLOGY -- See Anthropology/Sociology
SPANISH
— See Modern Foreign Languages
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Obenchain
Rhode*
Rogan

Baly
Kullmann
Obenchain

Staff

Rogan
Rhodes
Kullmann
Rogan

Baly
Rogan
Rhodes
Obenchain
Kullmann

Irish
Staff
Kullmann
Baly &
Rhodes
Rogan
Rhodes &
McCarthy
Rogan
Obenchain
Kullmann

Bennett &
Rogan
Irish

Staff
Staff

Office of the Registrar
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022

